
DISNEY STILLS LIST 
Last updated on July 4, 2022 
 
This is a list of all of the extra Disney publicity photos I have 
available for trade or for sale.  They're all Disney originals, 
not duplicates, and are extra copies of those I have in my own 
collection. 
 
The photos are $3/each unless marked below, plus $8.95 per order for 
Priority Mail in the United States.  Photos marked "Free" are 
just that - get one free for every photo you buy. 
 
I am willing to trade two-for-one for any Disney photos I don't 
have (which is a lot more than what's on this list!), or for 
other Disneyana.  Please let me know what you have to trade! 
 
I have multiple copies of some photos but just one of others, so 
it's first-come, first-served.  If you have any questions or want 
me to hold photos for you please let me know. 
 
 
$1,000,000 DUCK 
 
Cast: Dean Jones (Professor Albert Dooley), Sandy Duncan (Katie 
Dooley), Joe Flynn (Finley Hooper). 
 
51A-1636  Albert looks at Charley in cage; Hooper looks at both 
          of them 
51A-2299  Publicity: Sandy Duncan leaning on Dean Jones, both 
          smiling 
 
 
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA 
 
Cast: Kirk Douglas (Ned Land), James Mason (Captain Nemo), Paul 
Lukas (Professor Pierre Aronnax), Peter Lorre (Conseil), Robert 
J. Wilke (First Mate). 
 
TWC-39  Divers securing coral cross 
TWC-136 Divers working with net in underwater plants 
TWC-158 Divers placing coral cross on the underwater grave 
TWC-196 Behind-the-scenes: Crew members with underwater signal 
        chart 
TWC-197 Behind-the-scenes: Crew practicing underwater signals 
TWC-204 Behind-the-scenes: Crew lowers camera into water 
TWC-218 Behind-the-scenes: Kirk Douglas looking down at Nautilus 
        diving suit 



TWC-280 Sailing ship sets out searching for the Nautilus 
TWC-294 Divers collecting eggs and samples in coral 
TWC-313 Divers carrying huge wrench under the Nautilus 
TWC-516 Arronax next to plotting device 
TWC-535 Aronnax and Nemo on deck, Nemo with telescope 
TWC-542 Nemo and Aronnax on ocean bottom 
TWC-544 Behind-the-scenes: Kirk Douglas looking at underwater 
        signal chart 
TWC-548 Nemo at the wheel of the Nautilus, looking backward 
        (vertical) 
TWC-552 Nemo shows Aronnaz how to adjust diving suit 
TWC-553 Nemo shows Ned the treasure vault 
 
TWC-570 Natives diving off Nautilus after electric shock 
TWC-574 Publicity: Kirk Douglas swimming in mask and snorkel 
TWC-583 Nemo holding on to rail and ship's fixture 
TWC-584 Behind-the-scenes: Kirk Douglas laughing, with Peter 
        Lorre 
TWC-596 Aronnax and Conseil in shop before sailing 
TW-599  Publicity: Kirk Douglas in Nassau wax musueum with 
        pirate figures 
TW-600  Publicity: Kirk Douglas waterskiing 
TWC-600 Aronnax talks to reporters as Conseil watches 
TWC-623 Esmerelda (seal) barking aboard the Nautilus 
TWC-624 Esmerelda (seal) aboard the Nautilus 
TWC-627 Esmerelda moving across the Nautilus deck 
TWC-634 Portrait: Kirk Douglas in striped shirt, smiling 
TWC-659 Ned, Aronnax and Conseil cling to the tail as Nautilus 
        submerges 
TWC-724 Ned singing aboard the Abraham Lincoln 
TWC-742 Aronnax, Conseil and crewmen look down from the Abraham 
        Lincoln 
        Color print: Sketch of Nautilus divers, with inset 
        photos of stars 
 
 
ABSENT-MINDED PROFESSOR, THE 
 
Cast: Fred MacMurray (Professor Ned Brainard), Nancy Olson (Betsy 
Carlisle), Keenan Wynn (Alonzo Hawk), Tommy Kirk (Biff Hawk), 
Elliott Reid (Shelby Ashton), James Westerfield (Officer Hanson), 
Forrest Lewis (Officer Kelly), Ed Wynn (Fire Chief). 
 
760-87  Behind-the-scenes: Fred MacMurray with woman, two young 
        girls and dog (probably family) 
AP-41   Ned shows his notes to his dog, hand to mouth 
AP-60   Ned looks up at the floating pot of Flubber 



AP-91   Ned studies the Flubber pot 
AP-121  Ned and his dog watch the experiment 
AP-210  Alonzo Hawk argues with Ned as Biff Hawk watches 
AP-216  Ned irons Flubber onto team's shoes 
AP-229  Ned with a crowbar at the warehouse door 
AP-266  Ned and Betsy grab a floating Alonzo Hawk 
AP-671  Alonzo and Biff in the football huddle 
AP-794  Alonzo Hawk bouncing over the house 
AP-859  Portrait: Nancy Olson, side view 
AP-863  Portrait: Nancy Olson 
AP-871  Portrait: Nancy Olson 
AP-1083 Ned and Betsy duck from a passing plane 
AP-1086 Ned plays the trumpet in the classroom 
AP-1209 The housekeeper looks at the lab from the house 
AP-1210 Portrait: Fred MacMurray makes a point to Nancy Olson 
AP-1212 Portrait: Olson leaning head on MacMurray's shoulder, 
        smiling 
AP-1220 Portrait: Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson and the dog, 
        looking at camera 
AP-1221 Portrait: Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson looking at the dog 
AP-1229 Portrait: Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson and the dog, all 
        singing 
AP-1234 Ned pouring chemicals in the classroom 
AP-1243 Ned shows dog a formula on blackboard, dog sitting up 
AP-1253 Portrait: Fred MacMurray 
AP-1255 Portrait: Fred MacMurray 
AP-1257 Portrait: Fred MacMurray 
AP-1408 Portrait: Keenan Wynn, dark suit 
AP-1413 Portrait: Keenan Wynn, light suit 
AP-1418 Portrait: Keenan Wynn, slight smile 
AP-1420 Portrait: Keenan Wynn, slight look up 
AP-1436 Portrait: Tommy Kirk about to bite apple 
AP-1460 Portrait: Elliott Reid, looking smug 
AP-1462 Portrait: Elliott Reid, looking smug 
AP-1464 Portrait: Elliott Reid, looking to photo right, smiling 
AP-1472 Portrait: Elliott Reid, hand to chin 
AP-1475 Portrait: Elliott Reid, serious 
AP-1495 Medfield player floats over the other team 
AP-1521 Ned and dog fly past Washington Monument 
AP-1544 Medfield team leaps in the air 
AP-1589 Medfield player shoots a basket while in the air 
AP-1631 Guards approach the Model T on White House lawn 
AP-1644 Publicity: two confused policemen pouring coffee 
AP-1649 Portrait: Fred MacMurray 
AP-1655 Portrait: Fred MacMurray in striped shirt 
AP-1661 Ned bangs the Model T on Shelby's car 
        Portrait: Fred MacMurray in bow tie 



 
        Synopsis, credits and cast list - $5 
 
 
ADVENTURE IN COLOR, AN/MATHMAGIC LAND 
 
TE-C-2864 Ludwig Von Drake painting on stage floor 
 
 
ADVENTURES OF BULLWHIP GRIFFIN, THE 
 
Cast: Roddy McDowall (Bullwhip Griffin), Suzanne Pleshette 
(Arabella Flagg), Karl Malden (Judge Higgins), Harry Guardino 
(Sam Trimble), Richard Haydn (Quentin Bartlett), Bryan Russell 
(Jack Flagg), Liam Redmond (Captain Swain), Joby Baker (Bandido 
leader), Mike Mazurki (Mountain Ox), Pedro Gonzalez-Gonzalez 
(Bandido).  
 
19A-211 Bullwhip looking concerned; in checkered shirt with vest 
19A-213 Judge Higgins behind bars 
19A-288 Bullwhip and Jack arrive in town 
19A-299 View of Chinese camp 
19A-318 Bullwhip and Jack talk to Chinese man (vertical) 
19A-321 Bullwhip and Jack talk to Chinese man 
19A-339 Jack and Bullwhip discover gold 
19A-341 Bullwhip leaning on shovel 
19A-414 Judge Higgins with noose around neck 
19A-420 Judge Higgins with noose around neck 
19A-421 Judge Higgins with noose around neck 
19A-489 Bullwhip in crowd as they get ready to hang Judge 
        Higgins 
19A-720 Bullwhip and Jack dressed as stewards with Judge Higgins 
19A-805 Smiling shot of Arabella 
19A-812 Higgins with Bullwhip in bunkhouse 
19A-918 Judge Higgins in disguise 
19A-928 Portrait: McDowall in Bullwhip's butler costume 
19A-936 Portrait: Russell in Jack's sailing costume 
19A-973 Jack and Bullwhip watch as Captain Swain eats soup 
19A-981 Captain Swain looks annoyed at Jack and Bullwhip 
19A-987 Bullwhip and Jack in crowd on ship during fight 
19A-1000  Bullwhip and Jack on ship during fight 
19A-1007  Judge Higgins fires a pistol as Jack and Bullwhip watch 
19A-1011  Stagecoach stopped by bandits 
19A-1026  Bandito pointing pistol 
19A-1034  Jack and Bullwhip climb down from stagecoach at 
          gunpoint 
19A-1047  Two banditos on horseback 



19A-1052  Jack, Bullwhip and Higgins watch bandito 
19A-1110  Smiling Bullwhip in steward costume 
19A-1148  Higgins and Bullwhip talk as Jack reads map 
19A-1259  Bullwhip, Jack and Higgins with hands raised 
19A-1263  Bullwhip and Jack watch Higgins at stagecoach 
19A-1277  Higgins standing outside stagecoach 
19A-1290  Two banditos on horseback 
19A-1410  Higgins in Chinese disguise, eyes half closed 
19A-1417  Higgins in Chinese disguise, one eye shut 
19A-1477  Judge Higgins crouching on hill, with pistol 
19A-1484  Judge Higgins sitting on hill, with pistol 
19A-1572  Jack in traveling clothes 
19A-1618  Jack argues with Bullwhip aboard ship 
19A-1620  Jack gestures as Bullwhip looks at pants 
19A-1634  Bullwhip looking surprised 
19A-1656  Bullwhip and Jack floating on life preservers 
19A-1717  Higgins floating on life preserver 
19A-1778  Portrait: McDowall as Bullwhip; serious 
19A-1826  Bartlett prepares to strike Bullwhip from behind 
19A-1885  Bullwhip, Bartlett and Jack 
19A-1897  Bullwhip making strange face 
19A-2041  Jack listens to Bartlett 
19A-2117  Jack kicks Mountain Ox as Bullwhip watches 
19A-2118  Bullwhip slaps Mountain Ox with his glove 
19A-2127  Mountain Ox goes flying after Bullwhip hits him 
19A-2128  Mountain Ox goes flying after Bullwhip hits him 
19A-2129  Mountain Ox goes flying after Bullwhip hits him 
19A-2134  Mountain Ox tosses someone in the air 
19A-2135  Trimble and Mountain Ox laughing 
19A-2161  Bullwhip argues with seated Mountain Ox 
19A-2162  Mountain Ox lifts Bullwhip in one hand 
19A-2180  Mountain Ox lifts Bullwhip in one hand (close-up) 
19A-2223  View of San Francisco street 
19A-2238  Bartlett, Bullwhip and Jack on the street 
19A-2278  Bullwhip slaps Mountain Ox; on a dock 
19A-2280  Bullwhip slaps Mountain Ox; on a dock 
19A-2281  Bullwhip slaps Mountain Ox; on a dock 
19A-2284  Bullwhip slaps Mountain Ox; on a dock 
19A-2295  Crowd cheering as Bullwhip, Jack and Bartlett enter 
          town 
19A-2298  Crowd cheering as Bullwhip passes 
19A-2300  Crowd cheering as Bullwhip, Jack and Bartlett enter 
          town 
19A-2388  Bullwhip prepares to give Jack a haircut 
19A-2415  Bullwhip passes in front of the saloon 
19A-2447  Arabella with hands folded at dinner 
19A-2452  Arabella smiling during dinner 



19A-2462  Arabella with cigarette at table 
19A-2464  Trimble and Arabella at table 
19A-2471  Arabella with arm around Trimble 
19A-2478  Portrait: Harry Guardino in costume 
19A-2479  Portrait: Harry Guardino in costume 
19A-2481  Arabella seated 
19A-2482  Arabella seated, looking up 
19A-2502  Portrait: Suzanne Pleshette, close-up 
19A-2503  Arabella and Trimble talking 
19A-2504  Arabella seated at table, hand to chin 
19A-2537  Bullwhip and Jack watch as Bartlett lunges with cane 
19A-2549  Judge Higgins helps Bartlett with life preserver 
19A-2570  Bullwhip and Jack watch as Bartlett talks 
19A-2588  Trimble points angrily as Mountain Ox laughs 
19A-2668  Higgins dressed as bookkeeper 
19A-2710-3  Man puts jacket in street for Arabella 
19A-2711-3  Trimble and man help Arabella across mud 
19A-2712-3  Trimble carries Arabella across mud 
19A-2712-6  Arabella's servants carry her trunk across the mud 
19A-2725  Arabella in saloon costume with umbrella 
19A-2762  Arabella in saloon costume with umbrella 
19A-2815  View of saloon interior 
19A-2834  Trimble and Bullwhip in the street 
19A-2854  Smiling shot of Arabella 
19A-2858  Arabella with slight smile 
19A-2932-1  Mountain Ox ready to hit a customer pawing 
            Arabella 
19A-2935-2  Arabella, unruly customer and Mountain Ox 
19A-2935-4  Mountain Ox hits an unruly customer 
19A-2952  Arabella dancing as customer tries to grab her 
19A-2973  Higgins dressed as bookkeeper with empty saddle bags 
19A-3027  Bullwhip and Jack talking to gambler 
19A-3035  Angry Arabella confronts Bullwhip and Jack in saloon 
19A-3044  Trimble talks to Jack and Bullwhip in saloon 
19A-3097  Arabella on saloon stage with umbrella over shoulder 
19A-3184  Bartlett looking concerned 
19A-3268  Higgins dressed as bookkeeper tries to climb on horse 
19A-3296-1  Mountain Ox holds burning piano over head 
19A-3296-5  Mountain Ox holds burning piano over head 
19A-3339 Higgins dressed as bookkeeper, pulling horse on rope 
19A-3432  Mountain Ox and Bullwhip prepare for a match 
19A-3448  Mountain Ox and Bullwhip start the fight 
19A-3468  Portrait: Karl Malden in suit 
19A-3479  Portrait: Karl Malden in suit 
19A-3576  Mountain Ox swings at Bullwhip but misses 
19A-3658  Bullwhip ducks as Mountain Ox swings 
19A-3691  Bullwhip hits Mountain Ox with an uppercut 



19A-3717-1  Mountain Ox and Bullwhip during the fight 
19A-3717-5  Bullwhip leans back to avoid Mountain Ox 
19A-3894  Mountain Ox punches Bullwhip off his feet 
19A-4064  Portrait: Karl Malden 
19A-4182-5  Publicity: Richard Haydn 
19A-4182-6  Publicity: Richard Haydn 
19A-4534  Bullwhip looking up 
465-727 Judge Higgins in white suit 
565-74  Close-up of Judge Higgins in somber mood 
1165-405  Judge Higgins in Chinese disguise 
 
 
AFRICAN LION, THE 
 
Stills from this film are 50 cents each 
AF-P7   Young deer lying in the grass 
AF-P13  A herd of jackals 
AF-P16  Hippos in the water under a tree 
AF-P24  A flock of vultures 
AF-35   Lioness and three cubs at rest 
AF-51   Jackal looking in hole 
AF-53   Bird standing in marsh 
AF-54   Babboon 
AF-55   Ostrich 
AF-59   Ostrich, head moving 
AF-70   Large number of elephants in water and on shore 
AF-72   Two elephants in the water, fighting 
AF-81   Dirty elephant in woods 
AF-85   Elephant walking towards camera 
AF-87   Elephant at water edge 
AF-89   Elephant drinking 
AF-90   Elephant walking towards camera through trees 
AF-92   Elephant rubbing against tree 
AF-104  Leopard resting on rock 
AF-121  Rhinoceros laying in mud 
AF-122  Rhinoceros getting out of mud 
AF-123  Rhinoceros getting out of mud 
AF-133  Water buffalo herd 
AF-134  Water buffalo herd 
AF-156  Hundreds of birds take to the sky 
AF-164  Lion cub in the shadows 
AF-165  Lion cub in the shadows 
AF-182  Lion growls as lioness sits 
AF-184  Lion looking at camera 
AF-190  Lions resting under a tree 
AF-211  Hyena and vultures 
AF-212  Lioness nurses cubs 



AF-D-8  Drawing: Water buffalo 
 
 
APPLE DUMPLING GANG, THE 
 
Cast: Bill Bixby (Russel Donovan), Susan Clark (Magnolia "Dusty" 
Clydesdale), Don Knotts (Theodore Ogelvie), Tim Conway (Amos), 
David Wayne (Colonel Clydesdale), Slim Pickens (Frank Stilwell), 
Harry Morgan (Homer McCoy), John McGiver (Leonard Sharpe), Don 
Knight (John Wintle), Clay O'Brien (Bobby Bradley), Brad Savage 
(Clovis Bradley), Stacey Manning (Celia Bradley), Iris Adrian 
(Poker Polly). 
 
69A-107   Celia, Clovis and Bobby at mine entrance 
69A-601   Theodore and Amos sneak through town 
69A-932   Celia, Clovis and Bobby arrive in town 
69A-1042  Portrait: Bill Bixby as Donovan, in gambler outfit, 
          smiling 
69A-1047  Portrait: Bill Bixby as Donovan, in gambler outfit, 
          serious 
69A-1314  Theodore, hanging from rope, talks to kids 
69A-1607  Colonel Clydesdale, Dusty and Donovan at hearing 
69A-1773  Portrait: Susan Clark as Dusty 
69A-2090  Dusty leaning over Donovan on pool table 
69A-2250  Amos trying to pull stubborn mule 
69A-2414  Amos and Theodore argue as kids watch 
69A-2461  Dusty and Donovan shooting at someone 
69A-2479  Donovan pins Dusty against the wall 
69A-2546  The Stillwell gang grabs the kids 
69A-2819  Everyone looking at the spot where the bank used to be 
69A-3375  Publicity: Bill Bixby in street clothes, leaning on bench 
69A-3551  Two views of Stillwell inside the bank 
69A-3559  Two pictures: Don Knotts (69A-3428) and as Amos 
 
 
APPLE DUMPLING GANG RIDES AGAIN, THE 
 
No pictures currently available 
 
 
ARISTOCATS, THE 
 
1168-142 Publicity: Gabor leaning on large picture of Duchess 
 
 
BABES IN TOYLAND 
 



Cast: Ray Bolger (Barnaby), Tommy Sands (Tom Piper), Annette 
Funicello (Mary Contrary), Ed Wynn (Toymaker), Tommy Kirk 
(Grumio), Kevin Corcoran (Little Boy Blue), Henry Calvin 
(Gonzorgo), Gene Sheldon (Roderigo), Mary McCarty (Mother Goose), 
Brian Corcoran (Wee Willie Winkie), Jerry Glenn (Simple Simon), 
John Perri (Jack-Be-Nimble), James Martin (Jack), Ilana Dowding 
(Jill). 
 
BT-1600 Barnaby looks down from his house with a crooked 
        telescope 
BT-1603 Gonzorgo, Barnaby and Roderigo look out the window 
BT-1882 Gonzorgo talks to Roderigo 
BT-1937 Barnaby with magnifying glass, Gonzorgo and Roderigo 
        watching 
BT-2201 Mother Goose confronts Barnaby 
BT-SPEC-3 Portrait: Bolger in striped suit and bow tie 
BT-SPEC-4 Portrait: Ed Wynn, polka dot bow tie 
 
 
BAREFOOT EXECUTIVE, THE 
 
List being prepared - please let me know if you want a copy! 
 
 
BEAR COUNTRY 
 
Stills from this picture are 50 cents each 
BC-8    Bear sitting in field 
BC-15   Snarling bear sitting near tree 
BC-16   Bear scratching rump on tree 
BC-21   Two bears; one standing, one sniffing 
 
 
BEARS AND I, THE 
 
Cast: Patrick Wayne (Bob Leslie), Chief Dan George (Chief Peter 
A-Tas-Ka-Nay), Andrew Duggan (Commissioner Gaines), Michael 
Ansara (Oliver Red Fern), Robert Pine (John McCarten), Val 
DeVargas (Sam Eagle Speaker).  
 
Stills from this picture are $1 each 
60A-39  Bob feeds a young fawn 
60A-96  Bob puts on a pack by lakeside 
60A-157 Red Fern looks over his shoulder as Bob watches 
60A-163 Chief and Bob shaking hands 
60A-187 Bob watches as boat approaches 
60A-194 Bob handing a package to the Chief 



60A-207 Bob punches Sam Eagle Speaker 
60A-219 Bob argues with Red Fern inside cabin 
60A-236 Red Fern and Bob fight over rifle 
60A-343 Chief refuses an eviction notice from McCarten 
60A-360 Gaines addresses crowd as Chief and McCarten watch 
60A-361 Red Fern on shore, Chief in boat 
60A-436 Bob with the three bear cubs outside root cellar 
60A-467 Bob with three bear cubs at the dock 
60A-474 Bob lying with the injured Patch 
60A-480 Cabin on fire 
60A-490 Red Fern and Bob look over Patch 
60A-562 Bob tries to keep snarling dog away from bear cub 
60A-582 Bear swims after Bob in canoe 
60A-583 Bob pushes Patch away with paddle 
60A-588 Red Fern, Chief, Bob in boat 
60A-608-2 Portrait: Patrick Wayne 
60A-608-3 Portrait: Patrick Wayne leaning on tree 
60A-624 Bear nuzzles on Bob's hand as another watches 
60A-691 McCarten radios for help as Bob watches 
60A-719 Chief and a band of Indians face the camera 
60A-736 Chief and Bob standing outside teepee 
60A-743 Red Fern holds Sam as Bob and Chief watch 
60A-751 Red Fern and Bob outside teepee 
60A-791 Bob and bear cub meet McCarten's seaplane 
60A-803 Bob and bear cubs ready to dock in canoe 
60A-819 Chief, Red Fern and Bob listen to government men 
60A-905 Fire crew tries to put out fire 
60A-908 Bob kneeling by fire with fish on spit 
60A-920 Bob carrying supplies, with bear on leash 
60A-925 Two views: Cub nuzzling Bob; Bob with three cubs at dock 
60A-926 Two views: Cub nuzzling Bob; Bob and cubs outside root 
        cellar 
60A-927 Two views: Cub licking Bob; Bob and cubs outside root 
        cellar 
 
 
BEAVER VALLEY 
 
Stills from this picture are 50 cents each 
BV-6    Beaver looking over burlap bag 
BV-39   Beaver on snow 
BV-40   Beaver eating on snow 
 
 
BEDKNOBS AND BROOMSTICKS 
 
Cast: Angela Lansbury (Miss Eglantine Price), David Tomlinson 



(Professor Emelius Brown), Roddy McDowall (Mr. Jelk), Ian 
Weighill (Charlie), Roy Snart (Paul), Cindy O'Callaghan (Carrie). 
 
49A-387 Charlie, Paul and Carrie are assigned a new home 
49A-1311-5 Eglantine dances with her broom 
49A-2434  Eglantine holds a rabbit by ears as policeman watches 
49A-2592  Brown and kids cheer during battle 
49A-2698  German soldiers looking confused during battle 
49A-2863-1  Eglantine watches as empty clothes dance past 
49A-3151  Eglantine talks to Brown in the study 
49A-3282  Eglantine looks at rabbit on desk 
49A-3524  Eglantine leads the battle on her broom 
49A-4231  German soldier tries to stab suit of armor 
49A-4492  Portrait: Angela Lansbury on bench 
 
 
BEST OF WALT DISNEY'S TRUE-LIFE 
ADVENTURES, THE 
 
Stills from this picture are 50 cents each 
73A-1  Two pictures; bighorn sheep butting heads; artwork of same 
73A-2  Two pictures: two elephants with tusks; bison locking horns 
73A-3  Two pictures; elephants at water edge; hippos in lake 
73A-5  Two pictures: bobcat on top of cactus; artwork of same 
73A-8  Four pictures; long shot of water hole; another; art of 
       squirrel and tortoise; picture of same 
73A-9  Two pictures: two polar bear cubs; artwork of walrus and cub 
73A-10 Four pictures: jaguar fighting jacare, art of same, falcon 
       fighting snake, art of same 
73A-11 Four pictures: falcon, parrot, monkey, prairie dog 
73A-12 Four pictures: tarantula and wasp, lemmings, lion 
       family, coyote and prairie dog 
73A-13 Two pictures: elephants, desert at night 
73A-14 Two pictures: falcon swooping down on prairie dogs; artwork 
       of same 
73A-15 Four pictures: polar bears in water, monkeys, prairie 
       dogs, elephant 
73A-16 Four pictures: male lion, grouse, monkey, hippo 
73A-17 Four pictures: bighorn sheep, sloth, lion with kill, 
       prairie dog 
73A-18 Four pictures: bobcat nestled in cactus, monkey, 
       monkeys, toucans 
73A-19 Two pictures: Walt sitting on desk with tiger; Walt 
       showing script to dog wearing glasses ($3) 
 
 
BIG RED 



 
Cast: Walter Pidgeon (James Haggin), Gilles Payant (Rene Dumont), 
Emile Genest (Emile Fornet), Janette Bertrand (Terese Fornet), 
Georges Bouvier (Baggage Man), Doris Lussier (Farmer Mariot), 
Rolland Bedard (Conductor), Teddy Burns Goulet (Engineer). 
 
RED-52  Rene walking with Red, carrying suitcase 
RED-56  Rene walking with Red, carrying suitcase 
RED-114 Terese with farmer and cow 
RED-167 Red jumps over a fence with Rene behind him 
RED-194 Rene with Red on leash in field 
RED-203 Rene hugs Red 
RED-483 Train crew standing by engine 
RED-491 Baggageman yelling in trees 
RED-509 Haggin walking with arm around Rene, with Red 
RED-525 Moose standing near train 
RED-527 Moose standing on track blocking engine 
RED-602 Rene and Haggin with Red in countryside 
RED-842 Haggin having tea with housekeeper 
RED-866 Rene crouching with arm around Red 
RED-1014  Rene shows puppy to Red 
RED-1059  Mountain lion snarling at Red 
RED-1061  Red jumps back from mountain lion 
RED-1062  Mountain lion looks down at Haggin 
RED-1066  Haggin tumbles down hill 
RED-1071  Haggin's horse rears and throws him 
RED-1075  Red fighting with mountain lion 
RED-1076  Red fighting with mountain lion 
RED-1086  Haggin tries to get a boulder off his foot 
RED-1136  Rene uses log to lift rock off Haggin 
RED-1362  Red fighting with mountain lion 
RED-1400  Red jumping over Rene as he bends over 
 
 
BISCUIT EATER, THE 
 
Cast: Earl Holliman (Harve McNeill), Godfrey Cambridge (Willie 
Dorsey), Beah Richards (Charity Tomlin), Johnny Whitaker (Lonnie 
McNeill), George Spell (Text Tomlin). 
 
77B-94  Willie gestures as he holds cigar box (7x9) 
 
 
BLACK ARROW 
 
Cast: Oliver Reed (Sir Daniel Brackley), Fernando Rey (Earl of 
Warwick), Benedict Taylor (Richard Shelton), Stephan Chase (Black 



Arrow), Georgia Slowe (Lady Joanna). 
 
no #    Four pictures: Black Arrow drawing bow; Sir Daniel in 
        chair; Sir Daniel with Lady Joanna in castle; Lady 
        Joanna in woods 
no #    Four pictures: Black Arrow in formal attire; Lady Joanna 
        in formal attire, Sir Daniel in chair; Black Arrow 
        kneeling with bow 
 
 
BLACK HOLE, THE 
 
Cast: Maximillain Schell (Dr. Hans Reinhardt), Robert Forster 
(Captain Dan Holland), Joseph Bottoms (Lieutenant Charles Pizer), 
Anthony Perkins (Dr. Alex Durant), Yvette Mimieux (Dr. Kate 
McCrae), Ernest Borgnine (Harry Booth) 
 
84A-242-12 Durant looks up, worried 
84A-1260  Portrait: Bottoms, arms crossed, back lit 
84A-1274  Portrait: Mimieux, back lit 
84A-1403  Portrait: Perkins, back lit 
84A-2222  Portrait: Schell in shadows 
 
 
BLACKBEARD'S GHOST 
 
Cast: Peter Ustinov (Captain Blackbeard), Dean Jones (Steve 
Walker), Suzanne Pleshette (Jo Anne Baker), Elsa Lanchester 
(Emily Stowecroft), Joby Baker (Silky Seymour), Richard Deacon 
(Dean Wheaton), Hank Jones (Gudger Larkin), Norman Grabowski 
(Virgil), Michael Conrad (Pinetop Purvis), Herbie Faye 
(Croupier). 
 
30A-58  Emily at the auction, pointing towards camera 
30A-299 Blackbeard next to the picture of his wife 
30A-446 Behind-the-scenes: Dean Jones stands in car while 
        director Robert Stevenson looks at script 
30A-522 Cop looking down from streetlight 
30A-625 Portrait: Peter Ustinov as Blackbeard, shoulder shot 
30A-666 Silky Seymour smoking a cigarette 
30A-748 Blackbeard holding liquor bottle 
30A-918 Blackbeard looking through fish tank 
30A-1275  Toupee popping off dealer's head 
30A-1282  Jo Anne and Steve raking in the chips 
30A-1537  Jo Anne watches as Emily puts bed warmer up for auction 
30A-1869  Dean Wheaton sitting with hand on his chin, looking 
          confused 



30A-1878  Jo Anne in dark blouse, sitting in high-backed chair 
30A-1882  Purvis gestures as he makes a point 
30A-1970-1  Silky Seymour watches the track meet - unhappily 
30A-1984  Dean Wheaton yells excitedly as Purvis watches in 
          surprise 
30A-2131-6  Blackbeard and two cheerleaders performing 
30A-2135-1  Publicity: Blackbeard sitting against drift wood 
30A-2162  Steve gives Gudger a pep talk in the locker room 
30A-2249  Blackbeard lifting Gudger off the ground as he races 
30A-2320  Gudger tries to throw a shot put 
30A-2382  Gudger in the air, getting an assist from the invisible 
          Blackbeard 
30A-2405  Gudger gets ready to throw shot put as Broxton player 
          looks on 
30A-2412  Steve tries to help Gudger with shot put 
30A-2495  Officials measure shot put distance 
30A-2503  Two officials hold Steve from going on field 
30A-2523-3  Blackbeard gets ready to cut javelin 
16A-3534  Portrait: Dean Jones, leaning forward, dark sweater 
16A-3579  Portrait: Dean Jones, leaning head on crossed arms 
16A-3592  Portrait: Dean Jones, close-up, serious 
          Blackbeard drawing his sword outside of Steve's car 
 
 
BLUE YONDER, THE 
 
        Composite: Huckleberry Fox and Art Carney 
        Composite: Biplane and Peter Coyote 
 
 
BOATNIKS, THE 
 
Cast: Robert Morse (Ensign Thomas Garland), Stefanie Powers (Kate 
Fairchild), Phil Silvers (Harry Simmons), Norman Fell (Max), 
Mickey Shaughnessy (Charlie), Don Ameche (Commander Taylor). 
 
48A-25  Ensign Garland getting out of his car 
48A-511 Garland kisses Kate as she sits on sailboat 
48A-656 Taylor giving a lecture to Garland 
48A-1942  Charlie goes over the rail as Harry and Max hold him 
48A-1966  Garland in canoe with Sea Scouts 
48A-3435  Kate and Garland holding hands, looking serious 
 
 
BON VOYAGE 
 
Cast: Fred MacMurray (Harry Willard), Jane Wyman (Katie Willard), 



Michael Callan (Nick O'Mara), Deborah Walley (Amy Willard), Tommy 
Kirk (Elliot Willard), Kevin Corcoran (Skipper Willard). 
 
(AP stills are from Absent-Minded Professor) 
 
BON-48  Harry and Skipper in the cargo net 
BON-293 Harry and Amy on steps of church 
BON-370 Amy clasping purse and flowers 
BON-414 Portrait: Michael Callan leaning on ship railing 
BON-441 Harry and Skipper in the cargo net; Skipper taking a 
        picture 
BON-539 Portrait: Michael Callan leaning on ship railing 
BON-569 Harry and Skipper look around square 
BON-650 Portrait: Deborah Walley, Eiffel Tower in background 
BON-652 Portrait: Deborah Walley, Eiffel Tower in background 
BON-655 Portrait: Deborah Walley, Eiffel Tower in background, 
        closer view 
BON-657 Portrait: Deborah Walley, Eiffel Tower in background, hands 
in lap 
BON-692 Elliott in girders of Eiffel Tower 
BON-704 Harry looks down from Eiffel Tower 
BON-811 View of the beach, Elliott in center 
BON-838 Playboy talking to Katie at party; Katie standing 
BON-856 Harry and guest at party 
BON-873 Unidentified woman sitting at sidewalk cafe 
BON-879 Harry confronts Elliott in hotel lobby 
BON-888 Harry and Katie looking up on Eiffel Tower 
BON-903 Nick and woman dancing at party 
BON-935 Harry holds Amy at the beach 
BON-970 Harry, in tuxedo, seated under umbrella as Amy watches 
BON-973 Playboy and Harry argue over Katie; Katie looking mad at 
        Harry 
BON-977 Harry and Katie argue at party 
BON-1060  Portrait: Deborah Walley leaning on ship railing 
BON-1062  Portrait: Deborah Walley leaning on ship railing, hand to 
head 
BON-1130  Amy and Nick kissing 
BON-1144  Harry and Nick argue 
BON-1157  Unidentified woman waits at sidewalk cafe, hand to chin 
BON-1175  Elliott points to manhole cover as he talks to 
          gendarme; finger poking from cover 
BON-1179  Elliott pointing as he talks to gendarme 
BON-1307  Elliott and Skipper argue with Harry as Amy watches 
BON-1383  Harry and Katie dancing; hand on Harry's shoulder 
BON-1536  Elliott and Shamra at the dance 
BON-1614  Two policemen escort an unwilling Harry 
BON-1656  Nick kisses Amy while on the ship 



BON-1782  Elliott, holding a map, argues with Harry 
BON-1843  Amy tries to help Harry recover from hangover 
BON-1847  Harry laying on couch trying to recover from hangover 
BON-1928  Portrait: Callan in white shirt, smiling 
BON-1929  Portrait: Callan in white shirt 
BON-1940  Portrait: Callan in plaid jacket with bow tie, smiling 
BON-1942  Portrait: Callan in plaid jacket with bow tie 
BON-1945  Portrait: Callan in checkered coat 
BON-1947  Portrait: Callan in coat with black lapel; head tilted 
BON-1948  Portrait: Callan in coat with black lapel 
BON-1951  Portrait: Michael Callan, light suit with dark collar 
BON-1954  Portrait: Michael Callan in tuxedo 
BON-1977  Portrait: Deborah Walley in party dress 
BON-1985  Portrait: Deborah Walley on wire chair 
BON-2006  Portrait: Deborah Walley in striped dress 
BON-2024  Portrait: Deborah Walley in fuzzy wrap 
BON-2025  Portrait: Deborah Walley in striped dress 
BON-2032  Katie talks to Nick's mother at party 
BON-2057  Harry talking to two women at party 
BON-2093  Harry and Skipper watch the tour guide in the sewer 
BON-2116  Harry inches along pipes in the sewer 
BON-2122  Harry with guide book in sewer 
BON-2123  Harry with guide book in sewer, looking up 
BON-2125  Harry inches along pipes in the sewer 
BON-2126  Harry uses lighter to look at guide book in sewer 
BON-2130  Harry looks at map in sewer 
BON-2131  Harry looks at map in sewer 
BON-2317  Harry and Katie lean on pile of suitcases 
BON-2322  Portrait: Jessie Royce Landis in dark dress 
BON-2325  Portrait: Jessie Royce Landis in dark dress 
BON-2332  Portrait: Jessie Royce Landis in white blouse 
BON-2343  Portrait: Jessie Royce Landis in coat and scarf 
BON-2344  Portrait: Jessie Royce Landis in furry collar and scarf 
BON-2346  Portrait: Jessie Royce Landis in coat 
BON-2379  Portrait: Jane Wyman, leaning over 
BON-2380  Portrait: Jane Wyman, wearing pearls 
BON-2381  Portrait: Jane Wyman, wearing pearls, side view 
BON-2382  Portrait: Jane Wyman, wearing pearls 
AP-1251   Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - smiling 
AP-1252   Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - serious 
AP-1253   Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - smiling 
AP-1254   Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - serious 
AP-1256   Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - serious 
AP-1257   Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - serious 
162-465   Publicity: Tommy Kirk carries suitcases from house 
162-479   Publicity: Tommy Kirk with girl on bridge, pointing 
162-483   Publicity: Tommy Kirk studies script at home 



162-484   Publicity: Tommy Kirk pours coffee 
162-486   Publicity: Tommy Kirk looks at a pile of suits 
162-492   Publicity: Tommy Kirk picking out a tie 
162-493   Publicity: Tommy Kirk on the phone 
162-496   Publicity: Girl ready to shoot water at Tommy Kirk 
162-499   Publicity: Tommy Kirk and girl look from behind tree 
262-86    Portrait: Costume designer Bill Thomas, side view, sketch 
in background 
262-98    Portrait: Costume designer Bill Thomas, sketch in 
background 
262-130  Portrait: Deborah Walley 
262-131  Portrait: Deborah Walley, smiling 
262-137  Portrait: Deborah Walley, hand to shoulder 
262-145  Portrait: Deborah Walley on love seat 
262-156  Portrait: Deborah Walley 
262-165  Portrait: Deborah Walley in hooded jacket 
1261-74  Portrait: Deborah Walley wearing leprechaun hat, sitting on 
chair 
1261-103  Portrait: Deborah Walley leaning on giant firecracker 
1261-108  Portrait: Deborah Walley on large drum, sitting up 
1261-113  Portrait: Deborah Walley on large drum, bending over 
1261-119  Portrait: Deborah Walley making Valentine Day card 
         
 
BOOMERANG, DOG OF MANY TALENTS 
 
Cast: Darren McGavin (Barney Duncan). 
 
41B-152  Barney sitting with Boomerang. 
no #  Two pictures: Barney playing accordian; 41B-152 
 
 
BOY AND THE BRONC BUSTER, THE 
 
Cast: Earl Holliman (Cal Winslow), Strother Martin (Buckshot), 
Vincent Van Patten (Todd Thompson). 
 
?96B-189C  Portrait: Earl Holliman leaning on fence, horse behind 
          him 
96B-761  Todd sitting on fence, Cal standing next to him 
?96B-841C  Portrait: Earl Holliman leaning on fence with lariat 
?96B-936 Deputies throw Buckshot out of the saloon ($1) 
        Man at rodeo gesturing with cigar (free) 
 
 
BOY CALLED NUTHIN', A 
 



Cast: Forrest Tucker (Turkeyneck), John Carroll (Sagebrush), 
Ronny Howard (Nuthin'), Donna Butterworth (Laura-Kate Brackney). 
 
39B-239 Turkeyneck looks up as he leans on fence talking to 
        Nuthin' 
39B-1173  Turkeyneck leaning on fork of tree (autographed by 
          Forrest Tucker) 
39B-1365  Two pictures: Carroll and Butterworth between scenes 
567-849 Publicity: Tucker in tree from "The Big Cat" 
667-224 Publicity: Tucker with photographer Bert Lynch 
 
 
CANDLESHOE 
 
Cast: David Niven (Priory), Helen Hayes (Lady Gwendolyn St. 
Edmund), Jodie Foster (Casey Brown), Leo McKern (Harry Bundage), 
Veronica Quilligan (Cluny), Ian Sharrock (Peter), Sarah Tamakuni 
(Anna). 
 
80A-771 Peter breaks up fight between Casey and girls in water 
80A-1858  Priory and Harry duel as Lady St. Edmund watches in 
          horror 
80A-2129    Casey, Priory and Lady St. Edmund around iron maiden 
80A-2799  Publicity: David Niven - four poses as different 
          characters 
 
 
CASTAWAY COWBOY, THE 
 
Cast: James Garner (Lincoln Costain), Vera Miles (Henrietta MacAvoy), 
Robert Culp (Cal Bryson), Eric Shea (Booton MacAvoy), Elizabeth Smith 
(Liliha), Manu Tupou (Kimo), Nephi Hannemann (Malakoma). 
 
66A-1496  Close-up of whale boat pulling up to sailing ship 
no #  Two pictures: Costain waking up in bed after shipwreck; Miles 
and Culp leaning on fence rail 
no #  Booton and Costain talking as they lean on fence rail 
 
 
CAT FROM OUTER SPACE, THE (folder temporarily? mislaid!) 
 
Cast: Ken Berry (Frank Wilson), Sandy Duncan (Liz Bartlett), McLean 
Stevenson (Cal Link), Harry Morgan (General Stilton), Hans Conried 
(Dr. Heffel). 
 
86A-1240  Frank and Liz holding cats outside apartment 
86A-1650  Cal steps across couch as he carries a beer 



86A-2479  Publicity: Group picture of Stevenson, Duncan, Berry and 
cat 
86A-2848  Jake looks at power source inside space ship 
86A-3139  Liz and Frank hanging from helicopter 
 
 
CHARLEY AND THE ANGEL 
 
Cast: Fred MacMurray (Charley Appleby), Cloris Leachman (Nettie 
Appleby), Harry Morgan (Roy Zerney, the Angel), Kurt Russell (Ray 
Ferris), Kathleen Cody (Lenora Appleby). 
 
57A-797 Behind-the-scenes: Bill Anderson, Vincent McEveety and 
        Fred MacMurray 
57A-978 Behind-the-scenes: Kurt Russell joking with Kathleen 
        Cody 
57A-1229  Behind-the-scenes: McEveety coaching MacMurray and 
          Leachman 
57A-2165  Publicity: Two shots of Fred MacMurray 
57A-2171  Publicity: Two shots of Kathleen Cody 
 
 
CHRISTMAS VISITOR, THE 
 
        Composite: Four views of cast members 
        Portrait: Dee Wallace Stone in costume 
 
 
COLLEGE BOWL '87 
these stills are free with another purchase 
 
        Composite: Dick Cavett with Richard Reid; Don and 
        Richard Reid 
        Composite: Dick Cavett holding microphone; Notre Dame 
        team 
        Cornell team 
        Georgetown team 
        Georgia Tech team 
        Idaho team 
        Kansas team 
        LSU team 
        Minnesota team 
        N.C. State team 
        NYU team 
        Ohio State team 
        UC Irvine team 
        Utah team 



        Wash. U - St. Louis team 
        Wisconsin team 
        W. Connecticut team 
 
 
COMPUTER WORE TENNIS SHOES, THE 
 
Cast: Kurt Russell (Dexter Riley), Cesar Romero (A. J. Arno), 
William Schallert (Professor Quigley), Richard Bakalyan (Chillie 
Walsh), Debbie Paine (Annie), Frank Webb (Pete), Michael 
McGreevey (Schuyler), Fabian Dean (Little Mac). 
 
59B-29  Annie and Pete listen to tape recorder 
59B-265 Dexter, Annie and Pete at computer console 
59B-281 Dexter given key to city and being kissed at airport 
59B-370 Publicity: Frank Webb seated with cigarette 
59B-787 Arno and thugs in dune buggy 
59B-1161  Publicity: Debbie Paine, laughing 
Composite 59B-265 and Arno at computer console 
 
 
CONDORMAN 
 
Cast: Michael Crawford (Woody), Oliver Reed (Krokov), Barbara 
Carrera (Natalia), James Hampton (Harry), Jean-Pierre Kalfon 
(Morovich), Dana Elcar (Russ). 
 
E80-52-36   Portrait: Kalfon as Morovitch 
E80-54-15   Portrait: Crawford as Woody in gypsy costume 
E80-83-36   Natalia, Woody and Harry in disguises 
E80-87-10   Morovitch in motorcycle suit, looking mad 
E80-137-9   Natalia and Krokov in his villa 
E80-141-22     Krokov with radio in snow 
E80-152-2   Portrait: Oliver Reed in white jacket 
E80-153-9   Morovitch with sniper rifle in snow 
E80-157-23     Portrait: Barbara Carrera in cape 
E80-168-3   Harry with camera, laughing 
E80-186-15     Gypsy truck transforms into race car 
E80-189-22     Russ with picture of Natalia 
E80-190-20     Harry and Woody in Woody's studio 
E80-197-28     Woody's breath catches fire as Natalia watches 
E80-270   Four pictures of Woody in disguises 
E80-287   Portrait: Barbara Carrera, arms folded over chest, 
        topless 
E80-288   Portrait: Barbara Carrera, kneeling 
E80-291   Portrait: Barbara Carrera, wearing dark hat 
          Condorman logo (50 cents) 



 
 
COUNTRY 
 
List being prepared - please let me know if you want a copy! 
 
 
COUNTRY COYOTE GOES HOLLYWOOD, A 
 
Stills from this film are 50 cents each 
15A-2   Three coyotes in field from ground level 
15A-3   Coyote lying in storm drain, looking at camera 
15A-4   Coyote with city in distance 
15A-5   Coyote looking off to left 
15A-6   Coyote with city in distance 
15A-7   Coyote looking off to left 
15A-8   Three coyotes on hill, looking to left 
15A-9   Coyote in concrete river bed 
VP-228  Coyote howling on top of hill 
864-298 Great dane on top of dog house in pool 
864-300 Coyote looking around indoors 
864-307 Coyote drinking from milk bottles 
864-308 Coyote picking up golf ball 
864-309 Two coyotes looking warily to left 
1260-546  Coyote on rock looking at camera 
1260-548  Coyote howling at entrance to den 
1260-560  Two coyotes looking down hill 
1260-840  Coyote looking intently to right 
TE-680  Two coyotes in den, one looking out 
TE-682  Coyote on top of dirt hill 
 
 
DAD, CAN I BORROW THE CAR? 
 
Cast: Spencer Quinn (car salesman), Chris Thompson (Rex Carr). 
 
58B-18  Artwork of car looking like woman 
58B-24  Drivers license for "Rex Carr" 
58B-29  Sleazy used car salesman with wreck 
 
 
DANGER BAY 
 
        Composite: Three views of cast members 
 
 
DARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE PEOPLE 



 
Cast: Albert Sharpe (Darby O'Gill), Janet Munro (Katie O'Gill), 
Sean Connery (Michael McBride), Jimmy O'Dea (King Brian), Kieron 
Moore (Pony Sugrue), Denis O'Dea (Father Murphy). 
 
DAR-PORT-6     Portrait: Sean Connery in suit 
DAR-PORT-256   Portrait: Albert Sharpe in dark suit 
DAR-PROD-245   Darby telling story in tavern 
DAR-PROD-404   Michael punches foe in tavern 
DAR-PROD-707   Michael, with sack, talks to Darby 
DAR-PROD-792   Michael sings to Katie while seated on wagon 
DAR-PROD-897   Michael and Sugrue ready to fight as Katie watches 
DAR-PROD-948   Katie hugging Michael 
DAR-PROD-1122  Michael with hands on hips, talks to Katie 
DAR-PROD-1166  Michael in bed, with King Brain on headboard 
DAR-PROD-1190  Darby and King Brian look out window through 
               curtains 
DAR-PROD-1208  Darby and King Brian look out open window  
DAR-PROD-1260  Darby looking at King Brian, who's standing on 
               rock wall 
DAR-PROD-1512  Leprechauns dancing in the Great Hall 
DAR-PROD-1878  Darby plays his fiddle as King Brian dances on 
               throne 
DAR-PROD-2423  Ghostly coach and rider 
TMM-PUB-1399   Portrait: Janet Munro in sweater 
Composite DAR-PROD-1878, DAR-PROD-1166, and Darby, Michael and 
          Katie waving from wagon 
Composite DAR-PROD-948 and DAR-PROD-1208 
JM-NBC-9  Portrait: Munro in gown, looking up, serious 
 
 
DAVY CROCKETT 
KING OF THE WILD FRONTIER 
(and the television episodes used for that feature) 
 
Cast: Fess Parker (Davy Crockett), Buddy Ebsen (George Russel), 
Basil Ruysdael (General Andrew Jackson), William Bakewell (Major 
Tobias Norton), Helene Stanley (Polly Crockett), Pat Hogan 
(Redstick), Hans Conried (Thimblerig), Kenneth Tobey (James 
Bowie), Don Megowan (William Travis), Nick Cravat (Bustedluck). 
 
TV-208  Publicity: Singers during Fess Parker screen test 
TV-315  Bigfoot tries to kick Davy 
TV-364  Davy pushes Bigfoot against cabin as they fight 
TV-411  Redstick in headress, glaring at camera, Georgie tied to 
        tree 
TV-559  Bigfoot and his men confront Davy and Georgie 



TV-1312 Portrait: Don Megowan as Travis 
Composite:     Fess Parker and Buddy Ebsen, as Crockett 
               characters and in 1985 
155-66  Portrait: Helene Stanley, looking over shoulder 
 
 
DEVIL AND MAX DEVLIN, THE 
 
Cast: Elliott Gould (Max Devlin), Bill Cosby (Barney Satin), 
Susan Anspach (Penny Hart), Adam Rich (Toby Hart), Julie Budd 
(Stella Summers). 
 
D80-370-13     Stella holds headphone to ear during recording 
               session 
D80-576-21     Barney, in three-piece suit, looks to the side 
D80-886  Four views of Max pleading for his life 
D80-889 Publicity: Bob Schiffer works on Cosby's devil make-up; 
        finished product 
no #    Disney Channel publicity: four views: Barney in three- 
        piece suit, Max looking shocked; Barney pointing with 
        fire behind him; Max and Barney in phone booth 
 
 
DISNEY FAMILY ALBUM 
 
no #    Richard and Robert Sherman, seen through a piano, with 
        sheet music on the wall behind them 
no #    Milt Kahl, pointing as he holds drawing board, next to 
        lake 
 
 
ELFEGO BACA 
 
Cast: Robert Loggia (Elfego Baca), Robert F. Simon (Deputy 
Sheriff Ed Morgan), Lisa Montell (Anita Chavez), Nestor Paiva 
(Justice of the Peace), Leonard Strong (Zangana Martinez), 
Charles Maxwell, Linc Foster (Jim Spears), Rico Alaniz (El 
Sinverguenza/Fernandez). 
 
TV-7624 Fernandez, wearing sombrero, seated on horse 
TV-7627 Behind-the-scenes: Loggia sitting on ladder behind 
        camera 
TV-7649 Baca riding up to man on hill holding rifle 
TV-7786 Fernandez cowers in fear on the ground as Baca stands 
        over with gun drawn 
TV-7797 Behind-the-scenes: Loggia holding bag as man stitches it 
TV-7802 Baca holds Fernandez by the jacket as they stare at each 



        other 
TV-7811 Crowd watches as three men flee from the house where 
        Baca is trapped 
TV-7943 Sheriff Morgan holds rifle as crowd talks to him while 
        attacking Baca 
TV-8110 Martinez, Morgan and Baca leave the ruins of the house 
TV-8321 Baca, on horseback, reaches for his gun as man shoots at 
        him outside saloon 
TV-8395 Baca shoots at ground and horse rears as men scatter 
TV-8427 Martinez and two other men look down the street in 
        surprise; Baca has one prisoner 
TV-8438 Baca reaches to take gun from man on horseback in town 
TV-8438 Baca reaches to take gun from man on horseback in town 
        (close-up) 
TV-8525 Baca and man fight next to organ 
TV-8542 Baca looks up as he fights with man on ground 
TV-8543 Baca and man grapple for gun as they fight on floor 
TV-8641 Baca listens for sheriff's heartbeat as man kneels next 
        to them 
TV-8657 Baca lurches as he is shot in the back 
TV-8680 Baca bends down to look at eyes of man lying on jail 
        floor 
TV-8751 Sheriff and Baca peer around corner, with guns drawn; 
        hands lowered 
TV-8846 Man falls backwards after being punched by Baca 
TV-8904 Portrait: Montell in costume, hair in braids 
TV-8915 Portrait: Montell in costume, sitting with hurricane 
        lamp 
 
 
EMIL AND THE DETECTIVES 
 
Cast: Walter Slezak (Baron), Bryan Russell (Emil Tischbein), 
Roger Mobley (Gustav), Heinz Schubert (Grundeis), Peter Erlich 
(Muller), Cindy Cassell (Pony), Elsa Wagner (Nana), Eva-Ingeborg 
Scholz (Mrs. Tischbein), Wolfgang Volz (Officer Stuecke), Frank 
Nicklisch (Desk Sergeant), Brian Richardson (Professor), David 
Petrychka (Dienstag), Robert Swann (Hermann), Ann Noland 
(Frieda), Ron Johnson (Rudolf), Rick Johnson (Hans). 
 
11A-53  Grundeis peering around wall in village street 
11A-65  Emil looks through the bus window as his mother yells 
11A-77  Emil leans out of the bus window 
11A-80  Emil talks as he leans out of the bus window 
11A-86  Grundeis peers backwards between seats on the bus 
11A-102 Grundeis looking around wooden gate 
11A-121 Grundeis looking through window, between bars, from 



        inside 
11A-122 Grundeis looking through window, between bars, from 
        outside 
11A-126 Grundeis leans against wall as he looks through window 
11A-131 Publicity: Schubert has a cigarette as he talks with two 
        boys between takes 
11A-135 Emil's mother adjusts his tie as they wait for the bus 
11A-146 Emil's mother smiles as she and Emil wait for the bus 
11A-278 Emil looks at sketch of Grundeis as boy artist gestures; 
        Gustav and other watching 
11A-290 Emil points to sketch of Grundeis 
11A-354 Emil running with suitcase in one hand, flowers in other 
11A-357 Emil running with suitcase past policeman 
11A-362 Grundeis, one eye open, sneaks hand inside Emil's coat 
        to steal envelope 
11A-369 Grundeis takes very wide step off the bus 
11A-474 Girl looks through door at boy looking up from below 
11A-476 Girl looks through door at boy peering through letter 
        slot 
11A-579 Boy sits slumped in chair as hand reaches through window 
        for the telephone 
11A-600 Gustav pretends his is wearing a monocle 
11A-611 Emil running past policeman at train station 
11A-647 Boy talks to older girl, who is leaning on wall and 
        looking upset 
11A-649 Twins look surprised, standing with mouths puckering 
11A-663 Twins jump down into rubble 
11A-734 Gustav prepares to lead his gang into the ruins 
11A-744 Baron smoking a cigar, wearing fur-lined coat, hat 
11A-752 Emil and Grundeis, covered in dirt, standing between two 
        policemen 
11A-772 Baron sitting in back of his car as Muller looks ahead 
11A-795 Gustav holds cloth over telephone to disguise voice 
11A-873 Baron and Muller carry basket through throng of children 
11A-874 Baron and Muller carry basket through throng of children 
        (closer view) 
11A-897 Boys grabbing cash as Baron and men force their way 
        through the crowd 
11A-924 Baron watches from train as money flies towards crowd 
11A-940 Baron and Muller, with basket, look shocked; crowd of 
        children approaching from behind them 
11A-943 Baron throws money as Muller keeps children from the 
        train 
11A-1008  Girl on telephone, looking worried 
11A-1019  Baron takes off his hat at police station and smiles; 
          Muller and Grundeis standing on either side 
11A-1036  Children try to convince police officer at station that 



          they need help 
11A-1051  Policeman lights Baron's cigar in jail 
11A-1085  Children looking through mug shots 
11A-1091  Policeman frisks Grundeis; money goes flying as Muller 
          and Baron watch 
11A-1107  Emil steps across stones in flooded basement 
11A-1121  Gustav, Emil and the boys staring from bicycle rack 
11A-1131  Grundeis standing in checkered suit, arms at side 
11A-1136  Gustav leans on phone booth; man inside stares out 
11A-1147  Baron and Muller look up from their newspapers in 
          restaurant 
11A-1178  Girl in hat and jacket, leaning against door 
11A-1211  Gustav, Emil and twins watch to the left in train 
          station 
11A-1218  Boys (from rear) watch crooks climbing in the ruins 
11A-1225  Overhead view of Emil in the bank ruins 
11A-1230  Baron looks backwards as he stands in hole in ruins 
11A-1262  Baron standing with gun in gloved hand 
11A-1275  Baron, sitting, looks up at Emil, who is standing with 
          hands tied 
11A-1277  Emil, hands tied, stands with mouth open as Baron looks 
          to side 
11A-1294  Baron holds up flashlight as he crawls from hole 
11A-1302  Baron, holding flashlight, looks past Emil in tunnel 
11A-1309  Baron and Muller eating by candlelight in the tunnel 
11A-1324  Muller lights the fuse for Baron 
11A-1333  Grundeis has hands to ears during explosion; Emil 
          watches 
11A-1342  Emil standing with hands tied 
11A-1347  Emil crawling from hole 
11A-1349  Emil crawling from hole 
11A-1350  Grundeis has hands to ears during explosion; Emil 
          grimaces 
11A-1359  Grundeis smiles as he enters tunnel 
11A-1364  Muller and Grundeis stare at cash 
11A-1382  Portrait: Slezak in dark suit, white shirt 
11A-1386  Portrait: Slezak in dark suit, white shirt; smiling 
11A-1397  Portrait: Slezak smoking cigar 
11A-1403  Portrait: Slezak holding cigar, smiling 
11A-1442  Grundeis looks at policemen holding him 
11A-1476  Policemen examine paper as Emil and Gustav stand in the 
          ruins 
11A-1494  Baron points gun at Emil in the ruins 
11A-1497  Baron shines flashlight at Emil as Grundeis and Muller 
          watch 
11A-1512  Baron sits with cigar and looks down from perch in 
          ruins 



11A-1516  Emil stares down from tunnel opening 
11A-1516  Emil stares down from tunnel opening (close-up) 
11A-1524  Man reaches up through grating 
11A-1529  Gustav pulls fuse away from grating as hands reach out 
11A-1531  Gustav stands with burning money in hand 
11A-1534  Grundeis pokes head from hole as Baron and Emil look 
11A-1540  Gustav holds burning fuse in hand 
11A-1544  Emil, hands tied, and Muller looking down 
11A-1549  Emil makes his way along wall in the dark 
11A-1554  Emil, girl and Gustav sit and yell 
11A-1577  Baron walks on Muller's shoulders, holding on to pipes 
11A-1632  Muller and Emil, both bruised 
11A-1707  Emil tries to punch Gustav, who holds him by the head 
11A-1874  Baron smoking a cigar 
11A-1927  Portrait: Slezak, extreme close-up 
11A-1928  Portrait: Slezak, extreme close-up, smiling 
 
 
ESCAPE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN 
 
Cast: Eddie Albert (Jason O'Day), Ray Milland (Aristotle Bolt), 
Donald Pleasence (Lucas Deranian), Kim Richards (Tia Malone), Ike 
Eisenmann (Tony Malone), Walter Barnes (Sheriff Purdy), Denver 
Pyle (Uncle Bene), Dermott Downs (Truck). 
 
67A-1308  Bolt stands with hands behind back 
67A-1377  Portrait: Milland, smiling 
67A-1622  Portrait: Pleasence, smiling 
67A-1690  Two portraits: Lee in leather jacket and suit 
67A-1849  Portrait: Albert in plaid shirt, smiling 
67A-1906  Two portraits: Milland; serious and slight smile 
67A-1909  Two portraits: Albert in plaid shirt; smiling and 
          frowning 
 
 
FIGHTING PRINCE OF DONEGAL, THE 
 
Cast: Peter McEnery (Red Hugh O'Donnell), Susan Hampshire 
(Kathleen McSweeney), Tom Adams (Henry O'Neill), Gordon Jackson 
(Captain Leeds), Norman Wooland (Sir John Perrott, the Viceroy), 
Richard Leech (Phelim O'Toole), Peter Jeffrey (Troop Sergeant), 
Marie Kean (Mother), Peggy Marshall (Princess Ineen), Maurice 
Roëves (Martin), Fidelma Murphy (Moire). 
 
2A-631  Portrait: Hampshire, in sweater, leaning head on hands 
9A-4400  Portrait: McEnery, hand to chin 
9A-4453  Portrait: McEnery in jacket and tie, serious, looking up 



22A-2-29  Row of cannons firing 
22A-R-10-5     Soldiers pour through the gate across fallen 
               bodies 
22A-R-10-6     Soldiers pour through the gate across fallen 
               bodies; smoke on left 
22A-R-10-13    Soldiers aim rifles at gate from inside castle 
22A-R-10-14    Smoke billows as soldiers fall inside castle gate 
22A-10-21 Attackers race through castle courtyard 
22A-15-3  Portrait: Fidelma Murphy, close-up, looking thoughtful 
22A-R-16-34    Hugh climbing out of barrel; water in background 
22A-17  Hugh swinging sword at helmeted soldier 
22A-21-29 Soldier falling over low wall 
22A-R25-8  Hugh looks at two men running through castle courtyard 
22A-R28-27     Hugh crouching on roof top 
22A-29-11  Hugh grimacing as he uses staff to fight soldier 
22A-29-22  Hugh swinging staff at soldier 
22A-30-23 Portrait: Hampshire in white coat and hat, leaning on 
          chair 
22A-34-23  Hugh and Kathleen dancing as crowd applauds 
22A-36-10  Hugh looks out as he leans on bars 
22A-36-16  Hugh leans against wall as he gets up 
22A-37-27  Hugh ducks as man swings sword in circular stairwell 
22A-R40-7 Hugh battles with soldier inside the castle 
22A-R42-4 Hugh (from back) listens to fellow rebel 
22A-R42-28     Portrait: Adams (??) close-up 
22A-R42-31     Publicity: Adams looking at mouse in hand 
22A-47-18  Publicity: Hampshire smiles as McEnery smiles at camera 
22A-51-4  Hugh wrestles with opponent in castle 
22A-55-19  Hugh plummets towards castle moat 
22A-61  Hugh and man falling off running horse 
22A-72  Hugh looks up from next to tree 
22A-76  Man (??) with beard pointing large sword towards ground 
22A-100  Two soldiers hold Hugh, who is kneeling in field 
22A-103  Hugh prepares to swing sword as soldiers on horse line up 
behind him 
22A-133  Rebels marching through grassy field 
22A-159  Hugh and men crouch at base of castle wall 
22A-183  Hugh and men march through grassy field carrying banners 
22A-264  Man (??) yelling as he lifts both arms, holding sword in one 
hand 
22A-340 Man (? - with goatee) in armor, squinting 
22A-389 Man (? - with goatee) in armor, raising glove behind 
        head 
22A-442 Woman (? - dark hair) smiles as she leans against tree 
22A-479 Hugh looks up as he leans on building joist 
22A-525  Portrait: McEnery in sweater and white shirt 
22A-537 Guard watches two women praying at bedside of disguised 



        Hugh 
22A-552 Hugh resting sword on arm, standing in doorway 
22A-577 Man (? - with beard), swinging sword as rebels attack 
        guards 
22A-584 Publicity: Adams posing with sword in parapets 
22A-598 Explosion erupts in midst of guards 
22A-619 Guards and rebels battle with swords on steps 
22A-623 Woman (? - dark hair) looks at Henry 
22A-643 Guard backs away from rebel with axe 
22A-466  Publicity: McEnery in costume, smiling, in arched doorway 
22A-668 Hugh helps Henry in the water 
22A-701 Hugh, disguised in robe, kneels next to bed 
22A-741 Hugh surfaces in moat as arrows land nearby 
22A-753 Hugh and men carry explosives through dirt to castle 
22A-807 Hugh and his dog standing in low brush 
22A-837  Hugh follows two men through castle doorway 
22A-873 Hugh takes up a staff to fight soldier 
22A-902 Hugh has staff around neck of soldier 
22A-908 Two men running through castle yard 
22A-947 Portrait: Hampshire in leather outfit, smiling 
22A-964  Portrait: Hampshire looking demure in hooded dress 
22A-968  Portrait: Hampshire in shaggy robe, smiling 
22A-1001  Portrait: Adams in suit, head tilted 
22A-1010  Portrait: Adams in suit, somber 
22A-1075  Hugh looks to side as he dances with Kathleen; both smiling 
22A-1100  Man reels back as Henry punches him 
22A-1126  Hugh and soldier both swinging swords as they fight on 
stairs 
22A-1187  Hugh and Kathleen hug after she is released from the dungeon 
22A-1225  Portrait: Hampshire in striped blouse 
22A-1242  Portrait: Hampshire in horizontally-striped blouse, 
leaning on ladder 
22A-1281  Soldier in helmet looks at prisoner 
22A-1304  Soldier and Henry scuffle inside castle 
22A-1329  Hugh looks at another prisoner through hole in dungeon wall 
22A-1406  Hugh lifts knife over head to throw it 
22A-1447  Hugh holds two knives as he throws them 
22A-1451  Hugh points to map of castle on animal hide as he prepares 
to attack 
22A-1476  Two soldiers drag one of Hugh's men away inside castle 
22A-1513  Hugh places hand on Kathleen's face as he tries to comfort 
her 
22A-1524  Portrait: Hampshire in velvet robe with fur hood 
22A-1593  Henry fights with soldier in mud 
166-192  Publicity: Hampshire tosses hair as she sits by stream 
166-195  Publicity: Hampshire, side view, hand on hip 
 



 
FOLLOW ME, BOYS! 
 
Cast: Fred MacMurray (Lemuel Siddons), Vera Miles (Vida Downey), 
Lillian Gish (Hetty Seibert), Charlie Ruggles (John Everett Hughes), 
Elliot Reid (Ralph Hastings), Kurt Russell (Whitey), Luana Patten 
(Nora White), Ken Murray (Melody Murphy), Donald May (Ed White, Jr.), 
Sean McClory (Edward White, Sr.). 
 
20A-327 Lem and the boys (from rear) talk after the clubhouse collapses 
20A-330 Lem and the boys (from rear) watch as the clubhouse collapses 
20A-338 The clubhouse starts to collapse 
20A-532  Two Scouts painting canoe; covered bridge in background 
20A-564 Lem splashes water at laughing Vida after canoe sinks 
20A-634 Whitey and boy start their fight 
20A-744 Close-up of smiling Lem in uniform during hike 
20A-801  Vida and Lem smiling as they look off camera 
20A-900 Water shoots up as Vida and Lem sink in the canoe 
20A-902 Lem leans towards water spout in sinking canoe 
20A-903 Vida leans back as Lem splashes water in sunken canoe 
20A-905 Vida points as Lem has hand to face in sunken canoe 
20A-919 Lem tries to stop water spout in canoe 
20A-921  Lem pushes paddle over water spout in canoe 
20A-932 Vida laughs as the canoe sinks 
20A-946 Vida and Lem talk as they sit in the canoe 
20A-951 Lem laughs as he sprays water in sunken canoe 
20A-960  Vida laughs as she sprays water in sunken canoe 
20A-1201 Whitey points slingshot at Lem 
20A-1255 Portrait: MacMurray in jacket and tie, slight smile, close-up 
20A-1332  Lem sitting on bench looking at Vida as she stands outside 
bank 
20A-1408  Melody and Lem behind the bus 
20A-1509 Mr. Hughes watches and mayor salutes 
20A-1520 Close-up of Lem in bow tie and striped shirt 
20A-1579 Vida nurses foot as Lem prepares to throw ball 
20A-1641  Vida with phone to ear 
20A-1742  Lem hands bag to Hetty (back to camera) 
20A-1790 Close-up of Lem in bow tie and striped shirt, big smile 
20A-1847 Publicity: Miles poses against antique car 
20A-1931 Boys push Vida and Lem in car 
20A-1972 Vida hugs crying Whitey 
20A-2005  The rice flies as Lem and Vida leave the church 
20A-2069  Smiling Lem with broom as Mr. Hughes talks, sleeping cat 
in front 
20A-2175 Close-up of smiling Lem in dark tie and white shirt 
20A-2176  Lem plays sax and Vida carries the birthday cake as Mr. 
Hughes sits at table 



20A-2178 Lem plays sax and Vida smiles as Mr. Hughes sits at table 
20A-2315 Hetty and Lem stand holding hands in court 
20A-2336 Hetty sits and Lem stands as they wait for the verdict 
20A-2399 Lem and Hetty talking at campground 
20A-2444  Vida holding Lem's arm, both dressed in black 
20A-2453 Lem and boys carry tools to campground 
20A-2618 Lem and Vida in convertible as Scouts follow 
20A-2620 Group in convertible looking at crowd 
20A-2625  Overhead view of parade passing through town 
20A-2722  Lem looks at his award at covered bridge 
20A-2757  Vida sits next to Lem, who is in his bathrobe 
20A-2798  Vida and Lem sit as grown Whitey delivers diagnosis 
20A-2914  Tired looking Lem shoveling cement 
20A-3007  Car and Scouts pass through town 
20A-3017 Overhead view as convertible passes Scouts 
20A-3032 Portrait: Donald May as grown-up Whitey, smiling 
20A-3039 Portrait: Donald May as grown-up Whitey, with pipe 
20A-3044 Lem and Vida greet grown-up Whitey at the train 
20A-3193 Lem and Melody talk as they read in the bus 
20A-3195 Lem and Melody read in the bus 
20A-3239 Vida and Lem about to kiss 
20A-3252 Lem holds Vida, both look upset 
20A-3257  Two soldiers point rifles at Lem as he shaves 
20A-3447  Lem has his picture taken as a POW 
20A-3599  Boys point to captured sign on tank as Lem watches 
20A-3759  Explosion next to passing tank 
20A-3780  Boys hide in culvert as jeep passes overhead 
20A-3805  Boys crouch as motorcyle leaps across ditch 
20A-3818 Portrait: Miles in furry cap 
20A-3819 Portrait: Miles in sweater, sitting 
20A-3820 Portrait: Miles in back and white jacket, under umbrella, 
smiling 
20A-3821 Portrait: Miles in leopard vest, serious 
20A-3822 Portrait: Miles next to wall, smiling 
20A-3823 Portrait: Miles with feathered boa, smiling 
no #  Scout stands in water after falling off plank bridge 
 
 
FREAKY FRIDAY 
 
Cast: Barbara Harris (Mrs. Ellen Andrews), Jodie Foster (Annabel 
Andrews), John Astin (Mr. Andrews), Patsy Kelly (Mrs. Schmauss), 
Dick Van Patten (Harold Jennings), Alan Oppenheimer (Mr. 
Joffert), Ruth Buzzi (Opposing Coach), Kaye Ballard (Coach 
Betsy), Marc McClure (Boris Harris), Marie Windsor (Mrs. Murphy), 
Sparky Marcus (Ben Andrews), Iris Adrian (Bus Passenger), Fritz 
Feld (Mr. Jackman). 



 
81A-175 Mrs. Andrews (back to camera) swings mop at crowd in 
        kitchen 
81A-236-1 Mrs. Schmauss looks dour as she peddles bicycle 
81A-301 Boris holds Mrs. Andrews in front of truck 
81A-508 Mrs. Andrews pleads with Boris to drive her 
81A-640 Mrs. Andrews stares at husband as he gestures in kitchen 
81A-927 Lucille hides figure in trenchcoat as Annabel stares and 
        Mr. Andrews looks on 
81A-938 Mr. Andrews smiles as he talks on phone in his office 
81A-984 Mr. Andrews gestures as he sits in hooded bathrobe 
81A-993 Boris, Ben, Annabel and Mrs. Andrews smile at Mr. 
        Andrews - all seated at home 
81A-1020  Mrs. Andrews scowls as she stands nect to burning 
          turkey in oven 
81A-1040  Mrs. Andrews stands with hand to chin as she smiles at 
          Boris in hallway 
81A-1041  Mrs. Andrews laughs as she looks at very messy Ben 
81A-1248  Mr. Andrews, Joffert and Jennings smiling on float 
81A-1414-2     Mrs. Andrews waterskiing - very determined as she 
               holds flare overhead 
81A-1420-5     Annabel smiles and turns her head as she holds tow 
               rope 
81A-1537  Annabel walks down street with her friends 
81A-2020  Publicity: Ballard and Buzzi laugh on the hockey field 
81A-2084  Coach Betsy delivers pep talk in the locker room 
81A-2326-4     Portrait: Foster in black blouse, sitting, smiling 
81A-2359  Four pictures: Mrs. Andrews tries household chores 
81A-2360  Two pictures: Mrs. Andrews tries to pitch 
81A-2375  Two pictures: Coaches on the playing field 
81A-2376  Two pictures: Ben makes a mess as Boris reacts 
81A-2377  Two pictures: Mrs. Andrews waterskiing in dress 
81A-2381  Two pictures: Mrs. Andrews hang gliding 
 
 
GNOMEMOBILE, THE 
 
Cast: Walter Brennan (D. J. Mulrooney and Knobby), Matthew Garber 
(Rodney), Karen Dotrice (Elizabeth), Richard Deacon (Ralph Yarby), 
Tom Lowell (Jasper), Sean McClory (Horatio Quaxton), Gil Lamb (Gas 
Attendant), Maudie Prickett (Katie Barrett), Cami Sebring (Violet). 
 
24A-152 Elizabeth and Rodney sit on wall as dog pulls on D.J.'s leg 
24A-173 Rodney looks through window as D.J. bends bar 
24A-195 Rodney helps D.J. through the bars 
24A-232 D.J. looking very serious, wearing hat and striped suit 
24A-237 D.J. smiling, wearing hat and striped suit 



24A-298 D.J. on phone as Elizabeth and Rodney watch 
24A-303 Gas station attendant trying to catch gas in bucket 
24A-386 D.J. looks upset as Yarby smiles 
24A-462 Elizabeth on the phone 
24A-483 MS. Barrett stares as the children watch television 
24A-502 Quaxton with Rodney, who has radio to his ear 
24A-538 Portrait: Dotrice in sweater, head turned 
24A-543 Portrait: Dotrice in sweater, smiling 
24A-582 Children and D.J. wait for man with luggage 
24A-706 D.J. walks away from Quaxton hanging on antlers 
24A-1326 Jasper and Knobby lying on floor of car 
24A-1401 Portrait: Gerber in dark sweater, looking shy 
24A-1412 Jasper strains as he lifts picnic basket 
24A-1522 J.D. carries basket as he and children enter the grove 
24A-1604 Rodney, in shirt and tie, with big smile 
24A-1642 Portrait: Gerber in sweater from side, head turned 
24A-1684 Knobby yelling 
24A-1747 Portrait: Dotrice smiling, in ferns 
24A-1840 Portrait: Gerber, hand to chin, serious 
24A-1845 Portrait: Gerber, hand to head, smiling 
24A-2002 Jasper with arms folded 
24A-2197 Portrait: Sebring, head tilted, flowers in hair 
24A-2276 Portrait: Brennan as Knobby, slight smile 
24A-2385 Portrait: Brennan as Knobby, thinking 
24A-2400 A long line of female gnomes 
24A-2420 Five female gnomes lean forward 
24A-2443 Jasper walks past line of female gnomes 
24A-2552 Violet and another woman try to catch Jasper as he flips in 
theair 
24A-2585 Portrait: Brennan in dark suit, slight smile 
24A-2658 Publicity: 14 female gnomes pose for the camera 
24A-2659 Publicity: Sebring, Lowell and woman lying behind giant 
mushrooms 
24A-2747 Women swarm over greased Jasper 
24A-2769 Publicity: 13 female gnomes, waving to camera 
24A-2986-6 Three female gnomes swinging on vines 
24A-3071 Female gnomes reach as Jasper swings on vine 
24A-3074 Two female gnomes approach Jasper after he lands on branch 
24A-3225 Gnomes swinging on vine 
24A-3249 Jasper stands on wagon-wheel shaped light 
24A-3250 J.D. and the children meet the gnomes - large cast shot 
24A-3253 Jasper stands on mantlepiece as two gnomes look 
24A-3255 Children and J.D. look at elderly male gnomes 
24A-3260 Jasper and nobby sitting in chair as Elizabeth watches 
television,  
24A-3265 Publicity: Brennan hugs the children on grove set 
24A-3275 Female gnomes chase Jasper as they swing on vines 



24A-3290 Jasper and nobby sitting in chair as Elizabeth watches 
television, her head turned 
24A-3400 Portrait: Brennan, smiling, dark suit 
24A-3425 Children and J.D. lean out of car windows 
24A-3434 Publicity: Brennan walks children by the hands in woods 
24A-3600 Jasper standing next to candlestick 
24A-3814 Publicity: Gnomes all around and on car in grove 
24A-4037 Animals in tree 
24A-4142 Quaxton holds Jasper in net 
24A-4220 Portrait: Sebring in white dress, hand on hip 
24A-4412 Portrait: Sebring in sweater 
24A-4414Portrait: Lowell in sweater and shirt, serious 
24A-4415Portrait: Lowell in jacket and tie, smiling 
24A-4416 Portrait: Lowell in sweater and shirt, smiling 
566-C-129 Publicity: Gnomes all around and on car in grove 
no # Knobby, J.D. and children in the grove 
 
 
GOING HOME 
 
        Composite: Ashford and Simpson; with Stevie Wonder 
        (free) 
 
 
GREYFRIARS BOBBY 
 
Cast: Donald Crisp (John Brown), Laurence Naismith (Mr. Traill), Alex 
Mackenzie (Old Jock), Kay Walsh (Mrs. Brown), Duncan MacRae (Constable 
MacLean), Andrew Cruickshank (Lord Provost), Gordon Jackson (Farmer), 
Rosalie Crutchley (Farmer's wife), Freda Jackson (Caretaker), 
Moultrie Kelsall (Magistrate), Joyce Carey (1st Lady), Vincent Winter 
(Tammy), Jameson Clarke (Constable), Jack Lambert (Doctor), Bruce 
Seton, Joan Buck (Ailie), Hamish Wilson, Sean Keir (Malcolm), Jennifer 
Nevinson (Farmer's daughter, Elsie), Tam O'Shanter (Bobby). 
 
Bob-17 Woman in shawl, holding knitting 
Bob-18 Farmer, semi close-up 
Bob-19 Farmer and wife, both smiling 
Bob-20 Magistrate looking down from the bench 
Bob-21 Smiling older woman in bonnet 
Bob-22 Constable MacLean, side view, with hand on belt 
Bob-23 Lord Provost?, with quizzical look 
Bob-24 Older man, head slightly to side, in suit 
Bob-25 Brown, outdoors in tweed coat, head to his right side, with 
concerned look 
Bob-27 Publicity: Tam O'Shanter and Mackenzie leaning on rock wall 
Bob-29 Traill taking coins from children inside shop 



Bob-30 Bobby sitting up, with Traill holding his front paws 
Bob-31 Farmer and daughter Elsie make a straw bed for Bobby 
*Bob-32 Old Jock bends down to sheep as Bobby watches from knoll 
Bob-33 Old Jock and farmer sitting in cart 
Bob-35 Old woman and old man holding a bottle 
Bob-37 Two serious looking men holding papers, indoors 
Bob-38 Farmer standing next to wife, who has her arms crossed 
Bob-39 Elsie talks to her father as her mother watches from behind 
them 
Bob-40 Traill bends down as he talks to small boy 
Bob-41 Traill sitting with Bobby on his lap as man and girl watch 
Bob-42 Traill stares at children inside the shop 
Bob-43 Constable MacLean is sworn in for the trial 
Bob-44 Brown stands in court as MacLean stands in witness stand 
Bob-45 Constable Brown testifies 
Bob-46 Bobby runs between man's crutches as children chase after him 
Bob-47 Constable MacLean and Brown exchange glances 
Bob-50 Constable stands guard at courthouse door as Mr. and Mrs. Brown 
and Lord Provost? arrive 
Bob-52 Pallbearers carrying coffin into cemetary 
Bob-53 Brown, holding Bobby, pointing accusing finger at Traill 
Bob-54 Traill and Brown standing next to Bobby, who is on Jock's new 
grave 
Bob-60 Traill looking at children in courtroom 
Bob-61 Smiling Mr. and Mrs. Brown and surprised Traill look as children 
dump coins on coutroom table 
Bob-164 Farmer holding Bobby as daughter and wife watch 
Bob-171 Traill holding Bobby in shop as officer looks at dog 
Bob-216 Traill and Bobby in driving rain 
Bob-275 Old photo of real family with real Bobby 
Bob-314 Publicity: Ghost of old Jock next to Bobby and his tombstone 
Bob-330 Traill and Brown argue in front of Bobby and magistrate 
Bob-332 Behind-the-scenes: animal trainers watch as Crisp and Walsh 
give dog a bath 
G-108 Constable Maclean stands behind Bobby in court 
G-123 Magistrate with hands on Bobby's neck 
G-155 Traill and Brown at night next to Bobby on grave 
1260-89 Jock holding Bobby in the shadows 
1260-90 Publicity: Mackenzie leaning on wooden fence 
1260-91 Publicity: teenage girl? with pitchfork over shoulder 
1260-92 Traill looks somber as he holds Bobby by the neck 
1260-93 Traill offers bone to begging Bobby 
1260-94 Publicity: Mackenzie leaning on walking stick 
1260-96 Brown points at Traill as Bobby leans on his shoulder in court 
1260-98 Publicity: close-up of teenage girl? with pitchfork over 
shoulder 
1260-100 Office points as crowd watches, indoors 



1260-104 Constable Maclean stands with hands on belt next to Brown 
1260-107 Traill and girl kneel down to play with Bobby 
1260-109 Bobby looks at Ailie, Tammy and Macolm 
1260-110 Constable Maclean and Brown talk outside kirkyard 
 
 
GUS 
 
Cast: Edward Asner (Hank Cooper), Don Knotts (Coach Venner), Gary 
Grimes (Andy Petrovic), Tim Conway (Crankcase), Liberty Williams 
(Debbie Kovac), Ronnie Schell (Joe Barnsdale), Dick Butkus (Rob 
Cargil), Tom Bosley (Spinner), Iris Adrian (Fan's Wife), George Putnam 
(T.V. Interviewer). 
 
74A-706 Close-up of Gus in uniform 
74A-772 Debbie in uniform, kneeling next to Gus 
74A-777 Publicity: Andy kneeling with ball behind Gus 
74A-783 Gus gets ready to kick the ball 
74A-925 Andy and Gus in a huddle 
74A-966 Cargill pushes through the line 
74A-1073 Venner looks afraid in middle of huddle 
74A-1443 Andy holds Gus by the reins as he talks to Debbie 
74A-1475 Andy watches as Gus kicks soccer balls 
74A-1550 Cooper holds Venner by the neck as team cheers (horizontal) 
74A-1550 Cooper holds Venner by the neck as team cheers (vertical) 
74A-2110 Crankcase stuck in garbage cans, Spinner behind him 
74A-2258 Ten cheerleaders in pyramid at rally 
74A-2402 Crankcase flies into cake in market 
74A-2419 Women beat Spinner and Crankcase, who are covered in cake 
74A-2461 Gus and Crankcase in bed 
74A-2469 Gus, Spinner and Crankcase in motel room 
74A-2528 Spinner jumps over man in wheelchair in hospital 
74A-2703 Putnam with Gus and Andy in studio 
74A-2902 Two pictures: Spinner in lobster tank; Crankcase in tomatoes 
74A-2907 Two pictures of Cooper yelling 
74A-2908 Two pictures of Crankcase stuck in market 
74A-2913 Two pictures: Grimes with Gus and in plaid shirt 
74A-2915 Two pictures of Knotts: as Venner and himself 
 
 
HANG YOUR HAT ON THE WIND 
 
Cast: Ric Natoli (Indian Boy), Judson Pratt (Father O'Flaherty), 
Angel Tompkins (Fran Harper), Edward Faulkner (The Pilot), Carlos 
Rivas (Tall Bandit), Alex Tinne (Short Bandit). 
 
Stills from this film are 50 cents each 



44A-11-3  Boy training horse in log stockade 
44A-25  Boy with horse near natural stone arch 
44A-37  Pilot, Fran and Father O'Flaherty in front of mission 
44A-38  Two bandits smiling at horse, as boy sits on horse 
44A-40  Boy on horse, sheep and mesas in background 
44A-46  O'Flaherty, Fran and pilot in front of helicopter 
44A-47  Fran with horse standing by convertible 
44A-53  Pilot and boy on wing of crop duster 
44A-68  Boy and girl on donkey 
44A-90  Publicity: Ric Natoli, hands on hips, smiling 
44A-100 Boy on donkey, sheeps and mesas in background 
44A-107-2 Boy on donkey, another donkey closer to camera 
44A-119-2 Boy falls on face in stockade 
44A-120-4 Boy nuzzles horse 
44A-242 Portrait: Angel Tompkins, leaning on brick wall 
44A-281 Portrait: Angel Tompkins in front of stained glass, 
        close-up 
44A-282 Portrait: Angel Tompkins in front of stained glass 
 
 
HAPPIEST MILLIONAIRE, THE 
 
27A-19-5 Publicity: Young-looking Tommy Steele playing guitar 
27A-88  Mrs. Worth behind two chocolate cakes, fresh from oven 
27A-194 Mrs. Worth, holding phone, looking to left 
27A-212 Mr. Biddle holding first aid kit, with sons, after 
        Charlie leaves 
27A-578 Portrait: Merrill, side view, in checkered jacket, 
        looking surprised 
27A-579 Portrait: Merrill, in checkered jacket, slight smile 
27A-583 Portrait: Merrill, in checkered jacket and straw hat, 
        adjusting tie 
27A-736 Portrait: Peterson in bible class sweater, smiling, side 
        view 
27A-742 Portrait: Peterson in bible class sweater, slight smile, 
        front view 
27A-785 Portrait: Hodges showing muscle, in bible class sweater 
27A-786 Portrait: Hodges acting tough, in bible class sweater 
27A-790 Portrait: Hodges with hand on stomach, in bible class 
        sweater 
27A-802 Portrait: Hodges in bible class sweater, smiling 
27A-817-6 Portrait: Hodges, looking intent, in bible class 
          sweater 
27A-951 Portrait: Peterson, arms folded, smiling, in bible class 
        sweater 
27A-1156  Mr. Biddle kicks up heels in "Irish" number 
27A-1272  Mrs. Biddle in fur-collar coat; close-up 



27A-1291  Florence screaming as she holds skirt 
27A-1393  Florence screaming with arms outstretched 
27A-2152  Portrait: Warren, in ball gown, kneeling on couch 
27A-2169  Angier gets ready to flip a worried Mr. Biddle 
27A-2184  Mr. Biddle in the gym, with pipe in mouth 
27A-2505-3     John holds glass for toast; black eye; bible class 
               in background 
27A-2978  Marine lunges past Mr. Biddle in boxing ring 
27A-3003  Confident Mr. Biddle raises boxing gloves; close-up 
27A-3063  Marine sits stunned, with boxing photo in lap 
27A-3389  Publicity: Steele standing on ladder 
27A-3416  Mrs. Duke leans on her umbrella 
27A-3662  Portrait: MacMurray, somber, close-up 
27A-3677  Portrait: Page, flowered turban, somber 
27A-3958  Mrs. Duke smiling coyly at garden party 
27A-3959  Mrs. Duke smiling at garden party, standing alone 
27A-4318  Portrait: Page, hand to neck, in sweater 
27A-4695  Publicity: Dick Sherman, Davidson, Bob Sherman smiling 
          with beers at bar 
27A-4760  Angier leads dancers across bar floor, as men on bar 
          clap 
27A-4870  Angier sloshes beer in bruiser's face 
27A-5077  Angier smiles as he puts pinch on bruiser 
27A-5171-4     Publicity: Davidson in boat at Disneyland 
27A-5171-6     Publicity: Davidson in boat at Disneyland, close- 
               up 
27A-5175-3     Publicity: Davidson wearing silly hat at 
               Disneyland 
27A-5175-4     Publicity: Davidson wearing silly hat at 
               Disneyland, smiling 
27A-5176-2     Publicity: Davidson wearing silly hat at 
               Disneyland, side view 
27A-5178-1     Publicity: Davidson (from rear) looks up at 
               Matterhorn at Disneyland 
27A-5193-2     Publicity: Davidson steering Mark Twain at 
               Disneyland 
27A-5330  Cordie jumps from bed as Rosemary watches in rear 
27A-5333  Cordie jumps from bed 
27A-5337  Cordie jumps from bed, leg very high, as Rosemary 
          watches in rear 
27A-5355  Cordie jumps to left, off ground, as Rosemary watches 
27A-5489  Portrait: Boulifant in ball costume, looking back over 
          shoulder 
27A-5870  Cordie and Angier dance alone on terrace; Angier with 
          arm outstretched 
27A-6062  Publicity: Davidson and Warren smile as they hold 
          hands, standing, looking at camera 



27A-6063  Publicity: Davidson and Warren smile as they hold 
          hands, standing, looking at camera 
27A-6080  Portrait: Davidson, checkered shirt and sweater, 
          smiling 
27A-6234  Portrait: Davidson, jacket and tie, smiling 
27A-6241  Angier and Cordie smile as they clasp hands 
27A-6250  Portrait: Warren in straw hat, smiling 
no #    Model shot of Warren, large earrings, short hair 
no #    Portrait: Davidson in suede jacket, turtleneck sweater 
no #    Portrait: Davidson in multi-color sweater 
no #    Davidson riding horse, coming to stop 
 
 
HERBIE GOES BANANAS 
 
Cast: Cloris Leachman (Aunt Louise), Charles Martin Smith (D.J.), 
John Vernon (Prindle), Stephan W. Burns (Pete), Elyssa Davalos 
(Melissa), Harvey Korman (Captain Blythe), Richard Jaeckel 
(Shepard), Alex Rocco (Quinn). 
 
G79-211-14     Aunt Louise yells for help as Captain Blythe sits 
               on rock 
G79-227-15     Shepard, Quinn and Prindle staring 
G79-231-8 Aunt Louise hugs despondent Captain Blythe as peasant 
          watches 
G79-297-34     Melissa points and yells as Pete and D.J. watch 
G79-535 Aunt Louise as Bo-Peep hooks Captain Blythe 
 
 
HERBIE GOES TO MONTE CARLO 
 
Cast: Dean Jones (Jim Douglas), Don Knotts (Wheely Applegate), 
Julie Sommars (Diane Darcy), Eric Braeden (Bruno Von Stickle), 
Mike Kulscar (Claude Gilbert). 
 
83A-605 Wheely and Jim stare at diamond they found in Herbie's 
        gas tank 
83A-1749-3     Jim and Diane smile at each other 
83A-1888  Wheely, Diane and Jim standing in race outfits 
83A-2302  Publicity: Two close-ups of Julie Sommars 
 
 
HERBIE RIDES AGAIN 
 
Cast: Helen Hayes (Grandma Steinmetz), Ken Berry (Willoughby 
Whitfield), Stefanie Powers (Nicole Harris), John McIntire 
(Judson), Keenan Wynn (Alonzo Hawk). 



 
62A-119 Willoughby and Nicole hold up their hands as Grandma 
        argues 
62A-128 Grandma holds up her hands in surrender 
62A-249 Willoughby looks up from floor, as Grandma kneels next 
        to him 
62A-529 Grandma wrestles with the steering wheel 
62A-1051  Grandma winks at Judson, who is wearing fire hat 
62A-1093  Grandma and Judson peer through window 
62A-1187  Judson sits on cable car as Grandma knits 
62A-2091  Alonzo stands covered with soap 
62A-2217-6     Alonzo walks through soap bubbles through office 
62A-2707  Alonzo stands in Jeep, holding bullhorn and spotlight 
62A-2775  Alonzo falls on ground in front of Jeep, which is 
          standing on front bumper 
62A-3981  Grandma happy on the phone as Nicole and Willoughby 
          watch 
62A-4577  Alonzo leans on car; determined stare; wearing hat and 
          gloves 
62A-4819  Workers lower giant model over model of firehouse 
62A-5455-1     Grandma smiling; close-up 
62A-5795  Nicole smiles at Willoughby (rear view of him) while 
          sitting at beach 
 
 
HORSE IN THE GREY FLANNEL SUIT, THE 
 
Cast: Dean Jones (Fredrick Bolton), Diane Baker (Suzie Clemens), 
Lloyd Bochner (Archer Madison), Fred Clark (Tom Dugan), Ellen 
Janov (Helen Bolton), Morey Amsterdam (Charlie), Kurt Russell 
(Ronnie), Aspercel (The Horse of the Year). 
 
32A-15-2  Aspercel clears a jump in stadium 
32A-166 Fredrick holding trophy as woman looks on 
32A-191 Helen looking pensive 
32A-380 Publicity: Ellen Janov standing on fence 
32A-443 Fredrick leans on Aspercel's stall; vertical 
32A-451 Helen hugs Aspercel as Fredrick talks to two women 
32A-454 Helen and dad holding Aspercel's harness 
32A-458 Helen nuzzles Aspercel as dad watches 
32A-501 Helen, looking worried, holds on to Aspercel 
32A-503 Ronnie climbing over fence; wearing jack 
32A-521 Publicity: Jones playing guitar in dressing roomet and 
        tie 
32A-609 Aspercel clears a jump during competition 
32A-649 Fredrick and Suzie hold hands in front of Aspercel's 
        stall 



32A-651 Fredrick and Suzie petting Aspercel in his stall 
32A-741 Woman stares at small dog in picnic basket 
32A-769  Fredrick pleading with Aspercel 
32A-774 Fredrick helping Helen climb onto Aspercel; reins in 
        teeth 
32A-901 Suzie and Fredrick smile as they lean on fence 
32A-908 Ronnie leaning on fence with Aspercel in background 
32A-973  Fredrick hugs Suzie, surrounded by riders 
32A-978 Fredrick congratulates Helen, surrounded by riders 
32A-980 Charlie smiles as photographer takes race picture 
32A-1040  Ronnie leaning on fence, smiling, during race 
32A-1045  Publicity: Amsterdam mugs with Aspercel 
32A-1059  Fredrick trying to put harness on Aspercel 
32A-1120  Fredrick talks to Helen as she carries saddle 
32A-1150  Helen and four girls stare sadly 
32A-1192  Helen hugs Fredrick after the contest 
32A-1234  Fredrick kisses surprised Suzie after race 
32A-1250  Fredrick sitting on fence, Suzie standing as they watch 
          race 
32A-1269  Fredrick kisses Suzie (close-up) 
32A-1353  Dugan yelling at Fredrick under tent 
32A-1383  Ronnie helps Helen on with her riding boot (smaller 
          size) 
32A-1574  Helen rides Aspercel past the stands 
32A-1575  Publicity: Ellen Janov on Aspercel, smiling 
32A-1615-1     Suzie leans over to pet Aspercel before the 
               contest 
32A-1631-3     Suzie stares forward as she sits on Aspercel and 
               waits for the contest 
32A-1751  Publicity: Jones and Baker try to kiss, with Aspercel 
          in middle 
32A-1758  Publicity: Jones hugs Baker, with Aspercel to side 
32A-1764-6     Smiling Suzie rides Aspercel past applauding crowd 
32A-1784  Fredrick smiles as he talks on phone 
32A-1807  Helen looks at woman on phone 
32A-1816  Fredrick looks at Aspercel sticking head in through 
          window 
32A-1819  Fredrick looks at Aspercel sticking head in through 
          window 
32A-1842  Fredrick puts hand on Helen's shoulder in room; she's 
          smiling 
32A-1924  Portrait: Diane Baker, smiling, close-up 
32A-1941  Fredrick drinks a beer and shares it with Aspercel from 
          bowl 
32A-1951  Fredrick drinks a beer and shares it with Aspercel from 
          cup 
32A-1988  Helen on couch, looking down at dog 



32A-2004  Portrait: Lloyd Bochner in tuxedo 
32A-2006  Portrait: Lloyd Bochner in tuxedo 
32A-2051  Fredrick, Suzie, Aspercel and Helen pose with trophy 
32A-2106  Fredrick and Suzie argue as Madison and Helen watch 
32A-2121  Archer leans on fence; wearing checkered jacket 
32A-2123  Helen looks happily at her father as they lean on 
          fence, talking 
32A-2177-1     Helen falls in dirt as Aspercel bolts 
32A-2324  Dugan hits punching bag as Fredrick talks 
32A-2335  Dugan hangs from rings as Fredrick talks 
32A-2358  Fredrick gets massage as Dugan talks 
32A-2368  Fredrick looks at Dugan on exercise machine 
32A-2465  Charley holds giant model of man as Fredrick smiles 
32A-2724  Fredrick grabs Charlie and photographer through cell bars 
32A-2770  Fredrick struggles with saddle in elevator 
32A-2791  Portrait: Diane Baker in lacy blouse, smiling 
32A-2796  Portrait: Diane Baker, flowered blouse, smiling 
32A-2811  Portrait: Diane Baker, side view 
32A-2830  Publicity: Dean Jones yelling side cell 
32A-2852  Fredrick in cell with blanket on head 
32A-3021  Portrait: Amsterdam in checkered jacket, smiling 
32A-3068  Fredrick scared as Aspercel rears 
32A-3104  Fredrick hangs from tree branch as Aspercel walks off 
32A-3124  Aspercel eats grass as Fredrick lies on ground after 
          fall 
32A-3209  Fredrick looks from top of wall as Aspercel waits 
32A-3233  Fredrick yells after Aspercel takes him through laundry 
32A-3235  Fredrick yells after Aspercel takes him through laundry 
32A-3261  Fredrick holds on as Aspercel rears 
32A-3606  Portrait: Janov smiles as she looks over shoulder 
37A-4928  Portrait: Jones with hand to chin, smiling 
37A-4937  Portrait: Jones with arms folded, smiling 
37A-4971  Portrait: Jones behind metal fence 
37A-4988  Portrait: Jones in dark sweater, jacket on shoulder, side 
view 
37A-4998  Portrait: Jones in dark sweater 
968-706 Portrait: Kurt Russell in plaid jacket 
968-711 Portrait: Kurt Russell in white shirt 
968-727 Portrait: Kurt Russell in white sweater 
968-739 Portrait: Kurt Russell in sweater 
no #    Composite: 32-651 and 32-2051 
 
 
HOT LEAD AND COLD FEET 
 
Cast: Jim Dale (Eli Bloodshy/Wild Billy Bloodshy/Jasper 
Bloodshy), Karen Valentine (Jenny Willingham), Don Knotts (Denver 



Kid), Darren McGavin (Mayor Ragsdale), Michael Sharrett (Marcus), 
Debbie Lytton (Roxanne), John Williams (Mansfield). 
 
87A-153 Wild Billy and referee race across bridge 
87A-323 Marcus, Jenny and Roxanne lean over Eli after he falls 
        in a fight 
87A-330 Eli stares as Jenny as she steers wagon, with Roxanne 
        and Marcus in back 
87A-968 The Denver Kid tells tales in the saloon 
87A-1330  Ragsdale and Eli listen to the Denver Kid 
87A-1537  Eli and Wild Billy prepare to start the train race 
87A-1647  Wild Billy waving a pistol 
87A-2050  Wild Billy in long underwear, getting out of trough 
87A-2167  Eli looks up from ground, with determined expression 
87A-2486  Two pictures: Wild Billy sneering; Eli looking scared 
 
 
IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS 
 
Cast: Maurice Chevalier (Professor Jacques Paganel), Hayley Mills 
(Mary Grant), George Sanders (Thomas Ayerton), Wilfred Hyde-White 
(Lord Glenarvan), Michael Anderson Jr. (John Glenarvan), Keith 
Hamshire (Robert Grant), Wilfrid Brambell (Bill Gaye), Jack 
Gwillim (Captain Grant). 
 
CW-21   Publicity: Maurice Chevalier in chair on lawn 
CW-31   Publicity: Maurice Chevalier at piano, arms folded 
CW-44   Portrait: Maurice Chevalier, Eiffel Tower in background 
CW-86   Publicity: Maurice Chevalier poses in front of bust of 
        himself 
CW-140  Portrait: Maurice Chevalier, hands clasped, Eiffel Tower 
        in background 
CW-193  Publicity: Maurice Chevalier holding painting 
CW-287  Jaguar on the prowl 
CW-827  The ice boat races through the snow 
CW-862  Publicity: Maurice Chevalier in dark suit, light tie 
CW-892  Sailors escort Paganel off ship 
CW-992  View of the steamship and dock as passengers load 
CW-1901 Ayerton with rifle, confronting natives and sailor 
CW-1931 Portrait: Wilfrid Hyde-White as Glenarvan, looking 
        thoughtful 
CW-1959  Paganel swings lasso, looking down 
CW-2154 Survivors shouting to Lord Glenarvan as Indian watches 
CW-2207 The travelers look down at the avalanche 
CW-2361 Giant bird carrying boy across gorge 
CW-2451 Close-up of native in war paint 
CW-2465 Publicity: Chevalier seated at desk 



25A-3103  Portrait: Chevalier in suit 
1269-309  Robert, Paganel and Mary, all in native clothes, 
          looking worried 
 
 
INCREDIBLE JOURNEY, THE 
 
Stills from this film are $1 each 
J-73    Behind-the-scenes: Crew films boy running through field 
J-81    Behind-the-scenes: Crew films hermit walking with Bodger 
J-92    Behind-the-scenes: Crew prepares camera platform on 
        steep hill 
J-218   Behind-the-scenes: Crew films woman running near shack 
J-227   Behind-the-scenes: Crew films girl kneeling in front of 
        cat in box 
J-341   Behind-the-scenes: Crew prepares to film in river 
J-377   Behind-the-scenes: Crew readies scene with Emile Genest 
        and Bodger in house 
J-573   Behind-the-scenes: Crew rests, with Bodger and Tao 
        sitting in front 
J-703   Behind-the-scenes: Crew watches from water as man pets 
        Bodger 
 
 
ISLAND AT THE TOP OF THE WORLD, THE 
 
Cast: David Hartman (John Ivarsson), Donald Sinden (Sir Anthony 
Ross), Jacques Marin (Captain Brieux), Mako (Oomiak), David 
Gwillim (Donald Ross), Agneta Eckemyr (Freyja), Lasse Kolstad 
(Erik), Torsten Wahlund (Viking). 
 
63A-1188  Ivarsson and Ross are confronted by a viking 
63A-1768  Erik gives Feryja's hand in marriage to Donald Ross 
63A-1786  Donald, Brieux and Oomiak ready the dog sled 
63A-1791-1     Donald hugs Freyja 
63A-1799-1     The group prepares to leave on dog sled 
63A-1859  Freyja unties Donald, Ross and Ivarsson from burning 
          stakes 
63A-2266  Freyja leads them pass pools of lava 
63A-2272  The group kneels as they try to escape a rain of lava 
63A-2285  Ivarsson, Freyja and Ross look up in fear at the lava 
63A-2338  The group looks down from a snowy hill 
63A-2366  Portrait: Eckemyr standing in tree 
63A-2400  Portrait: Eckemyr looking very serious 
63A-2452  Portrait: Eckemyr smiling, wearing hat 
63A-2558  The travelers paddling on ice floe in the mist 
63A-2576  The travelers huddle against cave wall 



63A-2697  Freyja pulls Donald onto raft as killer whale attacks; 
          Ivarsson and Oomiak staring 
63A-2762  Portrait: Sinden in tweed suit 
63A-3270  Two pictures: Both of crew working on Hyperion on stage 
63A-3288  Two pictures: Eckemyr in costume; in street clothes with 
glasses on head 
63A-3291  Two pictures: Both of Eckemyr lying with hand to head 
63A-3295  Two pictures: Eckemyr leaning against fence in peasant 
dress; in street clothes, open blouse 
 
 
JOHNNY TREMAIN 
 
Cast: Hal Stalmaster (Johnny Tremain), Luana Patten (Cilla 
Lapham), Jeff York (James Otis), Sebastian Cabot (Jonathan Lyte), 
Dick Beymer (Rab Silsbee), Rusty Lane (Sam Adams), Walter Sande 
(Paul Revere), Whit Bissell (Josiah Quincy), Walter Coy (Dr. 
Joseph Warren), Will Wright (Ephraim Lapham), Virginia Christine 
(Mrs. Lapham), Ralph Clanton (General Gage), Lumsden Hare 
(Admiral Montagu), Gavin Gordon (Colonel Smith), Geoffrey Toone 
(Major Pitcairn), Anthony Ghazlo, Jr. (Jehu), Charles Smith 
(Horseman). 
 
856-1047  Portrait: Stalmaster in tricorner hat, hand to chin 
856-1054  Publicity: Stalmaster looks back as he uses knife to 
          peel proclamation off wall 
856-1095  Publicity: Beymer holds lamp near proclamation 
856-1096  Publicity: Beymer standing in shop doorway in costume 
856-1098  Publicity: Beymer standing in shop doorway in costume 
          (longer view) 
856-1100  Publicity: Beymer standing next to lamp on wall, 
          looking at hand 
856-1104  Publicity: Beymer standing at printing press 
856-1106  Publicity: Beymer standing with hand on bell on ship 
856-1109  Publicity: Beymer rushing forward with pitchfork 
856-1145  Portrait: Beymer, side view, smiling 
856-1146  Portrait: Beymer, serious 
TV-3641 British officer holds flask as Lapham looks down; Johnny 
        and Cilla watch 
TV-3645 Publicity: Black coachman and Jehu, sitting on carriage 
TV-3650 Cilla reaches out for cup as Johnny stares at it 
TV-3654 Cilla smiles as she looks backwards; in lace bonnet and 
        dark shawl 
TV-3657 Mrs. Lapham pumps the forge as Johnny holds tool inside 
TV-3660 Johnny looks up from forge as Cilla and Mrs. Lapham look 
        at him 
TV-3677 Mrs. Lapham points to Johnny's burned hand as Mr. Lapham 



        watches 
TV-3711 Lyte stares at Johnny as he holds cup 
TV-3713 Johnny smiles as he stands in witness stand in court 
TV-3715 Cilla stares as Quincy holds up cup in court 
TV-3724 Rab and ??? leaning against wall 
TV-3731 Cilla has mouth open as Quincy holds up cup in court 
TV-3734 Cilla gathers skirt and shawl in court; ??? behind her 
TV-3758 Patriots, dressed as Indians, listen to leader from dock 
TV-3781 Johnny runs through street as soldiers chase him 
TV-3790 Johnny, dressed as Indian, with Dr. Warren, leaning on 
        ship rail 
TV-3800 Patriots tear open tea chest 
TV-3804 Patriots lift tea chest from hold 
TV-3816 Johnny smiles as he dumps tea overboard 
TV-3824 Dr. Warren holding onto rope on ship 
TV-3825 Johnny (back to camera) and Rab holding sack of tea 
TV-3833 Johnny and Rab look happy as they look over ship rail 
TV-3844 Lyte and elderly officer in fancy dress 
TV-3847 Lyte and elderly officer in fancy dress toast each other 
TV-3850 Portrait: Anthony Ghazlo in white wig 
TV-3851 Lyte holds one of four cups on mantel 
TV-3861 Lyte reaches for cloth bag held by Johnny 
TV-3905 Rab holding page next to printing press as Johnny looks 
        on 
TV-3906 Johnny watches as ??? sketches handle design 
TV-3947 Dr. Warren opens door for Johnny 
TV-3955 Cilla, with hat tied under chin, seated in audience, 
        looking up 
TV-3973 Portrait: Coy as Warren, looking stern 
TV-3974 Portrait: Coy as Warren, looking at camera 
TV-3983 Rab cutting food as Johnny sits on table 
TV-3999 Otis leans over table as Sons of Liberty meet 
TV-4004 Rab looks at seated men during meeting 
TV-4009 Johnny watches as Rab talks to Dr. Warren in the loft 
TV-4033 Sam Adams, Otis and Dr. Warren seated in the loft 
TV-4037 Otis and Dr. Warren listen to Sam Adams in the loft 
TV-4051 Johnny, seated, leaning and looking up 
TV-4065 British soldiers chase Johnny through the street 
TV-4067 Patriots dressed as Indians looking up 
TV-4133 Rab and Johnny, dressed as Indians, lead other marchers 
TV-4191 Cilla looks at Johnny; he looks back with hand on door 
TV-4197 Johnny enters room as Dr. Warren bandages man's arm 
TV-4204 General Gage and Dr. Warren look at each other while 
        seated at table 
TV-4205 General Gage sits at table; officer standing at each 
        side 
TV-4241 Patriots charge past rail fence 



TV-4242 Patriots crouch behind bridge looking at British patrol 
TV-4281 British officer on horse in long column of soldiers 
TV-4304 British soldiers wade through water 
TV-4308 British soldiers aim rifles as one jumps over fence 
TV-4348 Two officers on horseback lead British column 
TV-4367 Two drummers lead British column 
TV-4374 Long line of marching British soldiers 
TV-4426 Patriots stare at British across field 
TV-4470 Johnny, Rab and patriots stand with rifles at rest 
TV-4491 Large force of British soldiers across the bridge 
TV-4505 Patriots charge across field 
TV-4506 Patriots firing in field 
TV-4511 Paul Revere riding on dirt road 
TV-4512 Paul Revere riding on dirt road (long shot) 
TV-4521 Man holding reins of Revere's horse as Revere points 
TV-4542 Minute man says goodbye to son and wife 
 
 
JUNGLE BOOK 
 
21A-78-4  Publicity: George Sanders holding sketch of Shere Khan 
 
 
KIDNAPPED 
 
Cast: Peter Finch (Alan Breck Stewart), James MacArthur (David 
Balfour), John Laurie (Uncle Ebenezer Balfour), John Pike (Cabin boy), 
Peter O'Toole (Robin Oig MacGregor). 
 
K-119  David fights man with knife 
K-214  David (back to camera) looks down at Alan in river 
K-254  Smiling Alan about to pour wine 
K-350  Publicity: Finch pointing sword at camera 
K-380  Tired looking Alan (medium close-up) 
K-445  Soldiers look as man points 
K-PUB-207  Publicity: Finch pointing knife at camera 
K-PUB-399  Publicity: Finch looking at man holding lens 
no #  Publicity: Artwork of characters 
 
 
KING OF THE GRIZZLIES 
Stills from this film are 50 cents each 
 
Cast: John Yesno (Moki), Chris Wiggins (Colonel Pierson), Hugh Webster 
(Shorty), Jack van Evera (Slim), Wahb (The Grizzly King). 
 
42A-43  Moki on horseback in front of waterfall 



42A-75  Publicity: Yesno leaning on saddle 
42A-114  Moki on horseback, holding rifle 
42A-120  Moki on horseback, profile at night 
42A-123  Moki prepares to toss lasso 
42A-290-2  Pierson and Moki on horseback 
42A-291-5  Pierson and Moki holding rifles as they walk 
42A-331-3  Moki and Pierson aiming rifles 
42A-389  Pierson aims rifle as Moki points 
42A-493-1  Bear leaning over rocky ledge 
42A-494-1  Side view of bear 
42A-523-1  Moki at forge as Pierson leans nearby 
42A-542  Moki at campfire 
42A-555  Bear wakes up napping Shorty 
42A-704  Bear pushing Shorty's legs as he holds hat 
42A-737  Moki holding muzzled bear on horseback 
42A-771-1  Shorty fleeing from bear 
42A-781-3  Shorty gestures as he talks to four men 
42A-854-5  Moki and Pierson talking, horses between them 
42A-871-5  Bear leaning on fence post 
42A-890-4  Shorty nose-to-nose with bear on ground 
42A-893-1  Bear steps across terrified Shorty 
42A-915-3  Pierson looks across large rock 
42A-916-1  Pierson starts to aim rifle 
42A-921-2  Moki with rifle on lap 
42A-955-3  Wild horses begin to run 
42A-974-2  Bear looms over Pierson from rocky ledge 
42A-994  Moki leads pack horse 
42A-1001  Cook at chuckwagon 
42A-1078  Man in background watches as bear stands on hind legs 
42A-1095  Two men in background watch as bear stands nearby 
42A-1101  Close-up of two men in tree 
42A-1133-3  Bear and coyote face off 
42A-1134-2  Bear on hind legs 
42A-1134-3  Two bear cubs in river 
42A-1135-3  Bear holding fish in water 
42A-1142  Bear on hind legs, Moki on lower ledge 
42A-1149  Portrait: Yesno in checkered shirt 
no #    Bear and mountain lion snarl at each other 
 
 
LADY AND THE TRAMP 
 
LADY-ADV-1  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered dress and headress 
LADY-ADV-5  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered dress and hat from rear 
LADY-ADV-6  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered dress and hat 
LADY-ADV-7  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered dress and hat, closer 
view 



LADY-ADV-8  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered dress and hat, from rear 
LADY-ADV-9  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered dress and boa 
LADY-ADV-12  Publicity: Peggy Lee, hand to chest 
LADY-ADV-14  Publicity: Peggy Lee in large-brimmed hat 
LADY-ADV-15  Publicity: Peggy Lee with hands to face, in black gloves 
LADY-PUB-17  Publicity: Peggy Lee during recording session 
LADY-PUB-20  Publicity: Man at piano as Peggy Lee sings in background 
LADY-PUB-21  Publicity: Man at piano as Peggy Lee sings in background, 
turned to side 
LADY-1104  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered boa and hat, smiling 
LADY-1105  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered boa and hat 
LADY-1106  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered boa 
LADY-1108  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered boa, swinging it 
LADY-1109  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered boa, singing, side view 
LADY-1111  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered boa, singing, front view 
LADY-1113  Publicity: Peggy Lee in feathered boa and hat, close-up 
TV-1388  Publicity: Peggy Lee leaning on piano 
TV-1428  Publicity: Peggy Lee and Sonny Burke demonstrate "We Are 
Siamese" 
PL-SPEC-4  Publicity: Peggy Lee at record player 
PL-SPEC-5  Publicity: Peggy Lee at record player, longer view 
PL-SPEC-8  Publicity: Peggy Lee hugging collie 
 
 
LT. ROBIN CRUSOE, U.S.N. 
 
Cast: Dick Van Dyke (Lieutenant Robin Crusoe), Nancy Kwan 
(Wednesday), Akim Tamiroff (Tanamashu), Arthur Malet (Umbrella 
Man), Nancy Hsueh (Native Girl), Victoria Young (Native Girl), 
Yvonne Ribuca (Native Girl), Bebe Louie (Native Girl), Lucia 
Valero (Native Girl), Dinky (Floyd, the chimp). 
 
DV-1    Portrait: Van Dyke in suit, leaning on leather chair 
18A-2   Bedraggled Crusoe on the beach in survival gear, hands 
        to head 
18A-6   Bedraggled Crusoe on the beach in survival gear, arms 
        outstretched 
18A-8   Crusoe in survival suit on beach, standing 
18A-13  Crusoe underneath raft on beach 
18A-18  Crusoe floating in raft near beach 
18A-48  Crusoe leaning on rock, looking up, holding bottle 
18A-50  Crusoe on sand dune, looking up, holding bottle 
18A-62  Crusoe walking, from right side, with bottles 
18A-308 Native bearers carrying Tanamashu on throne 
18A-310 Umbrella Man and Tanamashu standing as others bow 
18A-324 Wednesday confronts Tanamashu and tribe on beach 
18A-416 Crusoe sitting at home-made sextant 



18A-424  Crusoe peering through ferns 
18A-449 Wednesday standing on beach in front of protesting girls 
18A-458 Wednesday in front of protesting girls, confronting 
        Tanamashu (back to camera) 
18A-490 Angry Tanamashu bellowing 
18A-497 Wednesday looking around palm tree 
18A-603 Happy and clean-shaven Crusoe next to palm tree 
18A-608 Frowning native girl and smiling Wednesday kneeling on 
        beach 
18A-707 Anguished-looking Tanamashu looking up, holding club 
18A-781 Angry Tanamashu brandishing club 
18A-809 Floyd grabs Crusoe, who is holding fire hose 
18A-1020  Tanamashu holding Crusoe's legs at temple 
18A-1114  Crusoe dances between native girls 
18A-1166  Crusoe laughs as he dances 
18A-1167  Close-up of Umbrella Man, hands to chest 
18A-1177  Close-up of Umbrella Man, pointing 
18A-1181  Publicity: Scowling Tamiroff leaning on crate 
18A-1190  Publicity: Scowling Tamiroff in front of crate 
18A-1208  Crusoe in middle of native girls in water 
18A-1226  Crusoe in middle of native girls in water; closer view 
18A-1251  Crusoe next to water fall, looking surprised 
18A-1280  Crusoe protesting as Wednesday puts lei on him 
18A-1385  Wednesday leaning on mat at luau 
18A-1409  Crusoe and Floyd looking over rocks 
18A-1483  Crusoe and Wednesday dancing 
18A-1610  Crusoe hangs on the hose at the idol's eye (looking 
          down) 
18A-1693  Wednesday looks up as she offers flowers to idol 
18A-1702  Crusoe and Wednesday wrestle (Crusoe on left) 
18A-1704  Crusoe and Wednesday wrestle (Wednesday on left) 
18A-1712  Crusoe and Wednesday wrestle (both bending down) 
18A-1713  Crusoe yells as Wednesday bites his hand 
18A-1733  Wednesday looks up and smiles at idol, native girls in 
          rear 
18A-1743  Crusoe leads native girls in double file 
18A-1746  Crusoe addresses line-up of native girls 
18A-1789  Crusoe looks surprised as he ties a knot 
18A-1797  Publicity: Kwan smiles as she stands near tree 
18A-1800  Crusoe looks out of the idol's mouth 
18A-1839  Floyd watches as Crusoe shaves 
18A-1847  Crusoe gets lifted in the air by sling 
18A-1871  Crusoe looks surprised, with Wednesday in submarine 
18A-1892  Crusoe, native girl with skull-and-crossbone box and 
          Wednesday 
18A-1974  Crusoe thinks as he writes at his desk 
18A-2041  Crusoe with binoculars as native girls run 



18A-2116  Behind-the-scenes: Kwan dances with two girls 
18A-2141  Crusoe and Floyd holding cards 
18A-2304  Crusoe in shower 
18A-2321  Crusoe at mail box 
18A-2383  Crusoe holding machete in submarine 
18A-2396  Crusoe peers through dirty window on submarine 
18A-2403  Crusoe kneeling next to Floyd on bunk 
18A-2447  Crusoe crawling through tunnel 
18A-2455  Crusoe at microphone inside temple 
18A-2462  Crusoe with flamethrower inside temple 
18A-2470  Crusoe looking quizical as he deals cards 
18A-2474  Crusoe smiling as he holds cards 
18A-2475  Crusoe looking surprised as he holds cards 
18A-2617  Crusoe filling bottle with water 
18A-2620  Crusoe looking at coconut abacus 
18A-2640  Crusoe cutting bamboo for roof as Floyd drills a 
          coconut 
18A-2657  Floyd holding golf bag 
18A-2663  Floyd holding golf bag as Crusoe swings club 
18A-2673  Crusoe looking for ball as Floyd watches 
18A-2705  Crusoe plans golf shot as Floyd holds golf bag 
18A-2728  Crusoe worried as he hangs on tree branch 
18A-2871  Crusoe in raft looking at passing shark 
18A-2877  Crusoe reading survival manual in raft 
18A-3078  Crusoe standing outside helicopter, Floyd inside 
18A-3087  Crusoe lifted into helicopter via sling 
18A-3166  Stunt-man for Van Dyke hanging upside-down from rope 
18A-3199Portrait: Kwan, close-ip, flowers in background 
18A-3379  Crusoe riding on fire hose outside temple 
18A-3381  Crusoe riding on fire hose outside temple, higher up 
7A-3651 Portrait: Van Dyke looking over left shoulder 
7A-3652 Portrait: Van Dyke, looking serious, in sweater and open 
        shirt 
7A-3654 Portrait: Van Dyke looking over left shoulder, smiling 
7A-3661 Portrait: Van Dyke, close-up, head in hands 
 
 
LIGHT IN THE FOREST, THE 
 
Cast: Fess Parker (Del Hardy), Wendell Corey (Wilse Owens), 
Joanne Dru (Milly Elder), James MacArthur (Johnny Butler/True 
Son), Carol Lynley (Shenandoe), Jessica Tandy (Myra Butler), John 
McIntire (John Elder), Joseph Calleia (Chief Cuyloga), Rafael 
Campos (Half Arrow). 
 
LF-489  Publicity: Calleia as Chief Cuyloga 
LF-649  True Son, face painted, tied to stake as other Indians 



        sit and watch 
LF-658  Indians fire rifles as True Son wades in river 
LF-659  Indian (Little Crane?) aiming arrow 
LF-665  Indians crouch at river edge 
LF-688  True Son tied to stake as Chief addresses the braves 
LF-1035 Boquet, Del, Chief and True Son stand in tent 
LF-1041  Del sits inside tent looking at True Son 
LF-1148 Del and Boquet watch Indians with peace pipe 
LF-1204 Del holding knife sheath with Boquet 
LF-1248 Del holds True Son as they fight on ground 
LF-1256 Del, with rifle, leads True Son across field 
LF-1312 True Son forces Wilse (back to camera) to ground 
LF-1326 True Son stands over beaten Wilse on ground 
LF-1466 True Son watches as woman cuts meat at party 
LF-1519 True Son leans on fence looking at Shenandoe 
LF-1539  Portrait: Woman (??) in lace collar dress 
LF-1571 Portrait: Hunnicutt in costume, serious pose 
LF-1586 Milly reaches up from bed to True Son as Del watches 
LF-1628 Del scrubs True Son's shoulder 
LF-1637 Portrait: Corey with rifle, serious pose 
LF-1638  Portrait: Corey in costume, head to his right 
LF-1818 Publicity: Dru holding small boquet 
LF-1831 Publicity: Parker smoking long-stemmed pipe 
LF-8093 Del, in canoe, talks to crowd on dock 
 
 
LITTLEST OUTLAW, THE 
 
Cast: Pedro Armendariz (General Emilio Torres), Joseph Calleia 
(Padre), Rodolfo Acosta (Chato), Andres Velasques (Pablito), Laila 
Maley (Celita Torres), Pepe Ortiz (Don Pepe), Gilberto Gonzalez 
(Tiger), Jose Torvay (Vulture), Jorge Trevino (Socorro), 
"Ferrusquillo" (Timotio Garcia), Enriqueta Zazueta (Señora Garcia), 
Señor Lee (Gypsy), Carlos Ortigoza (Doctor), Margarito Luna 
(Silvestre), Ricardo Gonzales (Marcos), Maria Eugenia (Bride), 
Pedrito Vargas (Groom). 
 
Stills from this film are $1 each 
GH-28  Torres looks at daughter in bed 
GH-32  Two bandits grab Pablito in stable 
GH-52  Torres and Chata 
GH-53  Pablito and horse in front of large cross 
GH-65  Pablito sits on fence next to horse and Torres 
GH-91  Torres and horse behind fence 
GH-95  Pablito sits on fence next to horse and Torres 
GH-300  Horse turns away from jump as Torres rides 
 



 
LIVING DESERT, THE 
 
Stills from this film are 50 cents 
LD-3  Kangaroo rat jumps near snake 
LD-5  Kangaroo rat kicks sand towards snake 
LD-8  Three ground squirrels popping out of burrows 
LD-18  Kangaroo rat kicks sand towards snake 
LD-19  Kangaroo rat kicks sand towards snake 
LD-30  Gila monster from overhead 
LD-39  Bobcat perched on top of cactus 
LD-44  Bobcat stares at the camera (close-up) 
LD-46  Ground squirrel standing on turtle 
LD-50  Close-up of squirrel eating 
LD-64  Kangaroo rat and tarantula 
LD-88  Tarantula and wasp 
LD-91  Tarantula and wasp near end of battle 
LD-93  Tarantula drags wasp into lair 
LD-99  Wasp stings the tarantula 
LD-100  Tarantula and wasp battle 
LD-101  Two kangaroo rats after battle with snake 
LD-102  Two kangaroo rats after battle with snake 
LD-105  Tarantula and snake 
LD-111  Kangaroo rat kicks up sand 
LD-120  Eagle on ground near snake 
LD-128  Rattlesnake stretches out 
LD-132  Two tortoises battle 
LD-134  Close-up of tortoise 
LD-140  Coati Mundi in hollow stump 
LD-155  Close-up of flowering cactus 
LD-156  Close-up of flowering Easter Lily cactus 
LD-214  Two coati mundis 
LD-217  Billowing sand dunes 
LD-222  Joshua trees in desert, mountains in background 
no #  Ad campaign layouts: "And on the same program" 
 
 
LOVE BUG, THE 
 
Cast: Dean Jones (Jim Douglas), Michele Lee (Carole Bennett), 
David Tomlinson (Peter Thorndyke), Buddy Hackett (Tennessee 
Steinmetz), Joe Flynn (Havershaw), Benson Fong (Tang Wu), Iris 
Adrian (Carhop). 
 
37A-1553  Tennessee, face covered in shaving cream, looking out 
          of window 
37A-1646  Tennessee holding car part, Jim with hands to chest 



37A-1676  Tennessee with welding visor raised 
37A-1746-3     Tennessee in checkered cap, hands outstretched 
37A-1829  Tennessee, holding cup of coffee, talks to Herbie, 
          mouth open 
37A-1831  Tennessee heating coffee pot with welding torch 
37A-1870  Thorndyke putting whipped cream into Herbie's gas tank 
37A-1874  Thorndyke putting whipped cream into Herbie's gas tank 
37A-1881  Thorndyke looks up as he works on Herbie's engine 
37A-1980  Tennessee heating coffee pot with welding torch 
37A-1988  Tennessee tries to explain Herbie to a confused Carole 
          in garage 
37A-2038  Thorndyke pouring coffee into Herbie's gas tank 
37A-2046  Thorndyke smiles as he pours coffee into Herbie's gas 
          tank 
37A-2094  Carole and Tennesee watch as Jim says he wants to sell 
          Herbie (small tear) 
37A-2190  Thorndyke holds trophy and helmet next to race car 
37A-2296  Carole, Tennessee, Jim and Tang Wu look surprised 
37A-2334  Tennessee tries to hitch a ride, holding a tire 
37A-2657  Tang Wu watches as Tennessee paints his name on the 
          showroom window 
37A-2669  Jim lowers glasses to look at "May We Draw Your 
          Attention To These" sign 
37A-2689-4     Carole behind sign "May We Draw Your Attention To 
               These" in showroom 
37A-2719  Publicity: Buddy Hackett in Nehru jacket, giving peace 
          sign 
37A-2817  Smiling Thorndyke in race suit, next to payphone 
37A-3057  Havershaw shoots grease into Thorndyke's face 
37A-3070  Thorndyke holding pen as he sits at his desk 
37A-3070  Close-up of Thorndyke 
37A-3291  Portrait: Jones in open collar and jacket, looking at 
          camera 
37A-3293  Tang Wu gesturing as he holds a book 
37A-3295  Portrait: Close-up of Jones, head to side, with 
          cigarette 
37A-3313  Jim, Tennessee and Tang Wu smile as they strike a 
          bargain for Herbie 
37A-3316  Portrait: Jones, holding cigar, in turtleneck sweater 
          and open jacket 
37A-3325  Carole looking confused, hands outstretched in air 
37A-3371  A very angry or determined Jim at the wheel (from 
          front; close-up) 
37A-3381  Jim leans over ready to kiss Carole 
37A-3435  Carole, Tennessee and Jim look up from bushes 
37A-3671  Tennessee looks up as he pours gas from can into funnel 
37A-3718  Carhop looking at camera as she takes order 



37A-3765  Thorndyke sitting at picnic table, holding binoculars 
37A-3768  Carhop talks to Carole and Jim, who are crammed inside 
          Herbie 
37A-4053  Carole watches as Thorndyke, in race gear with rag, smiles 
37A-4065  Thorndyke, holding trophy and covered in cream 
37A-4135-2     Thorndyke yelling from inside Herbie's glove box 
37A-4561-4     Cars crash together in western town 
37A-4937  Portrait: Jones with arms folded, smiling 
37A-4971  Portrait: Jones behind metal fence 
37A-4988  Portrait: Jones in dark sweater, jacket on shoulder, 
          side view 
37A-4998  Portrait: Jones in dark sweater 
37A-5110  Portrait: Lee smiling as she leans on a stool 
 
 
MARY POPPINS 
 
Cast: Dick Van Dyke (Bert; Mr. Dawes, Sr.), David Tomlinson (Mr. 
George Banks), Hermione Baddeley (Ellen). 
 
7A-1690 Portrait: Baddeley holding feather duster, smiling 
7A-1693 Portrait: Baddeley with hands to chin, smiling 
7A-1701 Portrait: Baddeley holding feather duster, looking 
        whimsical 
7A-1702 Portrait: Baddeley holding feather duster over head, 
        smiling 
7A-2985 Portrait: Tomlinson, umbrella on shoulder, holding 
        gloves 
7A-2988  Portrait: Tomlinson inside picture frame; one hand to lapel 
7A-3655 Portrait: Van Dyke in suit, leaning on leather chair, 
        serious 
7A-3656 Portrait: Van Dyke in suit, hand to chin, serious 
7A-3658 Portrait: Van Dyke with hand to face, smiling; in 
        sweater 
7A-3659 Portrait: Van Dyke smiling at camera; in suit 
7A-3660 Portrait: Van Dyke with arms crossed near face; smiling 
7A-3661 Portrait: Van Dyke with hands to chin 
9A-1707Portrait: Shaw in maid's costume, slight smile 
 
 
MIRACLE OF THE WHITE STALLIONS 
 
Cast: Robert Taylor (Colonel Alois Podhajsky), Lilli Palmer (Verena 
Podhajsky), Curt Jurgens (General Tellheim), Eddie Albert (Otto), 
James Franciscus (Major Hoffman), John Larch (General George S. 
Patton), Brigitte Horney (Countess Arco-Valley), Philip Abbott 
(Colonel Reed), Max Haufler (Engineer). 



 
WS-X-1  Portrait: Albert in suit, serious 
WS-262  Verena brushes hair as Podhajsky watches 
WS-301  Tellheim shakes Verena's hand as Podhajsky watches 
WS-311  Countess sits next to standing Verena 
WS-313  Countess, seated, looking sad 
WS-322  Verena leaning on doorframe 
WS-425  Publicity: Taylor on horseback 
WS-1385  Behind-the-scenes: Taylor in uniform, talking to crewmember 
WS-1386  Behind-the-scenes: Taylor in uniform, talking to crewmember 
WS-1413  Behind-the-scenes: Taylor in uniform, talking to man in suit 
WS-1426  Podhajsky talks to men in stables 
WS-1452  Dis-sheveled man talks to Podhajsky in stables 
WS-1461  Behind-the-scenes: Albert in suspenders, as boy points 
WS-1462  Behind-the-scenes: Albert and boy look up 
WS-1464  Behind-the-scenes: Albert gestures as boy watches 
WS-1472  Behind-the-scenes: Two men work on script 
WS-1524  Man in leather coat pointing rifle 
WS-1543  Aide helps Tellheim with coat outside car 
WS-1546  Smiling Tellheim walks from car 
WS-1527  Tellheim and Podhajsky shake hands 
WS-1552  Otto stands with rifle pointed 
WS-1595  Officer hands papers to Podhajsky as wife and countess watch 
WS-1617  Otto, countess at piano, Podhajskys staring 
WS-1643  Portrait: Franciscus in uniform, smiling 
WS-1646  Hoffman and other officerd around map table 
WS-1653  Otto leans over radio receiver 
WS-1669  Verena tossing hay 
WS-1684  Portrait: Franciscus in fatigues, slight smile 
WS-1686  Man and Podhajsky in civilian clothes 
WS-1697  Behind-the-secens: Taylor and man in riding uniform, 
crewmember behind them 
WS-1698  Man in riding uniform stands next to horse 
WS-1706  Men begin riding program 
WS-1708  Man rides horse sideways past camera 
WS-1723  Podhajsky leads column of horses through doorway 
WS-1888  Behind-the-scenes: Palmer taking fruit from lady at table 
WS-1902  Publicity: Taylor and family relax in the arena 
WS-1906  Podhajsky on rearing dark horse in arena 
WS-2067  Tellheim, seriois, leaning on desk 
WS-2114  Proud-looking Otto stands with horse 
WS-2404  Riders during program 
WS-2753  Tellheim, seated, with hand near head 
WS-2803  Publicity: Bare-chested Albert playing guitar under tree 
WS-2829  Behind-the-scenes: Larch and Franciscus take a break during 
filming 
WS-2847  Publicity: Franciscus laughs as he lifts baby in the air 



WS-3172  Soldiers in jeep salute flags as they drive past 
WS-3176  Hoffman stands with hands on hips, smiling 
WS-3181  Patton and officers sitting on reviewing stand 
WS-3234  Publicity: Albert and boy in costume outdoors 
WS-3270  Publicity: Taylor playing baseball, catching 
WS-3350  Behind-the-scenes: Palmer sitting near film gear 
WS-3474  Men lead horses from burning arena 
WS-3477  Podhajsky hugs wife as he leads horse from fire 
WS-3480  Overhed view of men leading horses from burning arena 
WS-3482  Plane flies past as bomb explodes next to train 
WS-3488  Bomb explodes as men lead horses from arena 
WS-3528  German officers talk to railroad engineer 
WS-3628  Portrait: Palmer in print blouse, serious 
WS-3630  Portrait: Palmer in print blouse, serious, head turned 
WS-3701  Podhajsky rides horse past burning building 
WS-3716  Soldiers confront Podhajsky as he rides past burning 
building 
WS-3728  Otto leads soldiers in song 
WS-3735  Hoffman smiles as the Podhajskys hug 
WS-3744  Hoffman? smiles from truck cab, horses in back 
WS-3752  Trucks of horses outside manor house 
WS-3950  Podhajsky stands at desk of German officer 
WS-4233  Hoffman, Podhajksy and Reed in jeep 
WS-4301  Soldiers on horseback corraling horses 
WS-4340  Reed and Podhajsky stand with surrendered weapons and 
soldiers 
WS-4368  Soldiers on horseback and in vehicles corraling horses 
WS-4449  Hoffman looks back as he rides horse 
WS-4484  Explosion as American tanks move past 
WS-4495  German soldiers firing cannons 
WS-4545  Reed and Hoffman eating at headquarters 
WS-4548  Hoffman on horseback 
WS-4560  Hoffman talks to seated German officer 
WS-4590  Portrait: Franciscus in dark jacket 
WS-4593  Portrait: Franciscus in suit, side view 
WS-4617  Portrait: Franciscus, hand to chin 
WS-4620  Portrait: Franciscus in dark jacket, serious 
no #  Publicity: Taylor laughs as he rides white horse 
 
 
MISADVENTURES OF MERLIN JONES, THE 
 
Cast: Tommy Kirk (Merlin Jones), Annette Funicello (Jennifer), 
Leon Ames (Judge Holmby), Stuart Erwin (Captain Loomis), Norman 
Grabowski (Norman). 
 
5B-38  Stanley looks at Norman, dazed on the floor 



5B-62  Stanley playing with chemicals on lab table (50 cents) 
5B-96  Judge Holmby carries bag as he sneaks from house 
5B-155  Judge Holmby wipes arm after Merlin spills food on him 
5B-156  Merlin stares at Judge Holmby and drops his tray 
5B-158  Merlin holds Stanley's hand as chimp lies in bed with the judge 
5B-159  Judge Holmby looks across bed at Stanley 
5B-170  Publicity: Stanley smokes a cigarette as he sits with script 
($1) 
5B-228  Housekeeper points to Merlin and Jennifer (backs to camera) 
as judge and police listen 
5B-285  Cat chases dog through garden (free) 
5B-319  Merlin sits sadly in jail cell 
5B-326  Captain Loomis and man at desk at police station 
5B-345  Librarian glares at Norman lying in pile of books 
5B-352  Norman stares angrily at Merlin (back to camera) in library 
5B-355  Norman grabs Merlin (back to camera) by shoulders in library 
5B-361  Norman (back to camera) grabs Merlin by shoulders in library 
5B-374  Merlin stands up and yells in the library 
5B-405  Publicity: Two women flirt with Kirk on library set as he reads 
5B-414  Merlin, eyes wide open, in the library 
5B-443  Merlin, wearing helmet, looks down as Jennifer (back to 
camera) kisses him 
5B-478  Merlin, wearing helmet, reads newspaper 
5B-481  Behind-the-scenes: Crew films Merlin in helmet 
5B-585  Portrait: Kirk in dark shirt 
 
 
MONKEYS GO HOME 
 
Cast: Maurice Chevalier (Father Sylvain), Dean Jones (Hank Dussard), 
Yvette Mimieux (Maria Riserau), Bernard Woringer (Marcel Cartucci), 
Clement Harari (Emile Paraulis), Yvonne Constant (Yolande Angelli), 
Marcel Hillaire (Mayor Gaston Lou). 
 
16A-3579  Portrait: Jones leaning on arm, thoughtful 
25A-79  Behind-the-scenes: Chevalier in costume, seated in chair with 
name on back 
25A-150  Publicity: Mimieux on motorcycle 
25A-186  Publicity: Mimieux in Harari's chair, hand to chin 
25A-318  Publicity: Mimieux carrying books on back lot 
25A-383  Sylvain looks down at chimp outside church 
25A-460  Publicity: Mimieux looks up from director's chair 
25A-537  Publicity: Mimieux playing with necklace, seated in Harari's 
chair 
25A-609  Chimp hugs surprised Emile 
25A-635  Chimp on Marcel's shoulders as Marcel paints sign on window 
25A-748  Publicity: Mimieux holds necklace, looking at camera 



25A-832  Emile looks around edge of wall 
25A-836  Close-up of Emile 
25A-844  Portrait: Mimieuex in flowered dress 
25A-867  Mayor climbing out of fountain 
25A-980  Hank carries chimp as he runs through fight 
25A-1144  Hank with open jacket and collar 
25A-1515  Hank and Maria dance in street fair 
25A-1533  Maria and Marcel at street cafe table 
25A-1651  Maria stops motorcycle in street 
25A-1796  Sylvain gestures as he talks to Hank 
25A-1931  Hank and Maria hug at the dance 
25A-2052  Maria pours coffee for Hank 
25A-2129  Chimp gives Maria a kiss 
25A-2131  Chimp hugs Maria 
25A-2200  Portrait: Woringer with pipe, wearing sweater 
25A-2207  Portrait: Woringer in sweater, head to side 
25A-2337  Hank with hands on Maria's shoulders, about to kiss 
25A-2405  Yolande holds papers as Hank watches 
25A-2540  Hank holds papers, standing next to Maria 
25A-2589  Hank with hands to Maria's face 
25A-2644  Hank and villagers watch as chimps pick olives 
25A-2810  Yolande and Maria sitting on couch 
25A-2915  Yolande in bed, surrounded by chimps 
25A-2966  Four chimps on couch 
25A-3089  Yolande gestures as hank sits on couch with wine 
25A-3097  Portrait: Smiling Chevalier in suit, hands folded 
25A-3099  Portrait: Smiling Chevalier, hand to face 
25A-3100  Portrait: Smiling Chevalier, hand to face, close-up 
25A-3101  Portrait: Seated Chevalier, smiling, hand to face 
25A-3103  Portrait: Chevalier, smiling, in suit 
Publicity series: Yvette Mimieux at Philharmonic Hall, July 13, 1966 
(have negatives) 
no #s  Five different pictures - with man in older tuxedo 
no #s  Six different pictures - in white gown 
no #s  Two different pictures - with smiling man in tuxedo 
no #s  Nine different pictures - talking to man with cigarette on couch 
Publicity series: Yvette Mimieux in Thunderbirds jet (have negatives) 
no #    In flight gear next to plane 
no #    In cockpit, all smiles 
no #    Climbing out of cockpit 
 
 
MONKEY'S UNCLE, THE 
 
Cast: Tommy Kirk (Merlin Jones), Annette Funicello (Jennifer), 
Leon Ames (Judge Holmby), Arthur O'Connell (Darius Green III), 
Leon Taylor (Leon), Norman Grabowski (Norman), Alan Hewitt 



(Professor Shattuck), Connie Gilchrist (Housekeeper), Cheryl 
Miller (Lisa), Mark Goddard (Haywood). 
 
13A-1  Merlin lifts off the ground in the flying machine 
13A-2   Merlin high overhead in the flying machine ($1) 
13A-13  Car brakes to stop; flying machine on roof ($1) 
13A-25  Flying machine angles towards ground ($1) 
13A-31  Merlin high overhead in flying machine ($1) 
13A-42  Flying machine in the air; hills in sight ($1) 
13A-79  Merlin looking up as he runs with baby carriage 
13A-102 Merlin strains as he reaches takeoff point 
13A-163 Stanley sits at piano keyboard (50 cents) 
13A-210 Merlin places electrodes on Norman as Leon watches 
13A-212 One blonde twin kisses Merlin as another hugs him 
13A-234 Flying machine about to enter the barn ($1) 
13A-242 Flying machine nose down in mud as pigs flee ($1) 
13A-245 Flying machine passes by trees and brush ($1) 
13A-250 Handlebars in front of him, Merlin is about to hit the 
        mud 
13A-252 Merlin over the mud, just before he flies into it 
13A-257 Leon with big smile as he opens exam paper 
13A-269 Professor Shattuck sitting at desk 
13A-289 Merlin stares despondently as Norman talks to Leon 
13A-316 Publicity: Grabowski stares at the camera 
13A-429 Flying machine about to enter the barn ($1) 
13A-430 Flying machine enters the barn ($1) 
13A-433 Holmby watches as man holding paper speaks at Merlin's 
        trial 
13A-438 Man passes photo to Merlin (back to camera) at trial 
        ($1) 
13A-467 Darius shakes hands as Holmby watches 
13A-525 Leon smiles as he pilots flying machine 
13A-527 Leon looks down, worried, in flying machine 
13A-534 Merlin holding handlebars in the mud 
13A-565 Man punches Merlin (his back to camera) 
13A-591 Merlin wipes Darius off after a spill; Holmby at table 
13A-598 Merlin (blurry) dumps a tray on Darius as Holmby looks 
        down ($1) 
13A-606 Merlin (blurry) walks off as tray falls towards Darius 
        and Holmby ($1) 
13A-658 Stanley washes his face in the bathroom (free) 
13A-672 Stanley sits on Holmby's court bench 
13A-760 Housekeeper pours wine for Holmby and Darius 
13A-874 Stanley lifting Merlin off the floor 
13A-876 Stanley sits on books as he drinks from glass 
13A-894 Behind-the-scenes: Stanley lifting Merlin 
13A-949 Merlin combs his hair as Stanley reads physics manual 



13A-950 Merlin bends down to Stanley, who is sitting in chair 
13A-952 Merlin wakes up to find Stanley at side of bed 
        (vertical) 
13A-953 Merlin wakes up to find Stanley at side of bed 
        (horizontal) 
13A-955 Stanley sitting with copy of "Introductory Physics" 
13A-959 Stanley swinging in shower with can of shaving cream 
        (free) 
13A-960 Stanley swinging in shower with can of shaving cream 
        (free) 
13A-961 Stanley swinging in shower with can of shaving cream 
        (free) 
13A-965 Stanley swinging in shower with can of shaving cream 
        (free) 
13A-971 Merlin attaches electrodes to Stanley as Lisa watches in 
        surprise 
13A-985  Publicity: Cheryl Miller looking up from couch; slight smile 
13A-1032  Merlin helps Stanley brush his teeth 
13A-1033  Merlin looks upset as he helps Stanley brush his teeth 
13A-1181  Blue screen: Leon smiling in flying machine 
13A-1184  Blue screen: Leon looking back, worried, in flying 
          machine 
13A-1186  Blue screen: Leon looking back, worried, in flying 
          machine (closer view) 
13A-1214  Blue screen: Leon, mouth wide, heading towards camera 
          in flying machine 
13A-1221  Blue screen: Leon looks back at baby carriage under 
          flying machine 
13A-1229  Stanley holding crushed radiator 
13A-1232  Stanley pulling radiator from wall 
13A-1245  Stanley holding workbench over his head 
265-332 Portrait: Cheryl Miller; head to side 
265-333 Portrait: Cheryl Miller; head to side; slight smile 
 
 
MOON PILOT 
 
Cast: Tom Tryon (Captain Talbot), Brian Keith (General Vanneman), 
Edmond O'Brien (McClosky), Dany Saval (Lyrae), Tommy Kirk (Walter 
Talbot), Bob Sweeney (Senator McGuire), Kent Smith (Secretary of 
the Air Force), Sarah Selby (Mom). 
 
MP-X-1  Portrait: O'Brien in dark suit, with arms folded 
MP-7    Publicity: Long shot of Tryon in space suit in front of 
        missile on launch pad 
MP-13   A smiling Talbot, in space suit, with Vanneman, in hard 
        hat, at launch pad 



MP-19   Publicity: Tryon in space suit in front of missile on 
        launch pad 
MP-42   Publicity: Saval at airport, looking confused 
MP-43   Walter waves as he sits on back of driver's seat in 
        convertible 
MP-121  Talbot running down city street 
MP-138  Talbot sits atop parking sign on wall as Lyrae looks at 
        him 
MP-144  Talbot sits atop parking sign on wall as Lyrae talks to 
        him 
MP-182  Talbot leans towards Lyrae as they sit on park bench at 
        night 
MP-183  Portrait: Saval in white suit and scarf 
MP-230  Man in beret in office, looking confused 
MP-232  McClosky snarls at Vanneman, as they stand chest-to- 
        chest 
MP-234  McClosky gestures angrily as Vanneman stares 
MP-235  McClosky and Vanneman stare at each other as they stand 
        chest-to-chest 
MP-240  McClosky bends to confront Talbot, who looks upset 
        sitting in chair 
MP-241  Vanneman restrains Talbot, who is pulling at McClosky in 
        the line-up room 
MP-246  Woman prisoner yells at matron during line-up ($1) 
MP-378  Lyrae listens as she hold's Talbot's arm while he is on 
        pay phone 
MP-420  Women prisoners in line-up room ($1) 
MP-429  Women prisoners (different again) in line-up room ($1) 
MP-461  Portrait: Saval in white outfit, with skirt blowing 
        upwards 
MP-518  Talbot sits on couch talking on phone as McClosky leans 
        over; both look haggard 
MP-531  Talbot looks up and to side as he sits on pillows using 
        phone 
MP-535  Talbot (one arm blurring) looks up as he uses phone 
MP-540  Lyrae smiles as she eats noodles in Chinese restaurant 
MP-548  Talbot stares as McClosky and men race and fall about 
        the room 
MP-551  Lyrae holds Talbot's arm as she tries to cheer him up; 
        he's in robe, looking quite sad 
MP-582  Talbot, in robe, stares at McClosky, who is yelling at 
        him 
MP-587  Talbot, in robe, tries to reason with McClosky, who is 
        staring as he holds him 
MP-591  Talbot, in robe with back to camera, opens hotel door 
        and discovers Lyrae standing there 
MP-595  McClosky wits with cigarette on couch as he ponders his 



        next move 
MP-599  Portrait: Saval in front of decorative bamboo screen 
MP-604  Portrait: Saval in front of oriental art 
MP-617  Portrait: Saval in knit outfit; dark background 
MP-633  Portrait: Saval in sleeveless white outfit 
MP-675  McClosky and Talbot kneeling on floor in front of bed 
MP-733  Vanneman stares as McClosky yells at him once again 
MP-858  Portrait: Saval in front of swirled patter on soundstage 
MP-866  Portrait: Saval in front of light on soundstage 
MP-902  Portrait: Tryon looks thoughtful, Saval smiles as they 
        sit on park bench 
MP-1030 Talbot and other astronauts pull space capsule into 
        airplane 
MP-1040 Talbot laughs as he holds the chimp (horizontal) 
MP-1040 Talbot laughs as he holds the chimp (vertical) 
MP-1080 Talbot holds Lyrae by the wrists; she looks worried 
MP-1087 Talbot hugs his mother as Walter gestures 
MP-1096 Talbot hugs his mother as Walter grabs his arm 
MP-1150 On the bus, Talbot looks at McClosky holding small 
        bottle 
MP-1154 McClosky, on the bus in dark suit, looking unhappy 
MP-1157 McClosky leans over bus seat to show credentials to 
        Talbot (vertical) 
MP-1158 McClosky leans over bus seat to show credentials to 
        Talbot (horizontal) 
MP-1174 Talbot sits at mother's table talking on phone 
MP-1178 Reluctant volunteer Talbot shakes hands; McGuire looks 
        on 
MP-1180 Charley the chimp sits covered with food ($1) 
MP-1181 Charley the chimp sits covered with food; leaning down 
        ($1) 
MP-1183 Charley the chimp sits covered with food; fork to mouth 
        ($1) 
MP-1277 Talbot sits stunned as he learns he will be an 
        astronaut; Vanneman, Air Force Secretary and McGuire 
        stand over him 
MP-1278 Air Force Secretary, McGuire and Vanneman stare as they 
        deliver the news 
MP-1288 Portrait: Smith in tuxedo as Air Force Secretary 
MP-1304 Vanneman with cigar as Air Force Secretary and McGuire 
        look at men at console 
MP-1309 McGuire looks at consoles in control room 
MP-1332 Vanneman holds microphone as others listen in control 
        room 
MP-1373 McGuire and Air Force Secretary sit in control room 
MP-1375 Vanneman holds microphone in the control room 
MP-1401 Talbot smiles as he sits on arm rest talking to Lyrae on 



        plane 
MP-1412 Lyrae hands bottle of pills to Talbot on plane 
MP-1418 Portrait: Saval looking at camera as she is reading book 
        on plane 
MP-1421 Lyrae looks back at men looking at her on the plane 
MP-1422 Lyrae leans over plane seat to talk to Talbot 
MP-1426 Talbot with blonde stewardess at table 
MP-1451 Talbot holding space capsule microphone 
MP-1458 Talbot sits watching chimp smoking cigar at dinner table 
        (horizontal) 
MP-1459 Talbot looks up as chimp smokes cigar at dinner table 
MP-1460 Chimp kisses Talbot at the dinner table 
MP-1464 Talbot sits with chimp at dinner table 
MP-1467 Talbot holds bowl of food to chimp 
MP-1471 Chimp does a back flip over his bed ($1) 
MP-1473 Talbot tries to take bowl back from chimp 
MP-1477 Chimp carrying stool ($1) 
MP-1500 Talbot stares at his future son as Lyrae sits at his 
        side 
MP-1505 Lyrae sits with their future son 
MP-1515 Talbot seated at the controls of the space capsule 
MP-1673 Chimp runs across carpeted floor ($1) 
MP-1790 Portrait: O'Brien in white shirt, holding phone 
MP-1824 Portrait: Saval hugging black poodle 
MP-1826 Publicity: Saval stands on toes by side of pool 
MP-1827 Publicity: Saval holds poodle by side of pool 
MP-1829 Publicity: Saval leans on rope by side of pool 
MP-1833 Publicity: Saval lies by side of pool with hand on rope 
MP-1835 Publicity: Saval sits by side of pool with hands on 
        ankles 
MP-1836 Publicity: Saval sits by side of pool with hand on knee 
MP-1837 Publicity: Saval sits by side of pool with arms folded 
MP-1838 Publicity: Saval sits by side of pool with arms crossed 
TV-17326  Portrait: Tryon in fuzzy sweater, serious 
TV-17327  Portrait: Tryon in fuzzy sweater, smiling 
TV-17329  Portrait: Tryon sitting in front of iron gate, smiling 
TV-17335  Portrait: Tryon sitting in front of spot light 
TV-17337  Portrait: Tryon sitting, dark shirt, one leg raised, 
          smiling 
TV-17338  Portrait: Tryon sitting, dark shirt, one leg raised, 
          serious 
TV-17342  Portrait: Tryon, open white shirt with dark jacket 
TV-17356  Portrait: Tryon sitting backwards on chair, arms 
          crossed, serious 
TV-17369  Portrait: Tryon sitting backwards on chair, arms 
          crossed, smiling 
461-49  Publicity: Saval waves on stairs to plane; children line 



        steps 
461-74  Publicity: Saval with fans wishing bon voyage; scout 
        plays drum 
461-461 Publicity: Saval leans looking over wall 
661-1506  Publicity: Saval, wearing hat, peers around door 
no #    Portrait: Saval in velvet robe, slight smile 
 
 
MOON-SPINNERS, THE 
 
Cast: Hayley Mills (Nikky Ferris), Eli Wallach (Stratos), Peter 
McEnery (Mark Camford), Joan Greenwood (Aunt Frances), Irene 
Papas (Sophia), Michael Davis (Alexis), Paul Stassino (Lambis), 
John LeMesurier (Mr. Gamble). 
 
9A-644  Mark standing in brush on hill 
9A-1237 Portrait: Davis smiling 
9A-1238 Portrait: Davis serious 
9A-1634 Lambis leaning and looking down 
9A-2885 Lambis runs past rocks with rifle in hand 
9A-3745 Portrait: Pappas; closeup 
9A-3806 Portrait: Wallach in pin-striped suit; slight smile 
9A-3812 Portrait: Wallach in pin-striped suit; serious 
9A-3875 Police put the cuffs on a bedraggled Stratos 
9A-3943 Portrait: Greenwood standing next to chair; arms folded 
 
 
MYSTERIES OF THE DEEP 
 
Stills from this film are 50 cents each 
359-34  Seahorse on coral branch 
359-42  Diver setting up underwater camera 
359-46  Octopus 
 
 
NAPOLEON AND SAMANTHA 
 
Cast: Michael Douglas (Danny), Will Geer (Grandpa Wilson), Arch 
Johnson (Chief of Police), Johnny Whitaker (Napoleon Wilson), 
Jodie Foster (Samantha), Major the Lion (Major), John Crawford 
(Desk Sergeant), Mary Wickes (Clerk), Rex Holman (Mark). 
 
81B-41  Danny standing with jacket over shoulder (head turned) 
81B-42  Danny standing with jacket over shoulder 
81B-154 Police lead Danny away in handcuffs from door 
81B-211 Behind-the-scenes: Director Bernard McEveety leans on 
        bed giving direction to Geer and Whitaker 



81B-239 Behind-the-scenes: writer Stewart Raffill leans on chair 
81B-267 Behind-the-scenes: lion yawns as man holds script 
81B-285 Danncy charges into Mark outside shack 
81B-311 Behind-the-scenes: lion, covered with blankets, yawns 
81B-320 Behind-the-scenes: Douglas looks at lion as they walk in 
        field; lion on chain 
81B-338 Behind-the-scenes: Raffill holds lion on chain as crew 
        stands by 
81B-392 Behind-the-scenes: Crew positions reflectors as lion 
        lies in grass 
81B-478 Lion lies in grass with chicken and rabbit 
81B-501 Close-up view of lion in grass 
81B-533 Behind-the-scenes: man combs lion's fur 
81B-552 Portrait: Geer as Grandpa, lying in bed 
81B-573 Samantha stands in front of Danny and two men; looking 
        surprised 
81B-586 Publicity: lion leaning against tree 
81B-600-1 Samantha kneels to talk to lion as Napoleon pets him 
81B-760 Napoleon and Samantha yell as lion lies near trees 
81B-831 Portrait: Douglas smiling; white shirt, open collar 
81B-864 Portrait: Douglas looking at camera; jacket and tie 
81B-874  Portrait: Geer, hand to head 
 
 
NATURE'S HALF ACRE 
 
651-8032  Mother bird about to feed hungry babies in nest (50 
          cents) 
 
 
NAVAJO ADVENTURE 
 
Stills from this film are 50 cents each 
456-748 Girl watches as woman lays down plates of corn 
456-749 Baby crying next to small boy 
456-750 Family sitting outside home; man stands to right 
456-751 Woman lies spreadeagle on ground, face down; man with 
        stick 
456-752 Indians sits against rock wall 
456-753 Three men sand painting 
456-754 Baby girl looking up 
456-755  Baby in papoose 
456-756 Old woman on donkey 
456-757 Woman at edge of cliff; Monument Valley in background 
456-758  Two men rubbing faces after exiting lodge 
456-759 Woman and girl standing in corn 
456-760 Flock of sheep in Monument Valley 



456-761 Woman cooking; home in background 
456-762 Two women sitting on ground, cooking 
456-763 One man sits thinking as another sand paints 
456-764 Old woman wraps younger one's hair 
456-765 Men sitting by fire 
656-519 Indians march in large circle 
656-520 Indians march in large circle; closer view 
        Credits and synopsis 
 
 
NEVER A DULL MOMENT 
 
Cast: Dick Van Dyke (Jack Albany), Edward G. Robinson (Leo Joseph 
Smooth), Dorothy Provine (Sally Inwood), Henry Silva (Frank 
Boley), Joanna Moore (Melanie Smooth), Tony Bill (Florian), Slim 
Pickens (Cowboy Schaeffer), Jack Elam (Ace Williams), Ned Glass 
(Rinzy Tobreski), Richard Bakalyan (Bobby Macoon), Mickey 
Shaughnessy (Francis), Philip Coolidge (Fingers Felton), James 
Millhollin (Museum Director). 
 
34A-7   Disgusted looking Jack lies on mattress after falling 
        through window 
34A-25  Disgusted looking Jack lies on mattress after falling 
        through window; gangster (Anthony Caruso) yelling 
        through window 
34A-67  Jack steps gingerly onto the window ledge 
34A-72  Jack bends down to talk to Sally through the window 
34A-88  Jack gestures as he sits and talks to Sally 
34A-158 Laughing Melanie holds a surprised Jack's arm 
34A-164 Sally and Jack hiding next to suit of armor 
34A-215 Jack with mouth open as he walks on window ledge 
34A-220 Jack in window as Melanie holds onto his leg 
34A-530 Sally watches as Leo paints 
34A-711 Florian stands with arms folded next to seated cowboy 
34A-726-2 Jack with mouth open, eyes crossed, next to Ace 
34A-770 Smiling Jack with hand out 
34A-798 Leo gestures with cigar in front of fireplace 
34A-870 Publicity: Bill looking around door 
34A-877 Publicity: Bill standing against wall 
34A-1040  Leo sitting under sunflower painting as museum director 
          talks to him 
34A-1049  Leo sits gazing up at sunflower painting 
34A-1084  Publicity: Bill with arms folded, in dark shirt, 
          leaning on wall 
34A-1154  Florian flicks cigarette lighter in the dark 
34A-1262  Leo poses underneath his portrait over the fireplace 
34A-1398  Frank standing by giant African mask 



34A-1518  Frank looks past African mask, unaware Jack is behind 
          it 
34A-1526  Frank looks down at fallen Cowboy next to giant hotdog 
34A-1530  Jack looks surprised at hand in washer holding soap 
34A-1552  Jack starts to open car door inside museum 
34A-1559  Florian on the floor next to giant hotdog 
34A-1561  Wet Jack in front of photography booth 
34A-1564  Jack confronts Florian and gang in front of photography 
          booth 
34A-1568  Frank walks past line of toy soldiers; Jack at left end 
          with cymbals 
34A-1599  Florian pointing machine gun as Fingers looks surprised 
34A-1615  Gang members stand with hands in the air (Jack sideways 
          on floor) 
34A-1617  Gang members stand with hands in the air (Jack on 
          floor) 
34A-1646  Jack hanging from mobile sculpture 
34A-1712  Gang members climb up the mobile after Jack 
34A-1746  Two gang members (from rear) climb towards Jack 
34A-1770  Jack looks around the mobile 
34A-1781  Jack hanging on the mobile 
34A-1975  Publicity: Van Dyke in sweater and tie, big smile 
34A-1979  Publicity: Van Dyke in sweater and tie, smiling, 
          leaning on brick wall 
34A-2005  Publicity: Van Dyke in white sweater, looking over left 
          shoulder in chair 
34A-2049  Publicity: Moore in checkered dress, looking at camera 
34A-2367-1     Portrait: Provine in sweater, serious 
34A-2368  Portrait: Provine leaning on block, smiling 
34A-2370  Portrait: Provine leaning on wicker chair, close-up 
34A-2371  Portrait: Provine in sweater and fur hat, leaning on 
          wall 
34A-2372  Portrait: Provine in cloth coat, smiling 
34A-2373  Portrait: Provine with hand to head, slight smile 
16A-514 Portrait: Provine in front of iron fence and bush, cloth 
        coat 
16A-611 Portrait: Provine in front of iron fence and bush, dark 
        coat 
667-425 Portrait: Moore in checkered blouse, head to side 
668-177 Cartoon art of Van Dyke under giant "Pow!" 
 
 
NEVER CRY WOLF 
 
Cast: Charles Martin Smith (Tyler), Brian Dennehy (Rosie) 
 
G80-32-5  Tyler plays oboe on hillside 



G80-39-5  Behind-the-scenes: Smith, Farley Mowat and Lewis Allen 
G80-42-9  Publicity: Close-up of Farley Mowat 
G80-934  Rosie pushes clothes up to Tyler's chin 
G80-936  Tyler watches plane come in for landing on lake 
G80-939  Tyler stands in midst of gear scattered on snow 
G80-948  Tyler stares at light bulb in his gear 
G80-983  Bear-chested Tyler sits in thought 
    Publicity folder 
 
NIGHT CROSSING 
 
Cast: John Hurt (Peter Strelzyk), Jane Alexander (Doris Strelzyk), 
Glynnis O'Connor (Petra Wetzel), Doug McKeon (Frank Strelzyk), Beau 
Bridges (Gunter Wetzel), Ian Bannen (Josef Keller). 
 
J80-98-32    Publicity: Alexander outdoors, wearing scarf 
J80-102-23  Behind-the-scenes: Director Delbert Mann talks to Hurt 
and Alexander 
J80-103-35  Strelzyk family walking past tractor 
J80-106-29  Doris comforts Peter with a hug 
J80-109-4    Publicity: Bridges outdoors, close-up 
J80-115-30  Portrait: O'Connor in sweater 
J80-118-9A  Portrait: McKeon, close-up 
J80-149-2    Petra and Gunter, who is holding a card from flowers? 
J80-171-18  Group starting to inflate balloon 
J80-189-8    Strelzyk family stands in the forest 
 
 
NIKKI, WILD DOG OF THE NORTH 
 
Cast: Jean Coutu (Andre Dupas), Emile Genest (Jacques Lebeau), Uriel 
Luft (Makoki), Robert Rivard (Durante). 
 
Pictures from this film are 50 cents. 
N-600  Andre with bear in arms, Nikki on leash 
N-P-123  Makoki standing in the snow, looking to the side 
N-P-180  Lebeau waves to passing train as Makoki stands on snowshoes 
N-P-229  Publicity: Woman kneels in snow next to seated Nikki 
N-P-232  Andre stands in arena, hands to knees 
N-P-268-9  Close-up of Andre in parka 
N-P-339  Close-up of Lebeau looking at camera 
N-P-366  Andre and Lebeau face off outside teepee 
N-P-371-2  Lebeau and Andre fight on the snow 
N-P-371-5  Lebeau and Andre fight on the snow 
N-P-371-6  Lebeau and Andre fight on the snow 
N-P-371-10  Lebeau and Andre fight on the snow 
N-P-371-13  Andre during the fight 



N-P-372-19  Spectators lean into the pit 
N-P-373-8  Andre on ground with Lebeau's foot on his neck 
N-P-373-16  Lebeau wrestling with Nikki 
N-P-374-2  Lebeau and Andre fighting on the ground 
N-P-374-3  Lebeau and Andre fighting on the ground 
N-P-374-4  Lebeau and Andre fighting on the ground 
N-P-374-6  Close-up of Andre during the fight 
N-P-374-15  Andre kicks Lebeau during fight 
N-P-391  Man faces Lebeau as they talk 
N-P-415  Andre looks to side, wearing parka 
N-P-589  Coutu on phone (horizontal) 
N-P-589  Coutu on phone (vertical) 
N-P-602  Durante? standing with skis 
N-P-837  Makoki standing with knife 
N-P-874  Nikki with leash, held by bear 
N-P-914  Close-up of Nikki, tongue out 
N-P-1099  Andre carrying log on shoulder 
N-P-1101  Portrait: Coutu in string tie, against wall 
N-P-1112  Portrait: Coutu in string tie, arms folded 
N-P-1113  Portrait: Close-up of Coutu in string tie 
N-P-1117  Portrait: Coutu in string tie, arms crossed 
N-P-1121  Portrait: Coutu in parka, holding rifle 
N-P-1122  Portrait: Coutu holding paddle 
 
 
NORTH AVENUE IRREGULARS, THE 
 
Cast: Edward Herrmann (Michael Hill), Barbara Harris (Vickie), Susan 
Clark (Anne Loomis), Karen Valentine (Jane), Cloris Leachman 
(Claire), Patsy Kelly (Rose Rafferty), Douglas V. Fowley (Delaney), 
Virginia Capers (Cleo), Alan Hale (Harry, the Hat). 
 
89A-41  Rose, Cleo and Vickie in disguise at lunch counter 
89A-666  Portrait: Leachman in checkered blouse, hand near collar 
89A-1255  Portrait: Hermann, print shirt, slight smile 
89A-1389  Jane on corner as street walker 
89A-1519  The women stand as they are honored for crime fighting 
89A-1816  Vickie and Claire tie up two criminals 
89A-1872-8  Claire leaning out of car window 
89A-2031  Rev. Hill confronts Harry the Hat 
 
 
NO DEPOSIT, NO RETURN 
 
List being prepared - please let me know if you want a copy! 
 
 



NOW YOU SEE HIM, NOW YOU DON'T 
 
Cast: Kurt Russell (Dexter Riley), Cesar Romero (A.J. Arno), Joe Flynn 
(Dean Higgins), William Windom (Professor Lufkin), Michael McGreevey 
(Richard Schuyler), Richard Bakalyan (Cookie), Joyce Menges (Debbie 
Dawson), Billy Casper (Professional Golfer), Dave Hill (Professional 
Golfer). 
 
53A-248  Bandaged student with surprised Lufkin and Higgins 
53A-423  Higgins looks at his ball on golf course 
53A-671  Dexter holds his sprayer as Debbie and Schuyler watch 
53A-1186-3  Higgins looks through large fishbowl as Dexter watches 
53A-1296  Cookie stares at surprised Arno 
53A-2059  Schuyler vanishes as Dexter sprays him, Debbie watching 
53A-2301  Publicity: Russell and Menges on set with invisible student 
in chairs 
53A-2302  Publicity: Russell and Menges in car with invisible student 
53A-2303  Publicity: Russell and Menges hand beaker to invisible 
student 
 
 
OLD YELLER 
 
Cast: Dorothy McGuire (Katie Coates), Fess Parker (Jim Coates), Tommy 
Kirk (Travis Coates), Kevin Corcoran (Arliss Coates), Jeff York (Bud 
Searcy), Chuck Connors (Burn Sanderson), Beverly Washburn (Lisbeth 
Searcy). 
 
Y-SPEC-2  Artwork: Old Yeller leaping, Travis and family in 
background 
Y-1  Publicity: Kirk sitting next to Old Yeller 
Y-16  Publicity: Old Yeller standing with front paws on Kirk's 
shoulders 
Y-27  Portrait: Washburn in costume, close-up 
Y-70  Publicity: Kirk waving as he sits on large tree branch 
Y-138  Travis kneels next to young calf 
Y-445  Travis in tree with young boar 
Y-460  Old Yeller attacks boar as Travis tries to get up 
Y-533  Katie against log wall, smiling 
Y-535  Katie lifting lid off pot 
Y-538  Katie shields eyes from sun next to cart 
Y-647  Travis on mule, as Katie stands with mouth open, holding Arliss 
Y-660  Katie holds mule by rope, as Travis sits and Arliss walks ahead 
Y-798  Bud next to horse, smiling 
Y-821  Katie watches as Bud spins a tale 
Y-831  Bud drinks from bucket as Katie and Lisbeth watch 
Y-866  Behind-the-scenes: McGuire adjusts hair as woman hold mirror 



Y-910  Katie sits at family table 
Y-988  Behind-the-scenes: McGuire with dog at door of trailer 
Y-1037  Katie, looking worried at night 
Y-1040  Katie, looking worried at night 
Y-1048  Katie holding rifle at night 
Y-1125  Arliss pulls bear cub by foot 
Y-1131  Arliss reaches for bear cub as Katie reaches for him 
Y-1133  Arliss pulls bear cub by foot 
Y-1138  Arliss pulls bear cub by foot 
Y-1147  Arliss tries to grab bear cub 
Y-1149  Arliss jumps towards bear cub 
Y-1165  Bear twists as Arliss pulls leg 
Y-1172  Bear cub snarls 
Y-1210  Bear rises up as she fights Old Yeller 
Y-1212  Old Yeller biting mother bear on rear leg 
Y-1213  Mother bear snarls at Old Yeller 
Y-1308  Old Yeller, sick and snarling 
Y-1323  Old Yeller alone outside the cabin 
Y-1361  Travis carrying bucket and tool 
Y-1381  Travis thinks as he lies outside, dog next to him 
Y-1429  Portrait: Parker in costume, with rifle, thoughtful 
Y-1430  Portrait: Parker in costume, with rifle, smiling 
Y-1433  Portrait: Parker in costume, wearing hat, smiling 
Y-1434  Portrait: Parker and McGuire, hugging 
Y-1436  Portrait: McGuire in front of Parker, both in costume 
Y-1437  Portrait: Parker about to kiss McGuire 
Y-1441  Portrait: McGuire in costume, slight smile, head turned 
slightly 
Y-1444  Portrait: Parker, clean shaven, in checkered coat 
Y-1445  Portrait: Parker, clean shaven, in checkered coat 
Y-1449  Portrait: Parker, clean shaven, corduroy coat, serious 
Y-1454  Portrait: Parker, head turned, in plaid shirt 
Y-1455  Portrait: Parker, dark shirt, slight smile 
Y-1458  Portrait: McGuire in dress, slight smile 
Y-1459  Portrait: McGuire in dress, looking at camera 
Y-1461  Portrait: McGuire in peasant blouse, serious 
Y-1462  Portrait: McGuire in dark blouse and white scarf, serious 
Y-1463  Portrait: McGuire, open-neck blouse, with necklace 
Y-1466  Portrait: McGuire in peasant blouse, head turned 
Y-1467  Portrait: McGuire in peasant blouse, hands clasped 
no #  Portrait: Picture of young McGuire in dark blouse 
887-605  Portrait: McGuire in dress, serious 
 
 
ONE AND ONLY GENUINE ORIGINAL FAMILY BAND, THE 
 
Cast: Walter Brennan (Grandpa Bower), Buddy Ebsen (Calvin Bower), 



Lesley Ann Warren (Alice Bower), John Davidson (Joe Carder), 
Janet Blair (Katie Bower), Kurt Russell (Sidney Bower), Bobby 
Riha (Mayo Bower), Jon Walmsley (Quin Bower), Smitty Wordes 
(Nettie Bower), Heidi Rook (Rose Bower), Debbie Smith (Lulu 
Bower), Pamelyn Ferdin (Laura Bower), Steve Harmon (Ernie 
Stubbins), John Craig (Frank). 
 
35A-796 Sidney, Grandpa and two children at family table 
35A-818 Entire family does high kick outside barn (Calvin 
        looking to his right) 
35A-827 Entire family does high kick outside barn (Calvin 
        looking forward) 
35A-840-2 Portrait: Close-up of smiling Brennan as Grandpa 
35A-1504  Portrait: Warren in straw hat, hands to hat, serious 
35A-1662  Man sits and watches as band auditions in the barn 
35A-1700 Man sits and watches as band auditions in the barn, 
          dressed in patriotic costumes 
35A-2033-6     Calvin dances with little daughter as Sidney bends 
               down to look 
35A-2090-5     Family does high kick on stage, Calvin to left 
35A-2467  Joe and Alice gaze at each other as they meet in town 
35A-2529  Grandpa leads family children in wagon on street 
35A-2693  Alice smiles shyly as she sits on Joe's lap 
35A-2710  Joe kisses Alice as everyone cheers to celebrate 
          statehood 
35A-2752  Man (Frank?) yells as he addresses crowd in street 
35A-2779  Alice and Joe play instruments as they march down 
          street 
35A-3021-3     Alice hikes her dress as she dances at town dance 
35A-3516-5     Children watch as fight erupts at dance 
35A-3599-2     Joe rocks back after Alice slaps him 
35A-3711-5     Publicity: Warren with hands full of taffy 
35A-3711-6     Publicity: Warren smiling in smock 
35A-3727-1     Joe bends down to talk to younger children 
no #    Alice and Joe lead townspeople down main street 
no #    Behind-the-scenes: Stand-ins (?) practice band number in 
        barn 
no #    Sidney, Alice and two girls play in band in barn 
no #    Composite of Heidi Rook 
 
 
ONE LITTLE INDIAN 
 
Cast: James Garner (Clint Keyes), Vera Miles (Doris McIver), Pat 
Hingle (Captain Stewart), Morgan Woodward (Sergeant Raines), John 
Doucette (Sergeant Waller), Clay O'Brien (Mark), Robert Pine 
(Lieutenant Cummins), Bruce Glover (Schrader), Jay Silverheels (Jimmy 



Wolf), Andrew Prine (Chaplain), Jodie Foster (Martha McIver). 
 
58A-75  Keyes looks backwards as he sits on camel 
58A-79  Keyes stands next to camel lying on ground 
58A-776  Chaplain talks to Waller, who is bathing in barrel 
58A-1010  Schrader has noose on Keyes while Raines watches 
58A-1172  Raines with Keyes on gallows 
58A-1241  Waller stands with hand on Mark's shoulder in front of 
chaplain 
58A-1280  Keyes sits with rifle at the ready 
58A-1772  Two pictures of Keyes: leaning on wall, pointing rifle 
772-495  Portrait: Garner in black cowboy hat 
 
 
ONE OF OUR DINOSAURS IS MISSING 
 
Cast: Peter Ustinov (Hnup Wan), Helen Hayes (Hettie), Clive Revill 
(Quon), Derek Nimmo (Lord Southmere), Joan Sims, Bernard Bresslaw (Fan 
Choy), Natasha Pyne (Susan), Emily (Joan Sims), B.J. Spence (Joss 
Acklund), Mrs. Spence (Amanda Barrie), Max Harris 
 
71A-159-6  Wan bows towards Quon, who is seated at desk, as men hold 
Southmere 
71A-162-3  Portrait: Ustinov as Wan, in beaded curtain 
71A-165-2  Hettie and Emily kneel next to unconscious Southmere as 
Quon and Wan talk 
71A-166-1  Hettie looks around dinosaur leg 
71A-169-1  Portrait: Revill as himself, in sweater 
71A-176-6  Portrait: Ustinov in dotted tie and dark coat 
71A-198-1  Hettie hits man with handbag 
71A-211-6  Spence and wife react as dinosaur enters room 
71A-247-4  Wan, Susan, Emily, Hettie and Southmere in basement 
71A-382-2  Three nannies on motorcycle 
71A-651  Hettie looks around building wall 
71A-921  Truck with dinosaur in traffic 
71A-1425  Two pictures: Revill in costume and sketch of him by Ustinov 
71A-1426  Two pictures: Ustinov in costume and self sketch 
71A-1429  Two pictures: Revill as himself and in costume 
71A-1433  Two pictures: Hayes in costume and as herself 
 
 
PABLO, THE DANCING CHIHUAHUA 
 
List being prepared - please let me know if you want a copy! 
 
 
PARENT TRAP, THE 



 
Cast: Hayley Mills (Sharon McKendrick and Susan Evers), Maureen 
O'Hara (Maggie McKendrick), Brian Keith (Mitch Evers), Charlie 
Ruggles (Uncle Charles McKendrick), Una Merkel (Verbena), Leo G. 
Carroll (Reverend Mosby), Joanna Barnes (Vicky Robinson), 
Nancy Kulp (Miss Grunecker). 
 
TO-926  Reverend Mosby pulls Mitch (face blocked) from the lake 
TO-1080 Reverend Mosby conducting the ceremony 
TO-1208  Mitch standing on the golf course with caddy 
TO-1226  Caddy taking club out of bag 
TO-1238  Mitch stands with club, next to caddy 
TO-2240 Portrait: Ruggles, sitting in chair, slight smile 
TO-2437 Portrait: Barnes; hand to chin, looking at camera 
TO-2574  Portrait: Barnes; looking at camera; slight smile 
TO-2576  Portrait: Barnes, white dress; pearls 
468-733  Portrait: Keith, close-up, dark suit 
468-734  Portrait: Culp, leaning on hand 
 
 
PERRI 
Stills from this film are 50 cents 
 
Perri-250  Two coyote cubs outside den 
Perri-251  Coyote cub sitting outside den 
Perri-258  Owl sitting in tree 
Perri-265  Young bird on the ground 
Perri-272  Perri yelling from end of branch 
Perri-276  Perri chewing on plant stem 
Perri-291  Two squirrels nose-to-nose 
Perri-295  Perri eating as she sits on stump 
Perri-308  Fox? looks down at Perri on stump 
Perri-342  Perri sitting up in twisted branches 
Perri-350  Close-up of Perri on branches 
Perri-354  Perri napping in branch 
Perri-366  Close-up of cardinal? 
Perri-367  Side view of rabbit 
Perri-381  Two squirrels on stump 
Perri-382  Two squirrels on stump 
Perri-400  Bobcat in the grass 
Perri-401  Perri resting on branch (horizontal) 
Perri-450  Hawk swoops towards Perri on tree (close-up) 
Perri-469  Close-up of ferret? 
Perri-526  Perri holding leaf to face 
Perri-531  Bird taking bath 
Perri-576  Weasel? jumps as snow bridge collapses 
Perri-583  White rabbit runs in dream sequence 



Perri-584  Weasel looks down at Perri from top of tree 
Perri-618  White rabbit leaps in dream sequence 
Perri-640  Perri sleeping in branch 
Perri-643  Weasel? looking down from branch 
Perri-644  Perri sitting up between twisted branches 
Perri-665  Bobcat looking in to hole in log 
Perri-666  Rabbit passing hole in log 
Perri-760  Weasel? looking away from white rabbit lying in snow 
Perri-761  Owl flying over snow in dream sequence 
no #    Cover of Dell comic 847 
 
 
PETE'S DRAGON 
 
Cast: Helen Reddy (Nora), Jim Dale (Dr. Terminus), Mickey Rooney 
(Lampie), Red Buttons (Hoagy), Shelley Winters (Lena Gogan), Sean 
Marshall (Pete), Jane Kean (Miss Taylor), Charles Tyner (Merle 
Gogan), Gary Morgan (Grover Gogan), Jeff Conaway (Willie Gogan), 
Cal Bartlett (Paul), Charlie Callas (The voice of Elliott). 
 
82A-1405-4     Lampie, with arm around Pete, points in sky 
               outside lighthouse 
82A-1419  Lampie, Nora and Pete dance, arm-in-arm, outside 
          lighthouse 
82A-2287  Terminus looks up, eyes wide, as Hoagy holds skeleton 
82A-4403  The Gogans arrive in town on their wagon 
82A-5349  Pete watches as Elliott looks at picture 
 
 
POLLYANNA 
 
Cast: Hayley Mills (Pollyanna Whittier), Jane Wyman (Aunt Polly 
Harrington), Richard Egan (Dr. Edmund Chilton), Karl Malden 
(Reverend Paul Ford), Nancy Olson (Nancy Furman), Adolphe Menjou 
(Mr. Pendergast), Donald Crisp (Mayor Karl Warren), Agnes 
Moorhead (Mrs. Snow), Kevin Corcoran (Jimmy Bean), James Drury 
(George Dodds), Reta Shaw (Tillie Lagerlof), Leora Dana (Mrs. 
Paul Ford), Anne Seymour (Mrs. Amelia Tarbell), Edward Platt (Ben 
Tarbell), Mary Grace Canfield (Angelica), Jenny Egan (Mildred 
Snow), Gage Clarke (Mr. Murg), Ian Wolfe (Mr. Neely), Nolan Leary 
(Mr. Thomas), Edgar Dearing (Mr. Gorman), Harry Harvey (Editor), 
William Newell (Mr. Hooper). 
 
POL-227 Pendergast grabs Jimmie outside the house 
POL-230 Jimmie hangs from tree (back to camera) as Pollyanna 
        lifts him by the legs 
POL-261  George and townspeople stand by "The Glad Town" sign 



POL-666 Mayor Warren addresses the townspeople at the rally 
POL-1021  Mrs. Snow smiles as she sews in bed 
POL-1101  Dr. Chilton holds Aunt Polly in the foyer 
POL-1249  Aunt Polly kneels by Pollyanna as Angelica and Tillie 
          watch 
POL-P-517 Portrait: Crisp, very serious 
POL-P-615 Publicity: Malden turning to side; wearing white polo 
          shirt 
POL-P-625 Portrait: Olson in costume striped blouse 
POL-P-632 Portrait: Olson in white sweater 
POL-P-657 Dr. Chilton in suit, looking somber 
POL-P-663 Portrait: Wyman in dark dress, standing next to statue, 
          hands folded 
POL-P-664 Portrait: Wyman in dark dress, playing piano 
POL-P-666 Portrait: Wyman in dark dress, seated in chair 
POL-P-721 Portrait: Egan in striped shirt; serious 
POL-P-725  Portrait: Egan holding tennis racket; smiling 
POL-P-734 Portrait: Wyman in fur collar jacket 
POL-P-737 Portrait: Wyman in sweater, with scarf around neck 
POL-RE-1  Portrait: Egan, wearing suit; smiling 
POL-RE-3  Portrait: Egan, wearing suit; serious 
POL-RE-4  Portrait: Egan in dark suit, light tie; looking at camera; 
serious 
POL-RE-6  Portrait: Egan; close-up; serious 
POL-RE-7  Portrait: Egan in white shirt; smiling 
POL-RM-8  Publicity: Menjou with luggage at bottom of airplane 
          steps 
POL-RM-10  Portrait: Menjou in dark suit; smiling 
BON-2377  Portrait: Wyman in party dress; diamond necklace 
AP-871  Portrait: Olson in sweater, with pearls 
 
TO stills from "Parent Trap"; BON from "Bon Voyage"; AP from 
"Absent-Minded Professor" 
 
 
PRINCE AND THE PAUPER, THE 
 
Cast: Donald Houston (John Canty), Sean Scully (Prince 
Edward/Tom Canty) 
 
TE-2134 John Canty threatens boy and wife with stick 
 
 
PROJECT FLORIDA 
 
1170-573  Looking towards half-finished castle from mid-Main 
          Street, which is still dirt 



1170-575  Looking through trees to half-finished Haunted Mansion 
 
 
RASCAL 
 
Cast: Steve Forrest (Willard North), Bill Mumy (Sterling North), 
Pamela Toll (Theo North), Elsa Lanchester (Mrs. Satterfield), 
Henry Jones (Garth Shadwick), Bettye Ackerman (Miss Whalen), 
Jonathan Daly (Reverend Thurman), John Fiedler (Cy Jenkins), 
Herbert Anderson (Mr. Pringle), Robert Emhardt (Constable), Steve 
Carlson (Norman Bradshaw). 
 
41A-13-2  Sterling runs through grass with Willard following 
41A-14-5  Sterling and Willard peer through the brush 
41A-18-5  Sterling starts to run as Willard stands at the car 
41A-23-2  Dog sniffing Sterling's hand 
41A-24-5  Willard, sitting on running board, looks up, hands 
          apart 
41A-24-6  Willard, sitting on running board, scowling 
41A-25-3  Sterling carrying Rascal as Willard follows through 
          brush 
41A-27-6  Publicity: Forrest looking at raccoon on his shoulder 
41A-28-4  Publicity: Mumy holding raccoon in arms; raccoon 
          looking at camera 
41A-41  Portrait: Forrest in jacket, vest and tie 
41A-94-6  Sterling, wearing striped shirt, with raccoon on 
          shoulder 
41A-98-5  Sterling and Willard, through branches 
41A-102-6 Raccoon looks over Sterling's shoulder at dog 
41A-103-3 Sterling holds up raccoon and stares at it 
41A-107 Portrait: ??, arms folded 
41A-111 Sterling stirring pot on stove 
41A-117-2 Sterling eating by himself in kitchen 
41A-120-6 Sterling, in coveralls, smiling; raccoon on shoulder 
41A-122-3 Willard and Theo look from the kitchen 
41A-130-2 Willard looks at something; Theo watching 
41A-157 Sterling carrying raccoon in bedroom full of laundry 
41A-159-1 Sterling sitting on bed in messy bedroom 
41A-161-3 Sterling in bed with dog, both looking at camera 
41A-177-3 Theo in floppy hat, fur collar coat, smiling 
41A-248 ?? talks while Willard pours coffee in the kitchen 
41A-263-3 Cy Jenkins in vest and striped shirt 
41A-330-3 Sterling feeds raccoon from baby bottle 
41A-333-4 Sterling and raccoon sound asleep in bed 
41A-354 Sterling feeding raccoon with straw 
41A-359 Willard leaning next to picture of wife 
41A-387 Sterling working on framing for a boat 



41A-406-6 Theo, looking upset, with coat over shoulder 
41A-414-1 Shadwick leaning on fence, smiling 
41A-420 Shadwick, sitting on fence, and Jenkins; both look 
        shocked 
41A-426 Sterling holds raccoon up to look at horse 
41A-445-6 Horse and raccoon both looking over fence 
41A-449-4 Theo looks in shock at raccoon on her bed 
41A-465 Sterling talks to a frowning constable 
41A-468 Constable grabs Sterling by the shoulder 
41A-490 Mrs. Satterfield looks down at Sterling on bicycle 
41A-502 Sterling rubbing hands as father watches; both in 
        pajamas 
41A-506 Sterling and Willard sitting on couch in pajamas 
41A-507 Sterling standing in pajamas, rubbing hands 
41A-518-5 Shadwick holding reins of rearing horse 
41A-570-2 Shadwick, holding hitching post, protesting to Jenkins 
41A-580-6 Shadwick holding hitching post, constable with book 
41A-587-3 Men in steam powered car 
41A-604-6 Sterling looks at raccoon drinking from soda bottle 
41A-611-3 Man (??) in straw hat and bow tie, frowning 
41A-670 Portrait: Toll leaning against post, smiling at camera 
41A-674 Portrait: Toll leaning against post, looking upwards 
41A-676 Portrait: Toll smiling at camera 
41A-686  Portrait: Toll semi-smiling at camera 
41A-764 Portrait: Toll smiling, head back, checkered blouse with 
        scarf 
41A-784 Theo seated at wheel of car, reaching down 
41A-865-5 Constable frowns while holding book 
41A-871 Portrait: Lanchester in costume, with large hat 
41A-901 Portrait: Mumy with raccoon on head, smiling 
41A-904 Portrait: Mumy with raccoon on shoulder, smiling 
41A-909 Portrait: Mumy in jacket and tie 
41A-924-5 ?? and Theo hold each other, looking worried, in robes 
41A-926-5 ?? kisses Theo on forehead as she smiles 
41A-1012  Sterling holds up raccoon, which is reaching out to 
          touch horse 
41A-1019  Rascal and Sterling in canoe 
41A-1218-2     Horse leans over fence, with raccoon under neck 
41A-1240  Sterling and dog sit next to raccoon in cage 
41A-1262  Sterling and Willard start down the porch steps with 
          worried looks 
41A-1390-4     Portrait: Ackerman in flat hat, smiling 
41A-1437-1     Willard holds up glass and examines as Rev. 
               Thurman watches 
41A-1441-5     Thurman holds up glass and makes face 
41A-1518-1     Mr. Pringle looks sad; wearing eye shade and apron 
41A-1584  Dog and raccoon standing in doorway 



41A-1593-4     Sterling looks as customers fall down in general 
               store 
41A-1610-4     Sterling and raccoon lift and drink from soda 
               bottles 
41A-1614  Long shot of Sterling and dog on dirt road 
41A-1746-1     Schoolteacher looking very stern 
41A-1756-4     Customers falling down in general store 
269-327 Portrait: Toll; quizzical close-up 
269-330 Portrait: Toll; full-length; sweater and bell-bottoms 
269-331 Portrait: Toll; close-up; leaning head on hands 
 
 
RETURN FROM WITCH MOUNTAIN 
 
85A-1690  Two portraits of Christopher Lee: open shirt; suit; 
          both frowning 
 
 
RIDE A WILD PONY 
 
Cast: Michael Craig (James Ellison), John Meillon (Charles E. 
Quayle), Robert Bettles (Scott Pirie), Eva Griffith (Josie 
Ellison), Graham Rouse (Bluey Waters), Alfred Bell (Angus Pirie), 
Peter Gwynne (Sergeant Collins). 
 
Stills from this film are 50 cents each 
72A-39  Scott Pirie riding horse bareback 
72A-71  Portrait: Bettles putting harness on horse 
72A-322-2 Josie pets horse on face 
72A-325-1 Angus grabs Scott by the collar; Scott grimacing 
72A-345-4 Scott riding horse through field of horses 
72A-402-3 Scott looks up as he leans next to horse 
72A-447-2 Josie and Scott both smile as they pet the horse 
72A-456-1 Josie sits in pony cart while Ellison and Waters stand 
          by 
72A-499-2 Scott riding horse down city street 
72A-509-1 Scott is thrown from his horse into the lake 
72A-509-3 Scott and Josie both smile as they hold the horse's 
          reins 
72A-510-2 Horse heads towards Scott as he and Josie try to prove 
          ownership, seated in field 
72A-510-4 Scott yells and tries to grab horse as Ellison pulls 
          him away 
72A-513 Horse heads towards Josie during contest 
72A-514 Scott standing with horse and two boys 
72A-515 Sergeant Collins and policeman on motorcyle warn Scott 
        to stay away from horse 



72A-516 Scott hugs horse as he sits with Josie on log 
72A-518  Scott in front of classroom 
72A-522  Ellison family picnics after court battle 
72A-529  Josie hugs horse as Scott holds reins 
72A-538  Josie and Scott in pony cart, mansion in rear 
72A-539  Bluey holds poney before horse choses owner 
72A-540  Pony choses Scott as owner 
72A-542  Scott rips open grain bag 
72A-544  Sgt. Collins yels as he struggles with Scott 
72A-546  Pony scares riders in cart 
72A-548  Kit and Scott look at the pony 
72A-549  Overhead view of Josie in pony cart 
72A-550  Josie hugs pony from wheel chair 
72A-554  Sgt. Collins leads horse from stable 
72A-555  Bluey chases horses in corral 
72A-560  Scott races past steam train on pony 
72A-561  Parents help Josie after she was thrown by horse 
72A-608  Two pictures: Josie serious, Scott serious 
 
 
RUN, APPALOOSA, RUN 
 
Cast: Adele Palacios (Mary Blackfeather), Wilbur Plaugher (The 
Clown), Jerry Gatlin (Gilly Trask), Walter Cloud (Tribal Chief), 
Jack Keran (The Dude), Ray Patnaude (Dale Blackfeather, Mary's 
brother). 
 
Stills from this film are 50 cents each 
26A-1   Four riders on horseback enter river 
26A-2   Rider being thrown from bucking horse 
26A-5   Riders leaving river in front of crowd 
26A-6   Mary leads pack of riders 
26A-7   Mary leads riders out of river 
26A-8   Mary leads riders into corral 
26A-10  Horse leaps over car 
26A-11  Dog holding pony's reins 
26A-13  Judge on ground, Mary and dog on horse 
26A-14  Seven riders in the water (from rear) 
26A-17  Mary on horse in water (from rear) 
26A-18  Horse leaps over car 
26A-19  Mary on horse leaping hurdle 
26A-20  Man thrown from horse leaping hurdle 
26A-22  Men on horses leaping thicket 
26A-23  Mary smiles as she leans on horse 
26A-24  Smiling man on horseback 
26A-25  Horse leaps over car 
26A-26  Mary and two men during race 



26A-27  Mary on horse leaping thicket 
26A-28  Mary standing next to horse, dog on horse 
26A-29  Mary, dog, man, kids in jeep 
26A-30  Dog holding pony's reins 
26A-31  Judge, queen look at Mary on horseback 
26A-33  Smiling Mary and dog on horse after winning 
26A-34  Close-up of Mary 
26A-35  Two men and smiling Mary with pony 
26A-36  Tribal chief in head dress 
26A-37  Smiling Mary and dog on horse after winning, holding 
certificate 
26A-38  Pony standing by river 
26A-39  Mary sitting on corral fence 
26A-40  Mary sitting on horse 
26A-41  Mary sitting on horse, turned towards camera 
26A-42  Tribal chief and wife 
no #      Trainer with horse at winner's stand 
no #      Horse and pony standing by river 
 
 
RUN, COUGAR, RUN 
 
Cast: Stuart Whitman (Hugh McRae), Frank Aletter (Sam Davis), Lonny 
Chapman (Harry Walker), Douglas V. Fowley (Joe Bickley), Harry Carey, 
Jr. (Barney), Alfonso Arau (Etio), Seeta (The Mountain Lion). 
 
82B-20  Behind-the-scenes: Director Jerome Courtland looking up at 
scene with Whitman and Carey on cliff 
82B-57  Behind-the-scenes: Animal handler Dennis Yokes holds 
umbrella over cougar 
82B-82-2  Cougar with leg in trap 
82B-87-6  Seeta on the prowl 
82B-98-4  Portrait: Close-up of Whitman with open collar, ruffled 
hair 
82B-107-2  Etio carrying cougar cub across stream 
82B-153-1  Hugh takes aim as Barney watches 
82B-169  Joe promises hunters they will catch cougar 
82B-176-3  Etio plays guitar with cougar in cage behind him 
82B-177-2  Etio plays guitar as owl stands on it 
82B-190-4  Hugh shows bear trap to Joe and Etio 
82B-260  Behind-the-scenes: filming scene of Etio with cougar 
82B-273  Hugh pets cougar on cliff 
82B-315  Portrait: Whitman sitting with rifle 
82B-370  Sam and Eto at cougar cage 
82B-475  Etio sits against cougar cage as he plays guitar 
82B-544-2  Close-up of Etio playing guitar 
82B-561-5  Etio kneels next to cougar 



82B-570  Hugh gets off horse with rifle, cougar in foreground 
VP-130  Cougar snarling 
 
 
SAGA OF ANDY BURNETT, THE 
 
Cast: Jerome Courtland (Andy Burnett), Jeff York (Joe Crane), Andrew 
Duggan (Jack Kelly), Slim Pickens (Old Bill Williams), Robert J. Wilke 
(Ben Tilton), Anthony Caruso (Bill Sublette), Robert Cornthwait 
(Senator Tom Benton), Britt Lomond (Capitan Paco Reyes), Adele Mara 
(Estrellita), Donald Lawton (Colonel Delgado), Iron Eyes Cody (Mad 
Wolf), Abel Fernandez (Kiasak), John War Eagle (Matosuki), Ralph 
Valencia (Little Eagle), Jorie Wyler (Nitokeman). 
 
TV-4681  Andy looks thoughtful after reading letter 
TV-4734  Kelly stares at an upset Sublette 
TV-4738  Crane, Andy and Williams standing together 
TV-4793  Men watching as Andy fights on the ground 
TV-4852  Mountain men stand with their rifles at the ready 
TV-4854  Williams, Kelly, Sublette, Crane and Andy stand with rifles 
TV-4867  Indian falls as he attacks Andy 
TV-4888  Indians watch as Andy wrestles on ground with brave 
TV-5035  Mountain men watch as Andy fights on the ground 
TV-5307  Andy pulls away from two attackers in tavern 
TV-5358  Man flies over bar after a punch from Crane 
TV-5402  Reyes and Andy struggle over pistol 
TV-5526  Publicity: Lomond leans against wagon, in uniform 
TV-5594  Estrellita argues with Reyes on patio 
TV-5655  Williams and Crane rush out to the dance 
TV-5817  Publicity: Mara sitting, with Courtland looking over her 
shoulder 
TV-5861  Estrellita and Reyes hugging, looking annoyed 
TV-5965  Crane and Kelly strung up by the arms 
TV-5997  Andy swings at Indian as they fight 
TV-6033  Andy talks to brave as Mad Wolf watches 
TV-6037  Andy stands with his rifle at the ready 
TV-6056  Andy watches as Kelly pulls arrow from Crane's back 
TV-6160  Williams looks skeptical as Andy holds rifle and pelts 
outside cabin 
TV-6247  Andy stands with rifle and cleaning kit, wearing heavy coat 
TV-6448  Indians watch as Andy tries to start fire 
TV-6522  Andy, Crane and Kelly standing in Indian village 
TV-6616  Crane and Kelly talking outside Indian cabin 
TV-6665  Indian braves hold back Andy as he tries to get away 
TV-6668  Andy tries to help friends as they burn at the stake 
TV-6811  Kelly, Crane and Williams wait to learn their fate 
TV-6865  Brave cradles hurt boy as Andy watches 



TV-6892  Crane, Kelly, Williams and Andy stand ready for battle 
TV-6908  Mad Wolf on rearing horse 
TV-6922  Brave prepares to shot arrow on running horse 
TV-6924  Andy prepares to shot arrow on running horse 
TV-6979  Kelly lies on furs as Williams, Andy and Crane stand nearby 
in Indian village 
TV-6982  Andy and Williams reach down to framework supporting Kelly 
TV-6995  Williams cuts Crane loose as Andy fights Indian 
TV-7009  Andy ready to fight with Mad Wolf 
TV-7051  Indian watches as Andy prepares to throw knife during contest 
TV-7060  Indians and Williams watch as Andy throws spear during 
contest 
757-753  Portrait: Mara in flowery blouse, smiling 
757-763  Portrait: Close-up of Courtland aiming rifle 
757-771  Portrait: Mara in water-skiing pose 
757-778  Portrait: Mara with knees raised on beach chair 
757-784  Portrait: Courtland with arms crossed, in costume 
757-795  Portrait: York in costume, with hat and feather 
757-925  Publicity: Courtland and wife at Disneyland, old 
Tomorrowland in background 
757-934  Publicity: Courtland helps wife on carousel horse at 
Disneyland 
757-944  Publicity: Courtland pointing for wife at Disneyland train 
station 
757-952  Publicity: Courtland takes picture of wife on bench at 
Disneyland 
757-1179  Publicity: Courtland and wife on float in surf 
757-1180  Publicity: Courtland and wife run in surf 
757-1181  Publicity: Courtland and wife on sand next to large heart 
with "Garden on Eden" in center 
757-1187  Publicity: Courtland aims bow on beach 
757-1190  Publicity: Courtland and wife aim bows on beach 
757-1193  Publicity: Courtland and wife examines arrows in target on 
beach 
757-1195  Publicity: Wife pouring drink for Courtland on patio 
757-1198  Publicity: Courtland and wife with baby in inflatable pool 
757-1201  Publicity: Courtland and wife holding archery trophy 
757-1202  Publicity: Courtland watches as wife plays piano 
757-1204  Publicity: Courtland and wife reading newspaper on couch 
757-1206  Publicity: Courtland sketching as wife holds ink bottle 
757-1208  Publicity: Courtland with wife and son on mattress pad 
757-1210  Publicity: Courtland and wife entertain another couple at 
home 
857-158  Publicity: Mara? on lounge next to pool 
857-159  Publicity: Mara? sitting on diving board, with straw hat 
857-164  Publicity: Mara? barefoot in garden, view from rear, head 
turned 



857-168  Publicity: Mara? on lounge next to pool 
857-171  Publicity: Mara? in shallow end of pool, legs raised 
857-176  Publicity: Mara? sitting on diving board, with straw hat 
857-211  Publicity: Mara? in white suit, sitting on diving board 
 
 
SAVAGE SAM 
 
Cast: Brian Keith (Beck Coates), Tommy Kirk (Travis Coates), Kevin 
Corcoran (Arliss Coates), Dewey Martin (Lester White), Jeff York (Bud 
Searcy), Marta Kristen (Lisbeth Searcy), Rafael Campos (Young 
Warrior), Slim Pickens (Wiley Crup), Royal Dano (Pack Underwood), 
Rudolfo Acosta (Bandy Legs), Pat Hogan (Broken Nose), Dean Fredericks 
(Comanche), Brad Weston (Ben Todd). 
 
SAM-233  Arliss on bucking donkey (blurry) 
SAM-317-4  Savage Sam and mountain lion face off 
SAM-487  Underwood and Lester on horseback, looking ahead 
SAM-490  Underwood and Lester on horseback, Underwood turning to talk 
SAM-761  Beck and Lester sitting on horses, Beck bent down 
SAM-773  Savage Sam next to water hole, front paw raised, head to left 
SAM-791-4  Beck walks away from water hole, as Travis bends down to 
Savage Sam 
SAM-795-3  Men ride down towards Savage Sam at water hole 
SAM-869  Close-up of Savage Sam, horses in background 
SAM-945  Wiley bending down next to injured Travis 
SAM-1259  Two Indians fighting 
SAM-1260  Indian crouching, reaching for knife 
SAM-1267  Indian holding rifle in air on horseback 
SAM-1295  Two Indians try to pull Lisbeth from saddle 
SAM-1346  Lisbeth reaches for Indian aiming rifle 
SAM-1295  Indian and settler on falling horses 
SAM-1402  Indian falls off horse as two settlers fire 
SAM-1429  Smiling Lester on horseback 
SAM-1467  Underwood falls back as he is hit in the arm 
SAM-1475  Settler swings rifle at Indian 
SAM-1496  Indian falls off running horse ($1) 
SAM-1500  Indian jumps on pony ($1) 
SAM-1511  Lester runs towards fleeing horse (rear view) ($1) 
SAM-1546  Arliss runs with Indian on horseback in pursuit 
SAM-1568  Settler on running horse ($1) 
SAM-1601  Indians on horses fording stream 
SAM-1643  Settlers leading horses up hill (Free) 
SAM-1864  Indians sitting on horseback, waiting for attack 
SAM-1912  Beck standing on cliff, aiming rifle 
SAM-1921  Indian cutting Lisbeth's bonds as they stand next to horses 
SAM-1926  Lisbeth (blurry) tries to escape from Indians 



SAM-1927  Indian on horseback with Lisbeth kicks another Indian away 
SAM-2010  Indian with lance faces off with soldier on horseback 
SAM-2190  Publicity: Keith standing with foot on log, in jeans 
SAM-2269  Indian holds Lisbeth by wrists as others stand behind him 
SAM-2273  Indian prepares for fight as another holds Lisbeth 
SAM-2326  Savage Sam leaps off rock towards Indian with knife 
SAM-2332  Close-up of Savage Sam, full view 
SAM-2334  Close-up of Savage Sam, head and shoulders 
SAM-2409  Lisbeth and Travis, serious as they crouch 
TV-22665  Publicity: Martin sitting with rifle, in buckskin (from 
Daniel Boone) 
no #    Lester sitting on horse under tree 
 
 
SCANDALOUS JOHN 
 
Cast: Brian Keith (John McCanless), Alfonso Arau (Paco Martinez), 
Michele Carey (Amanda McCanless), Rick Lenz (Jimmy Whittaker), Harry 
Morgan (Sheriff Pippin), Simon Oakland (Barton Whittaker), Iris 
Adrian (Mavis). 
 
52A-39  Publicity: Carey sitting on fence, pointing, as Lenz leans 
on rail 
52A-259  Wandell holding briefcase as he talks to Jimmy, Amanda on 
railcar 
52A-653  McCanless roping steer as it chases Paco 
52A-716  Paco helps McCanless up from the ground 
52A-750  McCanless holding bottle as he points, man sitting on water 
trough 
52A-775  Paco on sitting mule 
52A-800  McCanless on rearing horse in gateway 
52A-804  Amanda watches as McCanless squints through glasses and aims 
pistol 
52A-830  McCanless has hand to Paco's mouth; Paco holding light bar 
from police car 
52A-878  Amanda with hand to worried Paco's face 
52A-911  Jimmy, Paco and Amanda at McCanless' grave 
52A-938  Jimmy points as Amanda watches, standing next to car 
52A-947  McCanless on horse, holding lasso 
52A-954  McCanless getting ready to toss lasso 
52A-962  McCanless and Paco frolicking in water 
52A-995  McCanless and Paco on horseback as children cheer 
52A-1012  Pippin scratches ear as he leans back from horse in store 
52A-1259  Paco holding canteen to reclining McCanless 
52A-1330  McCanless leading steer, Paco in rear 
52A-1363  McCanless, steer and Paco on sand dune 
52A-1573  McCanless yells as he stands near three tied-up 



motorcyclists 
52A-1584  Paco helps McCanless up on horse 
52A-1627  Mavis falling back on chair as McCanless stands near by 
52A-1672  McCanless kneeling next to rocks next to pole 
52A-1758  McCanless and Paco riding past debris in field 
52A-1762  McCanless glowers from saddle, Paco in rear 
52A-1770  Motorcyclists circle McCanless and Paco 
52A-1798  McCanless staring on horseback, Paco in rear offering 
bottle 
52A-1836  McCanless and Paco riding down western street 
52A-1849  Amanda staring into distance as Jimmy talks 
52A-2081-2  McCanless and Paco aiming pistols on western street 
52A-2183  Barton (rear view) points pistol at McCanless on train 
52A-2298  McCanless gives dancing girl the eye 
52A-2496  Paco and McCanless enjoying music at campfire 
 
 
SCARECROW OF ROMNEY MARSH, THE 
 
Cast: Patrick McGoohan (Dr. Christopher Syn/Scarecrow), Michael 
Hordern (Squire Thomas Banks), Jill Curzon (Kate Banks). 
 
5A-1470 Scarecrow and men hold Squire Banks and daughter on 
        beach 
5A-2096 Publicity: Patrick McGoohan - half as Dr. Syn, half as 
        Scarecrow 
6A-231  Scarecrow holding soldier at gunpoint 
 
 
SECRETS OF LIFE 
 
Pictures from this nature film are free with the purchase of any $3 
photo. 
 
SL-7  Close-up of wasp, showing stinger 
SL-10  Fungus grown by leafcutter ants 
SL-11  Side view of honey bee 
SL-16-79K  Bee and wasp battle 
SL-16-106K  Two small fish, as one enters hole 
SL-16-151  Two balls of aire with trapped insects 
SL-16-174K  Two honey bees on flower 
SL-22  Side view of furry honey bee 
SL-23  Honey bee and wasp? 
SL-24  Honey bee and wasp? 
SL-25  Honey bee and wasp? 
SL-26  Honey bee entering honey comb 
SL-29  Spider hanging in bubble beneath water surface 



SL-30  Over head view of honey bee 
SL-34  Spider under water 
SL-35  Small fish building nest on bottom 
SL-39  Grasshopper and spider face each other on branch 
SL-42  Small fish laying eggs on bottom 
SL-44  Battling insects 
SL-45  Close-up of bee inside flower 
SL-72  Swarm of bees on honey comb 
SL-73  Bee larva 
SL-75  Angler fish 
SL-76  Bee and spider fight 
SL-77  Bees hanging from bottom of hive 
SL-78  Bees on honey comb 
SL-111  Ants battling 
SL-113  Two ants battling 
SL-114  Swarm of ants on gravel 
SL-115  Winner ant climbs on loser 
SL-118  Ants carrying food into hole 
SL-162  Small insect (mite?) 
SL-163  Close-up of business end of ant 
SL-164  Behind-the-scenes: Man pointing to cactus garden 
SL-178  Artwork: Angler fish 
SL-182  Flowing lava 
SL-183  Massive pillar of steam rises as lava hits water 
SL-184  Flowing lava 
SL-185  Erupting lava 
SL-187  Artwork: Crabs on beach 
SL-188  Artwork: Ants battling 
SL-194  Artwork: Tadpoles and insects underwater 
SL-195  Artwork: Fish spitting water at insect 
WITKOWSKY-2  Waves on a rocky beach 
 
 
SHAGGY DOG, THE 
 
Cast: Fred MacMurray (Mr. Wilson Daniels), Jean Hagen (Mrs. 
Frieda Daniels), Tommy Kirk (Wilby Daniels), Annette Funicello 
(Allison D'Allessio), Tim Considine (Buzz Miller), Kevin Corcoran 
(Moochie Daniels), Cecil Kellaway (Professor Aldous Plumcutt), 
Alexander Scourby (Dr. Mikhail Andrassy), Roberta Shore 
(Franceska Andrassy), James Westerfield (Hanson), Strother Martin 
(Thurm), Forrest Lewis (Kelly), Jacques Aubuchon (Hanson). 
 
DOG-PROD-222   Butler drops tray in surprise 
DOG-PROD-235   Andrassy and Thrum read papers as dog reads with 
               them 
DOG-PROD-313   Buzz talking to Wilby; both smiling 



DOG-PROD-371   Publicity: Kevin Corcoran reading Uncle Scrooge comic 
DOG-PROD-387   Buzz falling down steps 
DOG-PROD-388   Dog pushes past Moochie and Buzz, knocking them 
               down steps 
DOG-PROD-404   Mr. Daniels yells as he holds rifle 
DOG-PROD-509   Police men and cars at dock $1 
DOG-PROD-551   Buzz carries Franceska (face blocked) from water as 
dog stands 
               nearby 
DOG-PROD-559   Franceska in the water 
DOG-PROD-563   Buzz, dog and Wilby sitting on the curb 
DOG-PROD-576   Motorcycle cops chase dog in car (blurry) $1 
DOG-PROD-594   Cops frisk dog against the car 
DOG-PROD-616   Dog makes phone call from phone booth 
DOG-PROD-625   Thurm and Andrassy hold Buzz hostage 
DOG-PROD-631   Wilby on floor under table 
DOG-PROD-643   Portrait: Alexander Scourby 
DOG-PROD-675   Reporters jostle Mr. Daniels 
DOG-PROD-686   Mrs. Daniels holding two figurines 
DOG-PROD-690   Proud Mr. Daniels poses with dog 
DOG-PROD-730   Wilby starts transforming as he dances 
DOG-PROD-753   Dog runs through the dance 
DOG-PROD-756   Buzz races through the dance 
DOG-PROD-803   Mr. Daniels grabs at falling plate 
DOG-PROD-804   Mrs. Daniels leans to kiss husband at breakfast 
DOG-PROD-812   Mr. and Mrs. Daniels at breakfast 
DOG-PROD-897   Mr. Daniels shakes hands with the dog 
DOG-PROD-927   Moochie hugs dad to stall him 
DOG-PROD-954   Mr. Daniels looking surprised as Moochie and 
               investigators watch 
DOG-PROD-967   Investigator stares at confused Mr. Daniels 
DOG-PROD-1042  Plumcutt shows Wilby a horrific wax figure 
DOG-PROD-1060  Plumcutt and Wilby kneel to pick up exhibits 
DOG-PROD-1065  Wilby knocks over case as Plumcutt rushes over 
DOG-PROD-1093  Dog leaping (blurry) $1 
DOG-PROD-1096  Dog pulling Buzz's arm 
DOG-PROD-1115  Wilby and Buzz struggle in net 
DOG-PROD-1130  Dog leaps on man on boat $1 
DOG-PROD-1172  Dog leaps on man on boat (close-up) $1 
DOG-PROD-1195  Dog gargles while brushing teeth 
DOG-PROD-1197  Moochie walks dog dressed in pajamas 
DOG-PROD-1233  Moochie and Wilby prepare to launch the rocket 
DOG-PROD-1295  Two policemen in convertible $1 
DOG-PROD-1311  Dog stands up against mirror 
DOG-PUB-181 Portrait: Jean Hagen in gown 
DOG-PUB-248    Dog and Jean Hagen read the script 
DOG-PUB-282    Behind-the-scenes: Director readies Fred MacMurray 



               reading newspaper 
DOG-PUB-286    Portrait: Fred MacMurray, Jean Hagen 
DOG-PUB-343    Dog in hat, sitting with Fred MacMurray, Moochie 
?DOG-PUB-365Portrait: Tommy Kirk, smiling, white shirt 
DOG-PUB-402    Fred MacMurray and dog in car on studio street 
DOG-PUB-419    Portrait: Moochie, serious, checkered shirt 
DOG-PUB-517    Portrait: Aubochon (?) in dark suit, hat 
DOG-PUB-649    Trainers work with dog 
DOG-PUB-703    Portrait: Roberta Shore holding single rose 
DOG-PUB-709    Portrait: Roberta Shore holding flowers 
758-1148  Dog in pajamas leaning on bed 
159-407 Artwork: Dog in school sweater and hat, on phone 
159-408 Artwork: Dog in school sweater and hat, leaning on wall 
1058-530  Artwork: Fred MacMurray and dog nose-to-nose 
1158-366  Artwork: Dog in school sweater and hat, leaning on wall 
no # Two photos with comic captions: Moochie waking up dog, dog making 
breakfast 
no # Two photos with comic captions: Mock-up of poster, cops with dog 
at car 
no # Two photos with comic captions: Dog on phone, dog interrupting 
date 
no # Two photos with comic captions: Moochie asking for football, Mr. 
Daniels shaking dog's paw 
no # Two photos with comic captions: Cop asking for license. Mr. 
Daniels playing checkers with dog 
no # Two photos with comic captions: Mrs. Daniels talking to dog, dog 
brushing teeth 
 
        Credits and synopsis $5 
 
 
SKY TRAP 
 
145B-663 Timothy Hutton holding gas cylinder in front of plane 
 
 
SLEEPING BEAUTY 
 
List being prepared - please let me know if you want a copy! 
 
 
SMITH! 
 
Cast: Glenn Ford (Smith), Nancy Olson (Norah Smith), Dean Jagger 
(Judge), Keenan Wynn (Vince Heber), Warren Oates (Walter 
Charlie), Chief Dan George (Ol' Antoine), Frank Ramirez (Gabriel 
Jimmyboy), John Randolph (Mr. Edwards), Christopher Shea (Alpie), 



Roger Ewing (Donald Maxwell), Jay Silverheels (McDonald 
Lasheway), James Westerfield (Sheriff). 
 
40A-14  Ol' Antoine tipping hat and waving from convertible 
40A-35-6  Walter leaning on car fin 
40A-48  Smith leaning on car fin in water 
40A-51  Smith helping Ol 'Antoine from the car in water 
40A-122 Smith holding lariat, on horseback onm high grass 
40A-189 Smith with arm around Alpie outside barn 
40A-224 Norah on horse, in ribbed sweater 
40A-226  Boy and Alpie with dog in corral 
40A-243 Smith with hand on hip outside barn 
40A-279 Smith gestures as he talks to Norah, McDonald watching 
40A-289 Alpie in plaid shirt 
40A-306 Norah hold laundry as she talks to Smith, his back 
        partly to camera 
40A-317 Smith with hand in air as he talks to Ol' Antoine 
40A-324 Smith leans on railing as he talks to Norah 
40A-342 Smith hugs Alpie outside of car for sale 
40A-480 Norah with hands on hips, next to Smith in jacket, 
        behind farm equipment 
40A-581-4 Smith leans close to Norah from behind 
40A-583 Norah, holding shoe box, and Smith in kitchen, both 
        smiling 
40A-592 Alpie and dog standing in doorway 
40A-598 Portrait: Close-up of Silverheels in plaid shirt and 
        ranger hat 
40A-658-6 Portrait: Close-up of George in bolo tie, looking up 
40A-661-4 Portrait: Close-up of George in bolo tie, looking at 
          camera 
40A-792-1 Smith and Norah lying in hay 
40A-843 Sheriff and man with bloodhounds in water 
40A-850 Alpie climbing onto spotted horse 
40A-882 Smith with hands on Ol' Antoine's shoulders, both 
        smiling 
40A-934 Smith talking to Wilbur, who is holding Walter's lapel 
40A-935-4 Wilbur grabs smiling Walter by both lapels 
40A-957-4 Smith gets ready to punch Wilbur 
40A-1000-2     Judge takes glasses over and looks quizzical 
40A-1001-2     Man (Maxwell?) in jacket and striped tie 
40A-1026  Walter looks at Ol' Antoine, seated in witness chair, 
          Maxwell? between them 
40A-1038  Man (Maxwell?) leans towards Ol' Antoine in witness 
          chair 
40A-1049  Man? bending down in high grass 
40A-1136  Smith looking at Ol' Antoine, standing at witness chair 
40A-1162  Man (Jimmyboy?) in jacket, holding hat, in courtroom 



40A-1223  Smith with arms outstretched as he talks to judge; 
          sheriff stands next to him 
40A-1241  Judge sits as he talks to Ol' Antoine 
40A-1245  Smith with hands on backs of Ol' Antoine and Alpie 
40A-1284  Smith looks through doorway, man (Jimmyboy?) hiding 
          with rifle 
40A-1329  Man (Jimmyboy?) kneeling with rifle 
40A-1332  Vince getting out of patrol car 
40A-1367  Smith leans on cell bars as he talks to man (Jimmyboy?) 
40A-1390  Deputy with bloodhounds 
40A-1402  Vince and deputy with bloodhound 
40A-1503  Vince and two deputies with seated man (Jimmyboy?) and 
          Ol' Antoine 
1268-378-2     Portrait: Olson in sleeveless black dress with 
               pearls 
269-75  Portrait: Smiling Ford in checkered jacket; side to 
        camera, head to camera 
269-94  Portrait: Serious Ford in sweater and dark tie, arms 
        crossed 
269-103 Portrait: Smiling Ford in dark jacket and tie 
no #    Alpie falling next to spotted horse 
no #    Norah leaning over to kiss Ol' Antoine, both standing in 
        field 
no #    Smith with lariat, on horse next to cattle 
 
 
SMOKE 
 
no # Composite: three photos of Ronny Howard with dog 
 
 
SNOWBALL EXPRESS 
 
Cast: Dean Jones (Johnny Baxter), Nancy Olson (Sue Baxter), Harry 
Morgan (Jesse McCord), Keenan Wynn (Martin Ridgeway), Johnny 
Whitaker (Richard Baxter), Michael McGreevey (Wally Perkins), 
George Lindsey (Double L. Dingman), Kathleen Cody (Chris Baxter), 
Mary Wickes (Miss Wigginton), George Kirkpatrick (Wainright), 
Joanna Phillips (Naomi Wright). 
 
37A-4988  Portrait: Jones in dark sweater, jacket on shoulder, side 
view 
53A-1883  Portrait: McGreevey, smiling to side 
54A-13  Behind-the-scenes: filming Jones and Morgan on hotel 
        porch 
54A-66  Behind-the-scenes: Cameras on crane and tower film man 
        hanging from tree 



54A-106 Johnny and McCord work on snowmobile 
54A-168 Behind-the-scenes: Crew films Whitaker walking away from 
        Jones in snow 
54A-192 Johnny kneels to look at unique snowmobile as Wally and 
        Sue watch 
54A-258 Man hanging from tree on cliff edge 
54A-317 Sue and Johnny hug; dressed in heavy coats 
54A-376 Behind-the-scenes: Director talks to Olsen, as Jones 
        stands and McGreevey sits in snowmobile 
54A-493 Johnny holds McCord by the shoulders as he tries to get 
        him back in the race 
54A-521 Johnny lying the snow after a fall; skis crossed 
54A-611 Johnny waving arms as he skis 
54A-628 Sue makes a snowball as Chris and Richard watch 
54A-720-3 Long shot of two visitors arriving at the hotel 
54A-772 Behind-the-scenes: Snowmobile fitted with camera rig 
54A-884 Johnny about to fall while skiing 
54A-909 Sue laughs while Johnny points with ski pole 
54A-968 Wally waving as Chris smiles; standing by snowmobile 
54A-972 Family at the tow rope boiler 
54A-985 Johnny looks up as he waits for the race to start 
54A-993 Johnny and McCord on the snowmobile in town 
54A-997 Behind-the-scenes: Crew setting up for start of the race 
54A-1047  Covered with snow, McCord raises arm after crash; 
          Johnny behind him 
54A-1107  Publicity: Cody in ski outfit; goggles on forehead 
54A-1312  Johnny prepares to start skiing as Wainright watches 
54A-1343  Johnny and Richard stare; Richard with mouth open; on 
          city street 
54A-1358  Skiier lends a hand to the fallen Johnny 
54A-1379  Johnny, Sue and Chris enter the cobweb-filled hotel 
          lobby 
54A-1417  Sue and Johnny snuggle in bed 
54A-1443  Richard and Chris look worried after hearing noise at 
          night 
54A-1611  Bandage on head, Johnny sits in chair next to St. 
          Bernard 
54A-1642  Sue looking worried, Johnny looking stunned in hotel 
          lobby 
54A-1643  Johnny holding check; Sue watching; Ridgeway reaching 
          for pen 
54A-1654  Ridgeway laughs, Sue smiles and Johnny talks 
54A-1646  Wally smiles as he holds two wrenches 
54A-1664  Portrait: Wynn in white ski jacket with black collar 
54A-1683  Sue and Johnny laughing on the ski slope 
54A-1704  Family laughs as St. Bernard jumps on Johnny on ski 
          slope 



54A-1714-2     Skiier airborne in pine trees 
54A-1767  Snowmobiles race across the start line 
54A-1792  Johnny talks to his family; seated backwards on chair 
54A-1804  Johnny falling out of bed; St. Bernard standing there 
54A-1823  Portrait: Jones in dark jacket, holding cigar 
54A-1814  Portrait: Morgan in bellhop costume 
54A-1918-5     Johnny and McCord racing on snowmobile 
54A-1929  Family, Wally and McCord look at wrecked kitchen 
54A-2064-3     Johnny stares at St. Bernard in his bed 
54A-2068  Johnny tries to sneak past huge time clock 
54A-2234  Publicity: Jones stands between Morgan and Morgan's 
          stand-in 
54A-2339  Johnny looks up from ledger at Naomi, who wears 
          stocking cap 
54A-2482  Publicity: Cody leaning against building wall, hands 
          clasped 
54A-2484  Publicity: Cody in Mickey Mouse shirt 
54A-2525  Publicity: Cody, full-length, leaning against window 
54A-2541  Publicity: Cody in peasant dress, looking at camera 
54A-2542  Publicity: Cody in peasant dress, looking to side 
54A-2544  Publicity: Cody in peasant dress, against wall, smiling 
          with mouth open 
54A-2577  Publicity: Cody in sweater, looking thoughtful 
54A-2579  Publicity: Cody in sweater, smiling 
54A-2581  Publicity: Cody in sweater, looking at camera 
54A-2589  Portrait: Lindsey, smiling 
471-570Portrait: Dean Jones, dotted shirt 
1168-710-6     Portrait: Olson in black dress with pin at 
               shoulder 
1168-715-1     Portrait: Olson with hand to chin 
1268-378-2     Portrait: Olson in black dress with pearls 
 
 
SO DEAR TO MY HEART 
 
Cast: Burl Ives (Uncle Hiram), Beulah Bondi (Granny Kincaid), 
Bobby Driscoll (Jeremiah Kincaid), Luana Patten (Tildy), Harry 
Carey (Judge). 
 
HD-31   Animation: Owl points to picture of Columbus to lamb 
HD-63   Tildy talks to woman at train station as Granny watches 
HD-73   Tildy and Jeremiah on wagon with black lamb 
HD-84   Grundy (shopkeeper) holding pipe outside store 
HD-90   View of the town across train track; crowd heads toward 
        store 
HD-106  Jeremiah with lamb and Tildy with wagon 
HD-117  Tildy holding donkey by reins 



HD-118  Jeremiah looks worried; holding lamb by rope 
HD-120  Grundy pays Jeremiah for honey as Hiram stares 
HD-147  Boys argue with Jeremiah and Tildy; Jeremiah holding 
        lamb by rope 
HD-162  Jeremiah and Tildy standing near water in woods 
HD-236  Hiram and Jeremiah sitting in barn 
HD-334  Hiram smiles as he leans to talk to Tildy; Jeremiah 
        sitting on fence 
HD-395  Granny looking at Jeremiah in pen at fair; Hiram and 
        Tildy watch 
HD-406  Judge holding papers, pencil and hat 
HD-419  Tildy and Jeremiah looking up at horse at fair 
HD-425  View of fair midway 
HD-429  Tildy, Hiram and Granny wait behind the fence 
HD-455  Line of contestants and lambs await the judges 
HD-474  Granny, Hiram, Tildy and Jeremiah (from rear) dance in 
        circle 
HD-487  Granny sits thoughtfully in rocker as Hiram plays guitar 
HD-546  Granny looks up from rocker as Hiram plays guitar 
HD-550  Hiram playing guitar next to Granny in rocker 
HD-559  Granny smiles as Hiram sits next to her, playing guitar 
HD-562  Animation: Owl and lamb use balloons to soar over fair 
        sign 
HD-570  Tildy watches as Jeremiah kneels with lamb 
HD-575  Jeremiah kneels with lamb; judge kneeling, looking up 
HD-578  Hiram singing on wagon; Tildy smiling; Jeremiah looking 
        away 
HD-579  Tildy and Jeremiah (both from rear) look at Dan Patch 
HD-580  Animation: Spider swings away from sad man 
HD-581  Animation: Owl and lamb in class room 
HD-583  Animation: Spider saluting 
HD-584  Animation: Spider standing up straight 
HD-585  Animation: Spider dancing a jig on sword handle 
HD-586  Animation: Owl on pumpkin, lamb running away 
HD-PUB-27 Three railroad men wait at Fulton Corners station 
HD-PUB-309     Jeremiah pets lamb as it eats 
HD-PUB-318     Close-up of Granny with hand to face 
TV-SD-3 Hiram playing guitar outside general store 
TV-SD-4 Granny holding hand to face (same as HD-PUB-318) 
TV-SD-10  Jeremiah pushes Tildy on swing 
TV-SD-13  Jeremiah kneeling in field with lamb 
 
 
SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES 
 
Cast: Jason Robards (Charles Halloway), Jonathan Pryce (Mr. 
Dark), Royal Dano (Tom Fury), Shawn Carson (Jim Nightshade), 



Vidal I. Peterson (Will Halloway), James Stacy (Ed the 
Bartender), Bruce M. Fischer (Mr. Cooger), Pam Grier (Dust 
Witch). 
 
D81-63-34      Tom Fury warns Jim and Will about the electrical storm 
D81-174-24     Will looks down at father sitting on stairs 
D81-297-9      Mrs. Nightshade sitting in bed, holding cup and cat 
D81-619-16     Portrait: Pryce as Mr. Dark, in top hat 
D81-646-35     Portrait: Robards lighting cigar 
D81-749-24     Mr. Dark holds up palms, with pictures of boys 
D81-782-3      Halloway standing in front of window, holding carnival 
               handbill 
D81-782-15     Halloway upset at carnival handbill 
D81-832-20     Tom Fury finds woman in coffin of ice 
D81-840-19     Jim, Halloway and Will looking at book in library 
D81-861-19Ed the bartender tries test of strength at the carnival 
D81-891-16     Mr. Cooger helps Dust Witch off ferris wheel 
D81-901-19     Halloway and Dark stare at each other in library 
D81-914-20     Dark standing near circular window in the library 
D81-926-6      Dark holds Will and Jim as the Dust Witch starts her 
               spell 
D81-926-12     Halloway lies under the spell of the Dust Witch 
D81-951-14     Dark offers passes to Will and Jim as Cooger 
               watches 
D81-992-8      Fury, in electric chair, looks at Dust Witch as Dark 
               waits 
D81-993-14     Dark stands next to Dust Witch, who is dressed as 
               a bride 
D81-1034-11    Dust Witch dressed as a bride 
D81-1054-25    Halloway tries to escape mirror maze; Dust Witch 
               behind him 
D81-1057-7     Publicity: Director Jack Clayton with Robards 
D81-1090       Portrait: Ray Bradbury holding script for film 
D81-1109-11    Halloway stands in fog-filled maze 
D81-1128-6     Portrait: Pam Grier, in dark veil, holding 
               tarantula 
 
 
SON OF FLUBBER 
 
Cast: Fred MacMurray (Professor Ned Brainard), Nancy Olson (Betsy 
Brainard), Keenan Wynn (Alonzo Hawk), Tommy Kirk (Biff Hawk), Ed 
Wynn (Agricultural agent), Leon Ames (President Rufus Daggett), 
William Demarest (Milkman), Charlie Ruggles (Judge), Ken Murray 
(Ad executive), Paul Lynde (Sportscaster), Elliott Reid (Shelby 
Ashton), Bob Sweeney (Mr. Harker), Joanna Moore (Desiree de la 
Roche), Jack Albertson (Ad executive), Alan Hewitt (Prosecutor), 



Leon Tyler (Humphrey Hacker), J. Pat O'Malley (Sign Painter). 
 
(AP stills from Absent-Minded Professor; BON stills from Bon 
Voyage) 
 
AP-1251 Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - smiling 
AP-1252 Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - serious 
AP-1253 Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - smiling 
AP-1254 Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - serious 
AP-1255 Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - slight smile 
AP-1257 Portrait: Fred MacMurray in tweed jacket - serious 
AP-1413 Portrait: Keenan Wynn in light suit 
AP-1418 Portrait: Keenan Wynn in light suit 
AP-1420 Portrait: Keenan Wynn in light suit, looking up 
?AP-1450 Portrait: Tommy Kirk in sweater, with bow tie, winking 
AP-1451 Portrait: Tommy Kirk in sweater, with bow tie, hand 
        under chin 
AP-1455 Portrait: Elliott Reid in checkered suit 
AP-1649 Portrait: Fred MacMurray, smiling 
AP-1652 Portrait: Fred MacMurray, smiling, looking to side 
AP-1654 Portrait: Fred MacMurray, smiling, sweater over 
        shoulder, holding pipe 
AP-1655 Portrait: Fred MacMurray, side view 
?BON-2196  Portrait: Tommy Kirk, leaning on tree 
BT-SPEC-4 Portrait of Ed Wynn 
F-50    Humhprey flying with ball 
F-110   Humphrey staring at his suit, which is ready to explode 
F-133   Biff Hawk coaching Humphrey 
F-170   Tommy Kirk in football uniform, leaning on camera 
F-192   Biff Hawk looking for someone to pass the football to 
F-264   Medfield players in a huddle 
F-279   Football players pass Humphrey overhead 
F-351   Rutledge players form a pyramid to block Humphrey 
F-355   Rutledge players pyramid collapses 
F-370   Ad executive (Ken Murray) tempts Betsy with a fur coat 
F-376   Ad executive (Ken Muray) gives pearls to a delighted 
        Betsy 
F-380   Ad executives (Ken Murray, Jack Albertson) watch Betsy 
        in fur coat with poodles 
F-384   Ad executive (Ken Murray) grabbing Ned (Fred MacMurray) 
        by the lapel 
F-426   Ad executive (Ken Murray) showing Ned (Fred MacMurray) 
        sample ad for Flubber 
F-428   Ad executive (Ken Murray) with ad for Flubbercycle 
F-429   Ad executive (Ken Murray) with ad for Flubbermint 
        chewing gum 
F-430   Ad executives watch Ned (Fred MacMurray) and Betsy 



        discuss the check 
F-435   Ad executives watch Ned (Fred MacMurray) and Betsy 
        discuss the check 
F-452   Ad executive (Ken Murray) looks skeptically at Ned (Fred 
        MacMurray) 
F-465   Portrait of Ken Murray grimacing 
F-466   Portrait of Ken Murray grimacing 
F-467   Portrait of Ken Murray gesturing 
F-474   Ad executives (Jack Albertson, Ken Murray) with ad for 
        Flubber-Up soda 
F-476   Ad executives (Jack Albertson, Ken Murray) with ad for 
        Flubber Chex cereal 
F-527   Portrait of Bob Sweeney looking surprised 
F-528   Portrait of Bob Sweeney looking surprised 
F-600   A very wet Ned runs in as Betsy is packing 
F-616   Behind-the-scenes: Fred MacMurray and Nancy Olson on 
        stairs; camera crew in front 
F-618   Behind-the-scenes: Crew members soak down Fred MacMurray 
F-625   Ned and Betsy shout at each other nose-to-nose 
F-642   Desiree de la Roche with an uncomfortable Ned 
F-645   Desiree, Ned and Shelby smile at Betsy 
F-661   Shelby has trouble drinking 
F-665   Shelby in bar with Desiree, hatching a plot 
F-692   Ned with pipe, on phone 
F-709   Behind-the-scenes: Nancy Olson and Elliott Reid relax 
        between takes in party costumes 
F-723   Desiree lounging while on phone 
F-727   Betsy in party costume, on phone 
F-736   Professor Dagget wearing a pair of cracked glasses 
F-759   Desiree having trouble with a drink 
F-765   Ned stuffs his saxophone with food 
F-769   Shelby makes his party entrance dressed as a fish 
F-770   Shelby makes his party entrance dressed as a fish 
F-771   Shelby makes his party entrance dressed as a fish 
F-773   Ned plays his sax as Desiree dances 
F-774   Ned plays his sax as Desiree dances 
F-778   Ned crosses dance floor with sax under his arm 
F-806   Ned lets loose with a blast of food from his sax 
F-825   Alonzo Hawk uses model of college as an ashtray 
F-830   Alonzo Hawk gesturing as he discusses the loan 
F-834   Professor Dagget, Alonzo Hawk and Ned discuss the loan 
F-878   Betsy steps forward to testify in court as Ned objects 
F-891   The prosecutor questions Ned 
F-920   Ned questions Betsy on the stand, with judge in rear - 
        Ned and Betsy smiling 
F-921   Ned questions Betsy on the stand, with judge in rear - 
        Ned and Betsy upset 



F-924   Alonzo Hawk tries to convince the judge 
F-926   Alonzo Hawk and the prosecutor look very grim 
F-929   Betsy talks to the judge 
F-938   Agricultural agent testifying, hands folded, smiling 
F-942   Agricultural agent testifying, hands moving, smiling 
F-945   Biff Hawk leads agricultural agent into courtroom 
F-946   Agricultural agent testifying, gesturing 
F-957   Case is over, courtroom stacked with giant vegetables, 
        Ned and Biff smiling 
F-959   Band marches through courtoom fill of giant vegetables 
F-962   People carry in the giant vegetables 
F-964   Ned speaking as Biff and agricultural agent watch 
F-976   Judge looking at giant vegetables with agricultural 
        agent 
F-1002  Judge tries giant watermelon with agricultural agent 
F-1017  Alonzo Hawk and prosecutor stare at giant eggs 
F-1052  Milkman pointing to broken bottles 
F-1055  Milkman pointing to broken bottles 
F-1061  Alonzo Hawk, hair standing on end, looks through broken 
        window 
F-1153  Medfield's coach looking upset 
F-1155  Medfield's coach looking confused 
F-1158  A nervous Humphrey and happy Biff with a befuddled coach 
F-1214  An irritated Alonzo Hawk watches a jubilant Ned cheering 
        - Ned in football uniform 
F-1230  Medfield coach reading in team locker room as team 
        watches 
F-1268  Ned, Humphrey and Biff in a chicken coop with feathers 
        flying 
F-1342  Ned studies his plans, with Flubbergun in background 
F-1353  A surprised Humphrey and happy Biff in the lab 
F-1416  Biff studies the manual as Humphrey's uniform starts to 
        swell 
F-1461  Ned working in the lab as smoke billows 
F-1462  Ned working in the lab as smoke billows 
F-1463  Ned turns away from his notes as smoke builds up 
F-1464  Ned bends closer to his notes 
F-1475  Portrait: Joanna Moore in dark dress 
F-1485  Portrait: Joanna Moore, looking over shoulder 
F-1489  Portrait: Joanna Moore, with necklace 
F-1490  Portrait: Joanna Moore in dark dress 
F-1497  Portrait: Joanna Moore in dark dress, side view 
F-1504  Portrait: Joanna Moore in embroidered dress 
F-1509  Ned dances with his dog as rain pours down inside the 
        lab 
F-1513  Ned dances with his dog as rain pours down inside the 
        lab 



F-1514  Ned and dog get ready for a flight in the Model T 
F-1515  Ned takes notes as rain pours down inside the lab 
F-1516  Ned takes notes as rain pours down inside the lab 
F-1518  Ned covers his dog as rain pours down inside the lab 
F-1519  Ned shakes water off his glasses as rain pours down 
        inside the lab 
F-1520  Ned's dog looks up from underneath a table 
F-1521  Ned's dog looks up from underneath a table (side view) 
F-1528  Alonzo Hawk confronts Ned in the lab 
F-1540  Ned talks to a seated Alonzo Hawk in the lab 
F-1542  Alonzo Hawk looks quizzically at Ned in the lab 
F-1552  Behind-the-scenes: Keenan Wynn studies the script as 
        Fred MacMurray watches 
F-1554  Biff Hawk watches at Humphrey soars over the other 
        players 
F-1569  Ned in the Model T with the Flubbergun 
F-1583  Ned rushes out of the lab after making rain 
F-1596  Police car with shattered windows in river 
F-1597  Police car with shattered windows in river (closer shot) 
F-1616  Behind-the-scenes: crew prepares to film police car in 
        river 
F-1626  A distraught Betsy heads for the car with a suitcase as 
        Ned follows 
F-1630  Behind-the-scenes: Fred MacMurray studies the script 
F-1632  Behind-the-scenes: Ned tries to talk Betsy out of 
        leaving 
F-1676  Workman replacing broken windows in Alonzo Hawk's office 
F-1680  Alonzo Hawk sitting in shattered office, looking dazed 
F-1700  Shelby inside his car as it rains inside 
F-1701  Shelby driving his car, dressed as a fish, looking smug 
F-1800  Biff and Ned looking at papers with officials 
F-1808  Sportscaster, laughing 
F-1810  Sportscaster, sneering 
F-1812  Sportscaster, yelling 
F-1816  Two sportscasters looking surprised 
F-1890  Portrait: Tommy Kirk leaning on camera 
F-1894Portrait: Tommy Kirk leaning on ladder 
F-1918  Portrait: Nancy Olson, leaning on one hand 
F-1920  Portrait: Nancy Olson, black dress with pearls, smiling 
F-1921  Portrait: Nancy Olson, black dress with pearls, serious 
F-1922  Portrait: Nancy Olson, black dress with pearls, hand to 
        face 
F-1924  Portrait: Nancy Olson, black dress with pearls, hand to 
        face, serious 
F-1928  Portrait: Nancy Olson, gray dress with pearls, smiling 
F-1968  Ned flies over his house in the Model T, toward camera 
F-1969  Ned flies over his house in the Model T, side view 



F-1970  Ned takes Betsy for a flight in the Model T 
F-1974  Portrait: Leon Ames in formal wear 
F-1975  Portrait: Leon Ames, side view 
F-1976  Portrait: Leon Ames, looking surprised 
 
        Credits and synopsis - $5 
 
 
STORY OF ROBIN HOOD, THE 
 
Cast: Richard Todd (Robin Hood), Joan Rice (Maid Marian), Peter 
Finch (Sheriff of Nottingham), James Hayter (Friar Tuck), James 
Robertson Justice (Little John), Elton Hayes (Allan-a-Dale). 
 
RH-1    A blind-folded Sheriif is brought before Robin in 
        Sherwood Forest 
RH-3    Allan-a-Dale singing as Marian watches 
RH-5    Robin talks to Marian as the men watch 
RH-8    A knight on horesback addresses Robin and the men 
RH-10   Portrait: Richard Todd holding Joan Rice 
RH-11   King Richard in the castle 
RH-13   Friar Tuck points to a lump on his head 
RH-15   King Richard makes Robin a knight 
RH-21   Friar Tuck carrying Robin across the stream 
RH-23   Robin prepares to shoot in the archery contest 
RH-50   Robin drawing an arrow in the woods 
RH-58   Robin on horseback in midstream 
RH-700-143     Robin and his men with bows ready in the woods 
RH-700-236     Friar Tuck, Robin and Little John 
RH-700-242     Robin and Little John joust on the bridge 
RH-700-247     Robin and two of his men enjoy a laugh 
RH-ADV-43 Portrait: Joan Rice with a sword 
RH-PROD-233  A disguised Robin enters the castle with the sheriff 
RH-PUB-A57     Portrait: Richard Todd kneeling with bow and arrow 
RH-PUB-A59     Portrait: Richard Todd sitting on log with bow 
        Behind-the-scenes: Richard Todd with large dog 
 
 
STRONGEST MAN IN THE WORLD, THE 
 
Cast: Kurt Russell (Dexter Riley), Joe Flynn (Dean Higgins), Eve 
Arden (Harriet Crumply), Cesar Romero (A. J. Arno), Phil Silvers 
(Kirwood Krinkle), Michael McGreevey (Richard Schuyler), Dick 
Bakalyan (Cookie), Ann Marshall (Debbie). 
 
68A-104C  Dexter makes a face after he eats the cereal 
68A-124C  Dexter standing in front of door with the knob in his 



          hand 
68A-256-3C     Dexter jumps over the basketball hoop 
68A-283C  Dexter holds a student in the air in each hand 
68A-307C  Dexter and Debbie feed the cow in the lab 
68A-337C  Dexter on the phone in bed 
68A-433C  Schuyler works in the lab as Dean Higgins watches 
68A-555C  Portrait: Eve Arden 
68A-765-5C     Higgins eats the cereal - his glasses are fogged 
68A-918C  Harriet Crumply seated at the board meeting 
68A-980C  The board looks at their broken table 
68A-1289C Dexter tests the cereal before the meet begins 
68A-1316-1C    Dean Higgins and Harriet Crumply are all smiles at 
               the meet 
68A-1384C Dean Higgins and Harriet Crumply look nervous at the 
          meet 
68A-1401C Dexter tries to live a massive set of weights 
68A-1406C Dexter gets the weights over his head 
68A-1463C Dean Higgins and Harriet Crumply celebrate the win 
68A-1563-1C    Harriet Crumply carried on the shoulders of her 
               executives 
68A-1633C Kirwood Krinkle makes muscles for his men 
68A-1659C Kirwood Krinkle on the phone 
68A-1772C Portrait: Cesar Romero in a light suit 
68A-1875C Dexter bends a streetlight 
68A-2041-4C    A disheveled Arno on scaffold 
68A-2079C Arno and Cookie search the lab 
68A-2101C Cookie and Arno on a falling scaffold 
68A-2156-3C    Cookie climbs off roof as Arno watches 
68A-2341  Two views of Dean Higgins swinging on boardroom 
          chandelier 
68A-2342  Two views of weightlifters competing - the Medfield 
          student's arms have stretched 
68A-2343  Two views of weightlifters competing 
 
 
SUMMER MAGIC 
 
Cast: Hayley Mills (Nancy Carey), Burl Ives (Osh Popham), Dorothy 
McGuire (Mrs. Carey), Deborah Walley (Julia Carey), Una Merkel 
(Mrs. Popham), Eddie Hodges (Gilly Carey), Michael J. Pollard 
(Digby), James Stacy (Charles Bryant), Jimmy Mathers (Peter 
Carey), Wendy Turner (Lallie Joy Popham), Peter Brown (Tom 
Hamilton). 
 
SM-86   Portrait: Eddie Hodges, side view 
SM-88   Portrait: Eddie Hodges, arms folded 
363-476 Burl Ives with giant firecracker - smiling 



363-477 Burl Ives with giant firecracker - fingers in ears 
363-484 Burl Ives with giant firecracker - fingers in ears, eyes 
        closed 
363-500 Burl Ives with giant firecracker - smiling, fingers in 
        ears 
363-513 Burl Ives lighting giant firecracker 
SM-711  Nancy and her mother hang wallpaper 
SM-1198 Portrait: Eddie Hodges in open shirt 
SM-1423 Nancy and Lallie Joy watch in horror as the dog destroys 
        the wallpaper 
SM-1656 Julia and Nancy help Lallie Joy get dressed 
SM-1905 Lallie Joy walks with a book on her head as Nancy and 
        Julia watch 
SM-1955 Portrait: Dorothy McGuire, head turned to side 
SM-2449 Tom Hamilton drives up in his Stutz 
SM-2480 Tom Hamilton talks to Osh Popham in the store 
SM-2533 Portrait: Peter Brown in light suit, seated, holding 
        cigarette 
SM-2610 The Careys arrive in Digby's truck 
SM-2642 Portrait: Peter Brown, arms folded 
SM-3080 The Ophams and Tom Hamilton standing at the party 
SM-3230 Portrait: Wendy Turner, hands folded 
SM-3361 Peter in the doghouse, Nancy kneeling outside 
SM-3362 Peter with pumpkins, mother bending down 
SM-3373 Julia gets ready for a bath, talking to Nancy 
SM-3474 Nancy standing in the back of the truck 
SM-3482 Carey children with Digby in the truck 
SM-3726 Tom Hamilton showing his car to admiring boys 
SM-3729 A nice view of the town's main street 
SM-3737 Digby driving the Carey's on a rural road 
SM-3866 Portrait: Deborah Walley, fancy sweater 
 
 
SUPERDAD 
 
Cast: Bob Crane (Charlie McCready), Kurt Russell (Bart), Kathleen 
Cody (Wendy McCready), Joby Baker (Klutch). 
 
Stills from this film are $2 each 
59A-2328  Large dog licks Charlie's face 
 
 
SWAMP FOX, THE 
 
Cast: Leslie Nielsen (Lieutenant Colonel Francis Marion), John 
Sutton (General Banastre Tarleton), Joy Page (Mary Videaux), Tim 
Considine (Gabe), Dick Foran (Gabriel Marion), Richard Erdman 



(Sergeant Jasper), Myron Healey (Major Peter Horry), Jordan 
Whitfield (Oscar), Louise Beavers (Dehlia), Patrick Macnee 
(Dragoon Captain), J. Pat O'Malley (Dragoon Guard). 
 
These stills are from the episode "Birth of the Swamp Fox" 
 
TV-13864  Tarleton asks for directions as his men wait 
TV-13871  Behind-the-scenes: Leslie Nielsen sitting as two women 
          do his hair 
TV-13935  Portrait: John Sutton as Tarleton, with his sword drawn 
TV-13953  Tarelton discovers his men (led by Patrick Macnee) in 
          chains, stripped of their uniforms 
TV-13989 Behind-the-scenes: Camera crew sets up for scene where the 

Swamp Fox steals dragoon uniforms 
TV-14146  An explosion rocks the British camp 
TV-14342  Dehlia holding a baby, baby partially visible 
TV-14363  The Swamp Fox helps two settlers from burning barn 
TV-14383 Behind-the-scenes: Leslie Neilsen talking to unidentified 

man 
TV-14432  The Swamp Fox holds Mary Videaux as they stand outside 
          house 
TV-14460  Gabriel and his wife prepare to part 
TV-14486 The Swamp Fox and his men wait on horseback in the woods 
TV-1449 5Behind-the-scenes: Camera crew between takes; Neilsen on 

ladder 
TV-14511  The Swamp Fox talks to Mary Videau before the ball 
TV-14514Behind-the-scenes: The Swamp Fox talks to Mary Videau before 

the ball 
TV-14568  Mary Videaux dances with Carleton at the ball 
TV-14593 The Swamp Fox, sitting in uniform, talks with Gabe 
TV-14625  The Swamp Fox and one of his men have a drink 
TV-14639 The Swamp Fox meets with his superiors 
TV-16148  Portrait: Leslie Neilsen in suit 
TV-16166  Portrait: Leslie Neilsen in suit (close-up) 
TV-16189 Portrait: Leslie Neilsen as the Swamp Fox 
TV-17634  Portrait: Unidentified actress sitting in woods 
TV-17932 Portrait: Joy Page 
TV-18254 Portrait: John Sutton in uniform outside manor house 
TV-18507  The Swamp Fox takes a Tory prisoner from behind 
 
        Synopsis - $5 
 
 
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON, THE 
 
Cast: John Mills (Father), Dorothy McGuire (Mother), James 
MacArthur (Fritz), Janet Munro (Roberta), Sessue Hayakawa 



(Kuala/Pirate Captain), Tommy Kirk (Ernst), Kevin Corcoran 
(Francis), Cecil Parker (Captain Moreland). Director: Ken 
Annakin. 
 
SF-784  Fritz and Ernst battle the snake in the swamp (rear 
        view) 
SF-909  Father and Fritz row raft as Ernst pulls rope 
SF-1296 Ernst and Fritz try to free zebra from mud; Roberta 
        looking behind her 
SF-1394 Fritz wrestles with snake in swamp (overhead view) 
SF-1499 Mother swings to raft as Ernst, Father and Francis watch 
SF-1630 Ernst and Father pull Mother aboard the raft 
SF-1890 Francis in middle of water slide 
SF-2039 The family climbing from the ship to the raft 
SF-2079 Mother smiles as she plays the organ 
SF-2165 Father stands behind Mother, hands on her shoulders 
SF-2241 Father looking serious; in the treehouse; shirt open 
SF-2518 Francis pulls elephant, which is pulling boat on beach 
SF-2818 Pirate chief points as his men watch 
SF-2967 Fritz and Ernst crouch in water behind rock 
SF-3198 Pirates charge up the hill as boulders crash down 
SF-3361 Francis hugs elephant 
SF-3471 Fritz and Ernst battle pirates on top of the hill 
SF-3802 Father at the forge as Fritz and Ernst work on the 
        dugout 
SF-P-1679 Publicity: Kirk with arm around McGuire, both holding 
          bag, ocean behind them 
SF-P-2288 Publicity: McGuire has hands raised to ears as crew 
          member bends over to listen 
SF-P-2438 Behind-the-scenes: Crew polishing tortoise shell on 
          beach 
SF-P-2466 Behind-the-scenes: Kirk watches as crew escorts 
          tortoise 
SF-P-2530 Behind-the-scenes: Divers take tortoise into the ocean 
SF-P-2929 Publicity: Flooded village street during storm 
SF-P-3046 Pirate captain pointing pistol, looking surprised 
SF-P-3274 Publicity: Elephant and handler in the surf 
SF-P-3645 Portrait: Maguire in costume, leaning against tree 
SF-P-3659 Portrait: Maguire in costume, leaning against tree, 
          hand to shoulder 
SF-P-3684 Behind-the-scenes: Hayakawa listens to Annakin as woman 
          fans him 
SF-P-3993 Publicity: Two native divers with shark over side of 
          small boat 
SF-P-4030 Publicity: Hayakawa holds radio as two natives watch 
SF-P-4031 Publicity: Hayakawa looks at radio as two natives watch 
SF-P-4590 Portrait: Mills leaning on cannon, open shirt 



SF-X-1 Portrait: Mills, tight close-up (smaller size) 
SF-X-2   Portrait: Sessue Hayakawa, tight close-up, wearing suit 
TMM-PUB-1399 Portrait: Munro in sweater, leaning forward, arms 
folded, smiling 
159-597 Artwork: Ship up on the rocks 
159-599 Artwork: Ship in harbor from atop hill 
359-349 Artwork: Tree house location 
359-350 Artwork: Camp by lagoon, first night 
359-351 Artwork: View point from fortress 
359-352 Artwork: Top of rock fortress 
359-355 Artwork: Expedition sequence 
359-356 Artwork: Jungle pool 
359-598 Artwork: Beach and palm trees 
359-600 Artwork: Two ships in cove 
no #    Artwork: Family on raft in surf 
no #    Artwork: Logs falling on pirates 
no #    Artwork: Dancing in the tree house 
no #    Artwork: Characters race on animals 
657-931 Portrait: MacArthur in white shirt, dark tie 
760-42  Artwork: Mills as Father 
860-327 Artwork: Kirk as Ernst 
860-413 Artwork: Hayakawa as pirate leader 
1060-107  Artwork: Two views; pirate with sword; Fritz hugging 
          Roberta 
1160-117  Artwork: Maguire as Mother 
no #    Artwork: Film title 
 
 
SWORD AND THE ROSE, THE 
 
Cast: Glynis Johns (Princess Mary Tudor), Richard Todd (Charles 
Brandon), James Robertson Justice (King Henry VIII), Michael Gough 
(Duke of Buckingham), Jane Barrett (Lady Margaret), Peter Copley (Sir 
Edwin Caskoden), Rosalie Crutchley (Queen Katherine of Aragon), D. 
A. Clarke-Smith (Cardinal Wolsey), Ernest Jay (Lord Chamberlain), 
Bryan Coleman (Earl of Surrey), Phillip Glasier (Royal Falconer), 
Fernand Fabre (Ambassador De Loungeville of France), Jean Mercure 
(King Louis XII), Gerard Oury (Dauphin of France), Bob Simmonds 
(French wrestler). 
 
MP-1233 Publicity: Richard Todd in jacket and tie, hands in 
        pants pockets, side view 
MP-1608 Publicity: Richard Todd cleaning rifle at home, wearing 

vest and tie 
MP-1609 Publicity: Richard Todd with wife and dogs at home; wife 

seated, Todd with pipe 
MP-1613 Publicity: Richard Todd passing tea to wife at home 



MP-1615 Publicity: Richard Todd with wife and dogs at home; wife 
handing bone to dogs 

MP-1618 Publicity: Richard Todd looks back from desk at home 
MP-1620 Publicity: Richard Todd sits reading as wife looks on 
MP-1677 Publicity: Richard Todd looks at fans with cameras 
RT-19    Publicity: Richard Todd in tweed jacket, plaid vest, 
        head turned 
RT-25   Publicity: Richard Todd in dark suit, light vest, head 
        turned 
RT-33   Publicity: Richard Todd in dark suit, striped tie, arms 
        crossed, ship model in background 
RT-38   Publicity: Richard Todd in tweed jacket, plaid vest, 
        holding pipe, hand in pocket 
RT-40   Publicity: Richard Todd in tweed jacket, plaid vest, 
        holding pipe, next to globe 
RT-43   Publicity: Richard Todd holding up cigarette 
RT-44   Publicity: Richard Todd in tweed jacket, sitting with 
        chess pieces 
RT-46   Publicity: Richard Todd in dark suit, striped tie, 
        holding cigarette, ship model in background 
RT-52   Publicity: Richard Todd in white shirt, arms crossed 
RT-55   Publicity: Richard Todd in jacket and tie, from left 
        side 
RT-58   Publicity: Richard Todd in jacket and tie, hands in 
        pants pockets 
RT-60   Publicity: Richard Todd in dark jacket and tie 
RT-1233 Publicity: Richard Todd in jacket and tie, hands in 
        pants pockets, side view 
SR-8 Duke of Buckingham throws French wrestler to the ground 
 
 
TATTOOED POLICE HORSE, THE 
 
List being prepared - please let me know if you want a copy! 
 
 
TEN WHO DARED 
 
Cast: Brian Keith (William "Bill" Dunn), John Beal (Major John Wesley 
Powell), James Drury (Captain Walter Powell), R.G. Armstrong (Oramel 
Howland), Ben Johnson (George Bradley), L.Q. Jones (Billy "Missouri" 
Hawkins), Dan Sheridan (Jack Sumner), David Stollery (Andrew "Andy" 
Hall), Stan Jones (Seneca Howland), David Frankham (Frank Goodman). 
 
560-C-187 Artwork: Walter Powell holding pistol 
560-C-189 Artwork: Man? sitting 
560-C-191 Artwork: Man? in hat leaning against wall 



560-C-192 Artwork: Bradley with hands in pockets 
560-C-194 Artwork: Dunn holding rifle in crossed arms 
560-C-195 Artwork: Man? holding pistol, sitting 
560-C-196 Artwork: Man? with hands to belt buckle 
560-C-198 Artwork: Oramel holding canteen 
TV-19863Dunn in buckskin shirt, hands on hips 
TV-20098 Major Powell and Dunn jump away from snake 
TV-20331 Dunn falls overboard as boat hits rock 
TV-20768  Powell sitting in his chair, holding journal 
TV-20805  Seneca Howland, playing guitar 
TV-21200  Sumner or Goodman, in vest and derby 
TV-21220Dunn, cradling rifle in arms 
TV-21245  Close-up of Major Powell, looking quizzical 
 
 
TEX 
 
L80-486-14C Portrait: Close-up of Jim Metzler in sweatshirt 
L80-511-7C Portrait: S.E. Hinton, hands hooked on belt 
L80-527-5C  Portrait: Meg Tilly, checkered shirt, smiling 
L80-555-11C Portrait: Emilio Estevez in open collar shirt 
 
 
TEXAS JOHN SLAUGHTER 
 
Cast: Tom Tryon (Texas John Slaughter), Robert Middleton (Frank 
Davis), Norma Moore (Adeline Harris), Harry Carey, Jr. (Ben Jenkins), 
Judson Pratt (Captain Cooper), Robert J. Wilke (Outlaw #1), Slim 
Pickens (Stagecoach driver). 
 
JS-X-1  Slaughter about to kiss Adeline 
1159-137  Artwork: Slaughter firing pistol 
TVC-1564  Slaughter watches as Davis fires pistol 
TVC-1619  Portrait: Close-up of smiling Moore in frilly collar blouse 
TV-9624  Slaughter and others in street fight 
TV-9882  Davis with raised pistol during contest 
TV-9922  Slaughter and sheriff with wounded Davis on balcony 
TV-9926  Slaughter leans against brick wall, gun drawn 
TV-9927  Outlaw #1 and Davis with guns drawn in stables 
TV-9948  Slaughter kneels next to wounded Jenkins 
TV-9962  Jenkins holds pistol as he stands with Slaughter 
TV-9973  Slaughter and Adeline embrace against wall 
TV-9993  Slaughter in barber's chair looking at two gunmen 
TV-10011  Davis stands with his men at poker table 
TV-10038  Slaughter on horseback at full gallop, grassy area 
TV-10044  Slaughter trapped under fallen horse 
TV-10089  Publicity: Moore and Tryon leaning on saddle 



TV-10094  Publicity: Tryon in rough shirt, gun on belt in front 
TV-11399  Slaughter and Jenkins ride guard on stagecoach 
TV-11480  Slaughter with gun drawn, crouching behind bush 
TV-11490  Man reels from Slaughter's punch 
TV-11603  Posse firing as they race past camera 
 
 
THAT DARN CAT 
 
Cast: Hayley Mills (Patti Randall), Dean Jones (Zeke Kelso), 
Dorothy Provine (Ingrid Randall), Roddy McDowall (Gregory 
Benson), Neville Brand (Dan), Elsa Lanchester (Mrs. MacDougall), 
William Demarest (Mr. MacDougall), Frank Gorshin (Iggy), Richard 
Eastham (Supervisor Newton), Grayson Hall (Margaret Miller), Tom 
Lowell (Canoe), Iris Adrian (Landlady), Ed Wynn (Mr. Hofstedder), 
Syn (the Cat). 
 
16A-237 Zeke standing by car with hand to earpiece 
16A-297Zeke, standing near surfboard, uses radio 
16A-562 Mr. MacDougall tries to stop Mrs. MacDougall as she 
        casts fishing pole ($1) 
16A-601 Portrait: Provine in jacket, with blouse pinned at neck; 
        iron fence and flowers in background; head tilted to 
        side 
16A-608 Portrait: Provine in jacket, with blouse pinned at neck; 
        iron fence in background; looking at camera 
16A-611 Portrait: Provine in jacket, with blouse pinned at neck; 
        iron fence and flowers in background; head tilted back 
16A-817 Portrait: Lowell, looking to photo right 
16A-939 Mrs. MacDougall peers through soapy window ($1) 
16A-1001  Hofstedder looks worried as Patti talks on phone in 
          shop 
16A-1106  Publicity: Provine in make-up chair, studying hair in 
          mirror 
16A-1122-4     Ingrid looks intently, slightly to left 
16A-1576  Ingrid with hands raised; fuzzy sweater and scarf 
16A-1813  Ingrid, disheveled, sprawls against door on floor; 
          close-up 
16A-1857-6     Ingrid smiling; wearing sweater and scarf 
16A-2325  Portrait: Provine in knit suit, standing with hands 
          folded in kitchen 
16A-2372  Ingrid looking sternly past camera 
16A-2416  Portrait: Provine in knit suit, hand to face 
16A-2471  Newton smiling; close-up 
16A-2493  Zeke holds up a picture of the cat for his fellow 
          agents 
16A-2496  Zeke kneels and uses the radio as another agent points 



          a gun at the door 
16A-2500  Zeke holds up a picture of the cat 
16A-2565  Publicity: Woman points to California map on surfboard 
          ($1) 
16A-2566Publicity: Woman points to California map on surfboard; 

pointer raised 
16A-2567 Publicity: Woman points to California map on surfboard; 
pointer mid-board 
16A-2621  Patti stares at Zeke as he sits at desk 
16A-2640  Zeke looks quizzical; in light suit 
16A-2765  Publicity: Woman points to California map on surfboard; 
          pointer lowered ($1) 
16A-2792  Agent? sitting at desk with papers ($1) 
16A-2889 Iggy looks at money while Dan sits with newspaper16A-2916  
Portrait: Brand in suit ($1) 
16A-2916Portrait: Brand in suit 
16A-2988  Margaret, Dan and Iggy all look at the cat sniffing 
          paper 
16A-3004  Margaret sits gagged as Iggy and Dan look at the 
          newspaper 
16A-3015  Portrait: Gorshin in suede coat; smiling 
16A-3021  Portrait: Gorshin in suede coat; serious 
16A-3198  Zeke points his gun down at someone 
16A-3227  Iggy, with suitcase full of money, starts to open the 
          door 
16A-3347  Iggy (from rear) watches as Dan hits flames with broom 
          ($1) 
16A-3535  Portrait: Jones in fuzzy sweater; serious; close-up 
16A-3639  Portrait: Lowell in suit and vest ($1) 
 
 
THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN 
 
Cast: Michael Rennie (Captain John Winter), James MacArthur (Rudi 
Matt), Janet Munro (Lizbeth Hempel), James Donald (Franz Lerner), 
Herbert Lom (Emil Saxo), Laurence Naismith (Teo Zurbriggen), Leo 
Patterson (Klaus Wesselhoft), Walter Fitzgerald (Herr Hempel), Nora 
Swinburne (Frau Mott), Ferdy Mayne (Andreas). 
 
TMM-JM-5  Portrait: Munro leaning on spinning wheel 
TMM-JM-7  Portrait: Munro with arms folded, posed at angle 
TMM-JM-9  Portrait: Munro sitting at spinning wheel 
TMM-JM-10  Portrait: Munro with spinning wheel, holding strings 
TMM-JM-11  Portrait: Munro sitting on steps, hand to cheek 
TMM-JM-23  Portrait: Munro holding doll at feet 
TMM-PROD-216  Long shot of climbers on rock wall 
TMM-PROD-570  Villagers look up towards mountain 



TMM-PROD-606  Winter pulls himself over ice on rope as guide watches 
TMM-PROD-607  Winter leans on Rudi as they cross ice field 
TMM-PROD-664  Emil and Franz argue with Winter in rear 
TMM-PROD-693  Franz and Winter shake hands on peak, long shot 
TMM-PROD-715  Franz watches as Winter helps Rudi over edge 
TMM-PROD-726  Rudi rappelling 
TMM-PROD-746  Franz falling from rock ledge 
TMM-PROD-809  Rudi looks up at rope hanging on rock wall 
TMM-PROD-1043  Women with Andreas? outside shop 
TMM-PUB-269  Behind-the-scenes: Camera crew on edge of cliff, snow 
below 
TMM-PUB-440  Portrait: Lom in costume, serious look inside cottage 
TMM-PUB-1403  Portrait: Munro, checkered sleeveless blouse, smiling 
TMM-PUB-1404  Portrait: Munro, checkered sleeveless blouse, wistful 
expression 
TMM-PUB-1469  Portrait: Munro, checkered sleeveless blouse, smiling 
DAR-PORT-119 Portrait: Munro in white blouse; leaning on side 
JM-NBC-1  Portrait: Munro, serious, looking up, evening gown 
JM-NBC-2  Portrait: Munro, serious, looking up, evening gown, 
close-up 
JM-NBC-3  Portrait: Munro, serious, looking ahead, evening gown 
JM-NBC-4  Portrait: Munro, smiling, evening gown 
no #  Four color pictures (reddish) of Munro with spinning wheel 
 
 
THOSE CALLOWAYS 
 
Cast: Brian Keith (Cam Calloway), Vera Miles (Liddy Calloway), Brandon 
de Wilde (Bucky Calloway), Walter Brennan (Alf Simes), Ed Wynn (Ed 
Parker), Linda Evans (Bridie Mellott), Philip Abbott (Dell Fraser), 
John Larkin (Jim Mellott), Parley Baer (Doane Shattuck), Frank de Kova 
(Nigosh), Roy Roberts (E.J. Fletcher), John Qualen (Ernie Evans), Tom 
Skerritt (Whit Turner), Paul Hartman (Charley Evans), Russell Collins 
(Nat Perkins), John Davis Chandler (Ollie Gibbons), Chet Stratton 
(Phil Petrie), Renee Godfrey (Sarah Mellot), Frank Ferguson (Doctor). 
 
3A-151-1  Dog racing across snowy field 
3A-267  Long shot of Bucky and dog hiking in snow 
3A-417  Two ducks landing in reeds on lake 
3A-447-1  Cam and Bucky falling to the ground inside barn as they fight 
3A-468  Bucky takes a swing at Cam 
3A-489-6  Cam and Bucky laugh after their fight 
3A-693-4  Bridie on carriage at covered bridge 
3A-722  Bridie and Whit hold hands up high in living room 
3A-1025-2  Dell and Cam shake hands 
3A-1347  Bucky and Ed entertain at the party 
3A-1358  Ed and man perform at the party 



3A-1464  Dell gestures as Alf sits in country store 
3A-1522-5  Serious pose of Ed in high backed chair 
3A-1523-2  Ed laughing as he holds pipe 
3A-1527-5  Close-up of Dell, wearing sweater and tie 
3A-1651  Ed has hand to mouth and he and two men laugh on porch 
3A-1657  Ed has hand to mouth and he and two men laugh on porch 
3A-1802  Townspeople looking up; view from across lake 
3A-1983  Bucky pulls gun from Whit in town as another man loads shotgun 
3A-1986  Bucky pulls gun from Whit in town as another man looks up 
3A-2016-1  Close-up of smiling Alf in jacket and hat 
3A-2018-5  Bucky and Whit fighting in street 
3A-2047  Whit with hands to Bucky's face as they fight 
3A-2062  Bucky (from rear) falls back as Whit punches him 
3A-2118  Bucky (face blocked) on top of Whit as they fight 
3A-2142  Bucky and Whit swing at each other in the street 
3A-2327  Dell speaking at town meeting 
3A-2553  Worried looking Liddy leaning on porch post 
3A-2670-4  Bucky slumps to steps as man helps defeated Whit lying in 
street 
3A-2828-2  Close-up of Cam, looking up, wearing cap 
3A-2859  Portrait: de Kova in striped coat, checkered shirt, hat 
3A-3078  Cam and Bucky looking up as they hike in woods 
3A-3082  Cam and Bucky hiking in woods 
3A-3249-6  Cam looking at man falling in water 
3A-3254-2  Man flailing arms in water 
3A-3257-5  Worried Liddy holds cloth to face as Cam consoles her 
3A-3258-1  Liddy starts to smile as Cam consoles her 
3A-3458  Liddy (from rear) tries to scare away bear 
3A-4318  Cam tries to help injured Bucky in woods 
3A-4386-6  Bucky fights with snarling bear 
3A-4387-1  Bucky fights with snarling bear 
1063-459  Portrait: Miles in gown and earrings, smiling 
1063-473  Portrait: Miles in beaded gown and earrings, smiling 
 
 
TIGER WALKS, A 
 
Cast: Brian Keith (Sheriff Pete Williams), Vera Miles (Dorothy 
Williams), Pamela Franklin (Julie Williams), Sabu (Ram Singh), Edward 
Andrews (Governor Robbins), Una Merkel (Mrs. Watkins), Peter Brown 
(Vern Goodman), Kevin Corcoran (Tom Hadley), Frank McHugh (Bill 
Watkins), Connie Gilchrist (Lyddie Lewis), Arthur Hunnicutt (Frank 
Lewis), Theodore Marcuse (Josef Pietz), Jack Albertson (Sam Grant), 
Donald May (Captain Anderson), Doodles Weaver (Bob Evans). 
 
8A-20  Portrait: Miles in bathrobe, smiling 
8A-23  Portrait: Miles in bathrobe, serious 



8A-25  Portrait: Miles in bathrobe, starting to talk 
8A-43  Pete smiling, indoors, tweed coat 
8A-47  Pete looking quizzical, indoors, tweed coat 
8A-68  Portrait: Keith, serious, looking up slightly 
8A-81  Portrait: Miles leaning on back of chair, smiling 
8A-87  Portrait: Miles leaning on back of chair, slight smile 
8A-119 Portrait: Miles, from side, printed blouse, smiling 
8A-125 Portrait: Miles, from side, printed blouse, smiling 
8A-268 Publicity: Corcoran and Franklin play with carriage 
8A-292 Portrait: Blonde woman (?) in white blouse, side view, 

serious 
8A-335 Portrait: Gilchrist in patterned blouse 
8A-443 Pete pointing at man in foyer, as he holds rifle 
8A-511 Publicity: Franklin, holding puppy, and Corcoran outside 

tiger wagon 
8A-608 Pete argues with reporter as he protects Singh 
8A-610 Reporters take notes as Pete listens to Singh 
8A-663 Officers jump out of patrol car 
8A-756 Man adjusts tail on Tigerometer 
8A-764 Smiling man with microphone at Tigerometer 
8A-1072 Publicity: Weaver in funny pose in front of tiger wagon 
8A-1094 Portrait: Corcoran in white shirt and tie 
8A-1333 Watkins gets his gun out in store 
8A-1338 Rear view of Pietz as tiger leaps over him 
8A-1450 Pete kneels down to look for tracks 
8A-1465 Lewis stumbles in fog, holding arm 
8A-1476 Soldiers and Pete examine injured man 
8A-1505-5 Two tiger kittens looking through cage bars 
8A-1521 Pietz and Singh argue outside circus wagon 
8A-1523-3 Tom peeks at tiger through hole in wall 
8A-1527-6 Tom looks worried as Julie cries (slightly blurry) 
8A-1576 Pete stands outside with arms folded 
8A-1599 Pete talks to Julie at patrol car as Vern and Tom watch 
8A-1601 Reporters gather as governor talks to Pete 
8A-1603 Reporters gather around the governor 
8A-1605 Anderson talks to Grant as governor, Pete, Vern and Singh 

watch 
8A-1606 Pete, Vern and Singh (from rear) stand in parking lot 
8A-1631 Shopkeeper jumps back as tiger races down street 
8A-1643-5 Publicity: Close-up of smiling Franklin 
8A-1672 Pietz, Singh and man outside tiger wagon (printed in 

reverse) 
8A-1666 Stuntman for Pietz opening tiger's cage 
8A-1676 Tom, holding bicycle, stares at Pietz 
8A-1678 Singh, Watkins, Pietz stand by truck 
8A-1690 Julie on ground in pile of cans, Tom standing by fence 
8A-1711 Tom and Julie examine cut on her arm 



8A-1776 Dorothy and Julie sit at table with pile of mail 
8A-1810 Henderson standing in jeep 
8A-1834 Governor gives press conference 
8A-1887-3 Close-up of Singh, Pete and Vern 
8A-1899-5 Publicity: Close-up of Keith, heard turned, white shirt 
8A-1905 Tiger climbing over fence 
8A-2105 Publicity: Sabu reads Franklin's palm 
8A-2131 Pete searches for tiger, holding rifle 
1063-473 Portrait: Miles in beaded blouse 
1063-501 Portrait: Miles, short hair, in dark dress 
no #  Pete, Dorothy and Julie standing at kitchen table 
no #  Julie looks down as she holds tiger kitten 
no #  Pete, looking serious, in white shirt, indoors 
no #  Portrait: Miles leaning on chair back, slight smile 
no #  Governor watches as Army officer uses microphone, Grant in 

background 
no #  Man at Tigerometer as Julie holds tiger kitten 
no #  Tom stands next to Julie as she holds pet cat 
no #  Tiger on prowl through town 
no #  Publicity: Close-up of Sabu outdoors 
The following pictures are printed on 8x10 paper but are not full-sized 
images 
no #  Henderson argues with Grant as Pete, Vern and Singh watch 
no #  Two tiger kittens walking as parent lies on ground 
no #  Grant and Henderson watch as Pete talks to injured man on 

ground 
no #  Pete talks to Julie at patrol car as Vern and Tom watch 
no #  Close-up of Singh, Pete and Vern 
no #  Publicity: Close-up of Franklin in plaid shirt 
no #  Pete holds Julie by arms as they talk in kitchen 
no #  Vern in uniform outside tiger cage 
 
List being prepared - please let me know if you want a copy! 
 
 
TOBY TYLER, OR TEN WEEKS WITH A CIRCUS 
 
Cast: Kevin Corcoran (Toby Tyler), Henry Calvin (Ben Cotter), 
Gene Sheldon (Sam Treat), Bob Sweeney (Harry Tupper), Richard 
Eastham (Colonel Sam Castle, Ringmaster), James Drury (Jim 
Weaver), Barbara Beaird (Mademoiselle Jeanette), Dennis Joel 
(Monsieur Ajax), Edith Evanson (Aunt Olive), Tom Fadden (Uncle 
Daniel), Mr. Stubbs (Himself). 
 
TT-4      Ben, holding towel, walks across circus yard as Toby 
          follows 
TT-12   Ben gestures towards man as he and Toby cross circus 



        yard 
TT-37   Ben and Toby kneel at water's edge 
TT-49   Ben with pipe in his mouth, looking for his matches 
TT-66   Ben lifts Harry off the ground by his shirt as Toby 
        watches (vertical) 
TT-68   Ben lifts Harry off the ground by his shirt as Toby 
        watches (horizontal) 
TT-74   Harry grabs Toby by the collar 
TT-82   A bedraggled Harry sitting in the water 
TT-89   Ben watches as Harry falls into the water in front of 
        wagon 
TT-188  Toby (from rear) watches Jeanette practice on horseback 
TT-275  Ajax does backflip on horseback 
TT-298  Sam, Ringmaster and Ben standing inside the circus tent 
TT-307  Sam with arms folded as Ben gestures inside tent 
TT-317  Toby practices bareback routine 
TT-328  Toby stands on horse as he practices routine 
TT-331  Ben watches as Toby stands on horseback 
TT-383  Ben steering circus wagon during parade 
TT-434  Townspeople laugh as Sam, as clown, pulls elephants 
        trunk (facing away from elephant) 
TT-439  Townspeople laugh as Sam, as clown, pulls elephants 
        trunk (facing elephant) 
TT-454  Close-up of Ben on circus wagon 
TT-461  Sam whispers in elephants ear as Toby watches 
TT-471  Townspeople laugh as baby elephants march past 
TT-480  Sam leads the parade of baby elephants 
TT-592  Woman riding elephant in parade 
TT-648  Toby reaches out towards balloon vendor 
TT-649  Toby, with eyes closed, leans on pole 
TT-655  Toby follows townspeople in midway 
TT-680  Toby standing in front of midway barker 
TT-668  Toby under falling wagon 
TT-686  Men lifting Toby from under the wagon 
TT-688  Man flees as wagon falls 
TT-906  Sam and another clown, backs to each other, during 
        performance 
TT-912  The clowns enter the tent (free) 
TT-929  Ringmaster and Harry both pointing at each other inside 
        office wagon 
TT-940  Clown and Sam holding hands in the air 
TT-959  Jeanette and Ajax with a leg in the air as they ride 
        bareback 
TT-963  Jeanette and Ajax stand as they ride bareback 
TT-1015 Jeanette in mid-air as she jumps over ribbons 
TT-1018 Toby yelling from stands as Harry bends towards him with 
        snacks 



TT-1052 Jeanette in mid-air as she jumps over ribbons, Ajax 
        behind her 
TT-1056 Jeanette bursting through paper hoop 
TT-1117 Jeanette standing on horseback, Toby kneeling on next 
        horse 
TT-1127 Toby bursting through paper hoop 
TT-1269 Acrobat does flip in air (free) 
TT-1288 Elephants lean on each other and hold woman ($1) 
TT-1293 Toby stands on horseback as he approaches burning hoop 
TT-1308 Toby leaning on chair on horseback 
TT-1317 Toby and Mr. Stubbs sitting on chair on horseback 
TT-1339 Toby stands with chair on horseback 
TT-1355 Toby (looking away) sits on chair on horseback ($1) 
TT-1362 Mr. Stubbs claps as Toby takes his bows 
TT-1367 Ben, in costume, waves to the crowd before his act 
TT-1372 Ben lifting two ponies 
TT-1475 Harry with his arm around Toby's shoulders 
TT-1484 Ben grabs Toby as he climbs on animal wagon 
TT-1493 Toby sneaking banana into the cage 
TT-1518 Harry looks at a coin as Toby watches 
TT-1524 Ben and Toby on the wagon at night 
TT-1535 Ajax stands at the meal table as Jeanette and Toby watch 
TT-1601 Toby filling peanut bags as Mr. Stubbs watches from the 
        cage 
TT-1635 Sam as clown and Ben in costume 
TT-1636 Sam and Ringmaster shaking hands 
TT-1660 Sam pulling on his glove as he, Toby and Mr. Stubbs sit 
        on wagon at night 
TT-1684 Ben watches as Harry splashes in water tub (horizontal) 
TT-1684 Ben watches as Harry splashes in water tub (vertical) 
TT-1689 Harry looks up as he sits in water tub 
TT-1696 Ben grabs Harry off wagon steps 
TT-1709 Toby holds clothes up to Ben next to wagon 
TT-1727 Uncle Daniel watches as Aunt Olive and Toby hug at the 
        circus 
TT-1734 Ben looks at Toby holding up papers inside tent 
TT-1748 Toby and Uncle Daniel stand at home 
TT-1772 Mr. Stubbs claps as he sits on perch on tent pole ($1) 
TT-1779 Trapeze artists perform (free) 
TT-1828 Toby pets horse as he holds bread up to it 
TT-2027 Sam holds up tiny pants as Mr. Stubbs lies on table and 
        Toby watches 
TT-2074 Sam holding bottle of castor oil as Mr. Stubbs and Toby 
        look at him 
TT-2076 Toby looks at a recovered Mr. Stubbs as Sam smiles 
TT-2015 Mr. Stubbs fishing, with a boot on the line ($1) 
TT-2116 Toby walks with Mr. Stubbs on dirt road 



TT-2170 Angry-looking Harry grabs mad-looking Toby by the collar 
TT-2230 Mr. Stubbs lying on chair as he points pistol 
TT-2260 Mr. Stubbs points gun at Toby inside jail 
TT-P-53 Behind-the-scenes: Mr. Stubbs and his trainer sitting 
        between shots 
TT-P-72 Mr. Stubbs, seated in front of circus poster, eating 
        banana 
TT-P-1362 Mr. Stubbs claps as Toby takes his bows 
TT-P-2033 Sam has injured Mr. Stubbs on table as Toby watches 
TT-PUB-6  Ben points at Toby in circus yard 
TT-PUB-17 Harry working behind his lemonade stand 
TT-PUB-21 Harry pointing at Toby from behind the stand 
TT-PUB-25 Toby holds up wooden nickel to Harry 
TT-PUB-47 Sam bends to help injured Ajax as Jeanette and Toby 
          watch 
TT-PUB-277     Publicity: Clowns in front of camels 
TT-PUB-528     Publicity: Mr. Stubbs leaning on chair, looking to 
               left ($1) 
TT-PUB-529     Publicity: Mr. Stubbs leaning on chair, looking 
               down ($1) 
TT-PUB-654     Behind-the-scenes: Corcoran, Mr. Stubbs, Sweeney 
               and crew in lunch line 
TT-PUB-795     Publicity: Mr. Stubbs leaning on street sign pole 
               at studio 
TT-PUB-866     Publicity: Sweeney in dark suit, smiling 
TT-PUB-882     Publicity: Sweeney in costume, with cigar and hat, 
               adjusting bow tie 
TT-PUB-884     Publicity: Sweeney holding up a coin 
868-862   Five views of jail scene 
868-863   Four views of circus wagons 
959-C-489  Portrait: Calvin, Hawaiian shirt, board behind him 
1059-C-762     Artwork: Mr. Stubbs shooting pistol 
1259-45  Portrait: Sheldon, jacket and tie 
 
 
TOMORROW THE MOON 
 
TV-3377 Artwork: bottle suits with uninflated center core of S-1 
TV-3380 Artwork: astronaut #4 leaving airlock 
TV-3392 Artwork: orbital telescope 
TV-3393 Artwork: bottle suit working on orbital telescope 
TV-3394 Artwork: small satellite for earth mapping 
TV-3446 Artwork: Cyrano writes his tale, with a bird on his nose 
TV-3449 Artwork: Cyrano about to launch his eagle-shaped missile 
 
 
TONKA 



 
Cast: Sal Mineo (White Bull), Philip Carey (Captain Myles Keogh), 
Jerome Courtland (Lieutenant Henry Nowlan), H.M. Wynant (Yellow 
Bull), Joy Page (Prairie Flower), Britt Lomond (General Custer), 
Sydney Smith (General Terry), John War Eagle (Chief Sitting 
Bull), Gregg Martell (Corporal Korn). 
 
TON-PUB-131    Publicity: Smith as general in fort 
TON-PUB-135    Publicity: Smith with hand on cannon 
TON-PUB-139    Publicity: Carey leaning on ladder inside fort 
TON-C-PUB-171  Publicity: Carey in calvary uniform, leaning on 
               ladder 
TON-PUB-409    Publicity: ??, mouth closed 
TON-PUB-411    Publicity: ??, smiling 
TON-PUB-455    Publicity: Wyant as White Bull, scowling 
TON-PUB-462    Publicity: Wyant in costume, close-up 
TON-PUB-468    Publicity: Wyant holding tomahawk 
TON-PUB-784    Portrait: Carey in sweater 
TON-PROD-158   Tonka kneelings, ropes on neck and legs 
TON-PROD-384   White Bull kneels between horses as soldier walks 
               past 
TON-PROD-570   Keogh stands with Tonka as Nowlan watches 
TON-C-PROD-627 Keogh smiles as he stands with Tonka 
TON-PROD-676   Keogh and two soldiers with Tonka 
TON-PROD-822   Yellow Bull on running horse in camp 
TON-PROD-859   Indians gather around fighting Tonka 
TON-PROD-987   Man on white horse tries to rope Tonka 
TON-C-PROD-1232     Back view of soldiers on horseback during 
                    battle 
TON-PROD-1375  Nowland and corporal stand in front of troops on 
               horseback 
TON-PROD-1385  Nowlan raises hand to stop his soldiers 
TON-PROD-1390  Publicity: Courtland aims pistol, with sword in 
               other hand 
 
 
TREASURE ISLAND 
 
Cast: Bobby Driscoll (Jim Hawkins), Robert Newton (Long John 
Silver), Basil Sydney (Captain Smollett), Walter Fitzgerald 
(Squire Trelawney), Dennis O'Dea (Dr. Livesy), Geoffrey Keen 
(Israel Hand), Geoffrey Wilkinson (Ben Gunn). 
 
TR-50   Mutineers confront Jim, standing next to Silver 
TR-57   Captain, Squire? and Silver with pipes and match 
TR-65   Publicity: O'Dea leaning on rock walls 
TR-144  Publicity: Driscoll leans on Newton, who sneers and 



        points pistol at camera + 
TR-241  Pirate falls back as Jim fires pistol next to ship mast 
TR-169  Portrait: Sydney?; serious look, head slightly to side 
TR-170  Portrait: Sydney?; serious look, holding telescope 
TR-241  Hands falls back as Jim shoots pistol next to mast; Jim 
        has mouth open in terror 
TR-603  Publicity: Squire? in tri-cornered hat 
TR-613  Publicity: Squire? holding sword 
 
 
TREASURE OF MATECUMBE 
 
Cast: Robert Foxworth (Jim Burnie), Joan Hackett (Lauriette Paxton). 
 
78A-2958 Publicity: two pictures of Joan Hackett - laughing and 
serious 
78A-2983-1 Portrait: Hackett standing, white outfit, hands in pockets 
78A-3052 Publicity: two pictures of Joan Hackett - flowered dress, 
white sweater 
 
 
WATCHER IN THE WOODS, THE 
 
D79-38-24 Publicity: McCallum, Johnson, Richards, Baker in family 
pose 
D79-77-12 Helen holds Jan after a scare 
D79-180-11 Portrait: Close-up of Baker, smiling 
 Publicity folder 
 
 
WESTWARD HO THE WAGONS 
 
Cast: Fess Parker (John "Doc" Grayson), Kathleen Crowley (Laura 
Thompson), Jeff York (Hank Breckenridge), David Stollery (Dan 
Thompson), Sebastian Cabot (Bissonette), Doreen Tracey (Bobo 
Stephen), Barbara Woodell (Mrs. Stephen), John War Eagle (Chief Wolf's 
Brother), Cubby O'Brien (Jerry Stephen), Tommy Cole (Jim Stephen), 
Leslie Bradley (Spencer Armitage), Morgan Woodward ("Obie" Foster), 
Karen Pendleton (Myra Thompson), Iron Eyes Cody (Many Stars), Anthony 
Numkena (Little Thunder), Jane Liddell (Ruth Benjamin), Jon Locke (Ed 
Benjamin). 
 
WH-1  Publicity: Parker and Crowley sitting together, smiling 
WH-4  Publicity: Crowley and Parker looking out of covered wagon 
WH-10  Publicity: Parker standing next to sitting Crowley, both 
smiling 
WH-11  Publicity: Parker aims pistol as Crowley holds it 



WH-26  Publicity: York with hand to chin, looking thoughtful 
WH-239  Publicity: Parker standing with hands on gun belt 
WH-241  Publicity: Parker leaning on wagon, holding pistol 
WH-252  Doc holds injured Dan as Hank kneels to look 
WH-281  Jerry dances with dog 
WH-579  Doc raises rifle overhead as signal on horseback 
WH-590  Publicity: Parker and Crowley sitting on wagon seat 
WH-591  Publicity: Parker kneeling next to wagon, pointing rifle 
WH-623  Dan, Hank and Doc looking down at Indians 
WH-662  Rear view of pioneers shooting at Indians from behind rock 
WH-706  Publicity: Parker leaning on rifle on rock 
WH-733  Wagon climbs hill, with circle of Indians behind it 
WH-781  Laura stands by wagon as Doc sings 
WH-784  Laura tying Doc's scarf 
WH-797  Indian points towards ground as circle of adults watch 
WH-854  Ma crouches behind rock as horses race past 
WH-904  Indian rears back on horse during attack 
WH-959  Mrs. Thompson shakes the reins as Dan fires rifle (face 
blocked) 
WH-964  Settler jumps on Indian on horseback during attack 
WH-965  Indian about to hit the ground after falling from horse 
WH-968  Indian stretched out as he falls from horse 
WH-1012  Indian starts to fall from horse 
WH-1038  Horse and Indian fall during attack; other Indians look 
WH-1051  Doc looks over at Hank as they lead the wagon train 
WH-1085  Bobo, Jerry and Jim Stephen look out from wagon 
WH-1089  Mrs. Thompson handles the reins as Myra sits next to her with 
doll 
WH-1094  Publicity: Woodell with arms crossed on knee, in costume and 
hat 
WH-1097  Hank on horse, next to wagon marked "Oregon or Bust" 
WH-1127  Wagon train streches out near Indian camp 
WH-1139  Mr. and Mrs. Stephens look from wagon as Doc and Hank greet 
Indians 
WH-1141  Indians head out on horseback from camp 
WH-1171  Doc and Hank lead Stephen's wagon at head of wagon train 
WH-1204  Man standing near horse and wagon, pointing pistol 
WH-1221  Publicity: Woman (??) pulling on rope holding barrel to wagon 
WH-1297  Publicity: Man wearing vest holding pistol in camp 
WH-1311  Laura and Doc look at each other as they hold books in camp 
WH-1323  Laura and Doc sitting on baggage in camp; Doc holding book 
WH-1327  Laura and Doc sitting on baggage; Doc with hand to mouth 
WH-1336  Indian leaders face off with Doc and Hank 
WH-1341  Indian boy falling off running pony 
WH-1389  Publicity: Crowley reacts as she pets buffalo; Parker 
smiling 
WH-1402  Hank and medicine man staring at each other; Doc and Laura 



watch 
WH-1440  Laura kisses Doc on seat of wagon 
WH-1441  Doc and Laura smiling on wagon seat 
WH-1521  Publicity: Parker and Crowley hugging on wagon seat 
WH-1525  Publicity: Parker and Crowley sitting on wagon seat 
WH-1527  Publicity: Parker standing behind Crowley, in costume 
WH-1532  Publicity: Parker and Crowley, cheek-to-cheek 
WH-1547  Portrait: York, glowering 
WH-1549  Portrait: Crowley, dark blouse, looking serious 
WH-1552  Portrait: Crowley, checkered blouse, smiling 
WH-1571  Portrait: Man? with mustache leaning on chair 
WH-1575  Doc kneels with injured Dan as Hank looks over shoulder 
WH-1577  Hank points finger towards smiling Doc 
WH-1578  Hank points finger towards Doc, who is looking up with smile 
WH-1580  Doc examines Hank's eye 
WH-8088  Dan, Hank and Doc aiming rifles from behind rock 
WH-8120  Doc races up next to wagon 
WH-8122  Laura smiles as Doc examines book 
WH-ART-1  Artwork: Doc carrying Indian boy 
WH-ART-2  Artwork: Lance hits ground as Doc carries Indian boy 
FP-SPEC-94  Publicity: Parker with bag of cash at bank (also 756-44) 
FP-SPEC-101  Publicity: Crowley putting suntan lotion on Parker's 
back (also 756-191) 
FP-SPEC-105  Fess Parker, pointing,  with man next to oil tanks 
FP-X-2  Collage: WH-ART-2 with three inset photos 
556-575  Portrait: Crowley in black dress, close-up 
556-576  Portrait: Crowley in black dress 
556-577  Portrait: Crowley sitting, hands to knees 
556-822  Publicity: Stollery sitting on floor polishing armor 
656-52  Publicity: Parker and Crowley on Rocket Jets 
656-120  Publicity: Parker leaning on mission wall 
756-179  Publicity: Crowley in surf on rocks 
756-183  Publicity: Crowley lying on blanket at beach 
756-185  Publicity: Crowley sitting on rocks at beach 
756-188  Publicity: Crowley standing on rocks at beach 
856-868  Publicity: Parker and woman at breakfast table 
 
Lists are being prepared for the following films - please let me 
know if you want a copy! 
 
TRENCHCOAT 
TRON 
UGLY DACHSHUND, THE 
VANISHING PRAIRIE, THE 
WATCHER IN THE WOODS, THE 
WATER BIRDS 
WHITE WILDERNESS 



 
WILD COUNTRY, THE 
(need to add to this list) 
 
Cast: Steve Forrest (Jim Tanner), Jack Elam (Thompson), Ronny Howard 
(Virgil Tanner), Frank de Kova (Two Dog), Morgan Woodward (Ab Cross), 
Vera Miles (Kate Tanner), Clint Howard (Andrew Tanner), Dub Taylor 
(Perc/Phil), Woodrow Chambliss (Dakota), Karl Swenson (Jensen), Mills 
Watson (Feathers), Lawrence Mann (Marshal). 
 
46A-2915 Portrait: Forrest in sweater and white shirt 
46A-2917 Portrait: Forrest in gray shirt 
46A-2922 Portrait: Forrest in leather jacket and cowboy hat 
 
WIND IN THE WILLOWS 
 
no # Toad swinging from chandelier 
 
 
WORLD'S GREATEST ATHLETE, THE (list not complete) 
 
55A-766 Publicity: Dayle Haddon lying in grass with tiger 
 
ZORRO 


